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Abstract
Over the last 25 years, the notion of “fuzzy spaces” has become
ubiquitous in the high-energy physics literature. These are finite di-
mensional noncommutative approximations of the algebra of functions
on a classical space. The most well known examples come from the
Berezin quantization of coadjoint orbits of compact semisimple Lie
groups.
We develop a theory of Berezin quantization for certain quantum
homogeneous spaces coming from ergodic actions of compact quantum
groups. This allows us to construct fuzzy versions of these quantum
homogeneous spaces. We show that the finite dimensional approxi-
mations converge to the homogeneous space in a continuous field of
operator systems, and in the quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance of
Rieffel.
We apply the theory to construct a fuzzy version of an ellipsoid
which is naturally endowed with an orbifold structure, as well as a
fuzzy version of the θ-deformed coset spaces C(G/H)~θ of Varilly.
In the process of the latter, we show that our Berezin quantization
commutes with Rieffel’s deformation quantization for actions of Rd.
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1 Introduction
The concept of a path integral is essential in quantum field theory. To com-
pute these integrals for quantum systems of dimension greater than 0 + 1,
one typically tries to approximate the configuration space of the system by a
zero dimensional space and then attempts to take an appropriate limit. How-
ever, if one replaces the configuration space by some lattice of its points, one
usually loses most of the symmetry of the configuration space. This is unap-
pealing from a computational standpoint, since symmetry generally makes
computations simpler. More important than this though is the fact that
symmetries of the configuration space give conservation laws of the physical
system. Thus there are typically aspects of the physics lost when one replaces
the configuration space by a lattice approximation. For a basic introduction
to quantum field theory, see [Pe].
In the physics literature, it is very common to find the notation of “fuzzy
spaces” [Maj], [Fl], [Do2], [Bi], [Mo], [Lo]. These are finite dimensional non-
commutative spaces that replace the lattice approximation of a configuration
space and have the full symmetry of the space. Historically the first exam-
ple was the fuzzy sphere. For each n ∈ N there is an action of SU(2) on
Mn(C) by conjugation with the n-dimensional irreducible representation of
SU(2). Moreover, one hasMn(C) = 1⊕3⊕ ...⊕2n− 1 as an SU(2)-module,
where n denotes the n-dimensional irreducible representation of SU(2). On
the other hand, if one decomposes C(S2) as an SU(2)-module, one has
C(S2) = 1 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 5 ⊕ .... Since SU(2) (or rather SO(3)) is the full isom-
etry group of S2, this suggests that dynamics on Mn(C) should resemble
dynamics on S2 for n ∈ N large. One can go on to check that the ma-
trix product on Mn(C) converges to the commutative product on C(S
2) as
n −→ ∞ in a suitable sense [Bal], so that particle interactions agree in the
limit as well [Pe]. For this reason, the sequence of matrix algebras Mn(C)
equipped with their actions of SU(2) is called the fuzzy sphere, and it is the
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optimal setting to use for computing path integrals on the sphere. See [Bal]
for more details and computations for general fuzzy CPn.
This example is best understood using the language of strict quantization
of C∗-algebras. The algebras Mn(C) together with C(S
2) form a continuous
field of C∗-algebras, and the sequence of Berezin adjoint maps σ˘n : C(S2)→
Mn(C) give for any f ∈ C(S2) a continuous section
Q~(f) =
{
f ~ = 0
σ˘n(f) ~ = 1/n, n ∈ N.
The essential property of these Berezin adjoints as well as the corresponding
Berezin symbols σn : Mn(C) → C(S2) which are adjoint to them is that
they are positive, unital, and SU(2)-equivariant. These Berezin symbols are
constructed more generally for coadjoint orbits of compact semisimple Lie
groups, and we write them down in Section 2.6 below. See [Lan] for more
details of this construction, and particularly for the proof that there is a
continuous field of C∗-algebras.
In [Re3], [Re6] Rieffel proves additionally that given any length function
on SU(2), there are corresponding quantum metrics (that is Lip-norms, see
Definition 2.5 below) on C(S2) and on each Mn(C). Moreover, he uses the
Berezin symbol and adjoint to show that the quantum metric spaces Mn(C)
converge to C(S2) in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance. He proves the
corresponding result for general coadjoint orbits.
The goal of this paper is to generalize these results by constructing Berezin
quantizations from actions of compact quantum groups, and then generaliz-
ing Rieffel’s results on inducing quantum metrics, and proving convergence
in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
Throughout this paper, we denote by A a compact quantum group, A its
polynomial subalgebra, ∆ its comultiplication, ε its counit, κ its coinverse,
h its Haar state, and m its multiplication map.
Let A be coamenable and of Kac-type (i.e. κ2 = id). Let (u,H, ξ) be
an irreducible unitary representation of A. Let ξ ∈ H be a distinguished
vector with the property that the cyclic subrepresentation generated by ξ⊗n
in H⊗n is irreducible for all n ∈ N (like a highest weight vector for Lie
groups). Given this data we construct a coideal AH ⊆ A which is the analog
of a coadjoint orbit for Lie groups, and we construct a sequence of finite
dimensional operator systems Bn, and positive unital mappings σn : Bn →
AH and σ˘n : AH → Bn. We prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 1.1 The mappings σ˘n : AH → Bn give a strict quantization of the
operator system AH . If LA is any right-invariant Lip-norm on A, then LA
induces Lip-norms on L and Ln on A
H and Bn, and (Bn, Ln) converges to
(AH , L) in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance as n→∞.
The most peculiar feature of our construction is that our quantum ho-
mogeneous spaces (see Definition 3.16) will be operator systems and not
necessarily C∗-algebras. This facet is linked to the fact that our stabilizers
are not quantum subgroups of A. There is very little discussion of orbits
and stabilizers in the literature. One of the few serious discussions is in [Ju],
where the stabilizer is taken to be largest quantum subgroup of A fixing a
distinguished element. Based on our calculations in Chapter 4, we find that
the correct definition is that the stabilizer should be the largest quantum
subset of A fixing the distinguished element. For ordinary groups these two
notions coincide, but we will see in Section 3.3 that they are distinct even
for cocommutative quantum groups.
One difficulty we must overcome is to define a strict quantization of an
operator system. There has been much discussion of strict quantization for
C∗-algebras, and many definitions have been given. A very good summary of
these is given in Section 2 of Hawkins paper [Haw]. In Definition 2.3 below
we give a working definition for a strict quantization of an operator system,
which we define essentially just to be a continuous field of operator systems
together with a distinguished collection of the continuous sections. In the
language of Hawkins, this is what he would call a 0th-order strict deformation
quantization in the C∗-case. Here, the “order” essentially measures how well
the quantization interacts with the Poisson bracket (that is, a distinguished
Hochschild cohomology class) on the C∗-algebra. In his paper, Hawkins
argues that anything less than a 2nd-order strict deformation quantization
should really not be considered to be a quantization at all. We hope that
later a more complete definition in the case of operator systems will be given
that will include a discussion of Poisson brackets for operator systems.
We believe that the Kac condition in our theorem should be able to be
removed by suitably twisting our operator systems. Evidence for this belief
can be seen from the results of [Ju], where the authors study coherent states
for q-deformations of the classical simple Lie groups. In Section 8 the authors
give a version of Berezin quantization for these groups. In [Har] the authors
extend this construction in the case of SUq(2) by giving Dirac operators on
the q-deformed fuzzy spheres, which by Connes’ philosophy is akin to giving
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a Riemannian metric on them. They check that the spectrum of their Dirac
operator agrees with that of a standard Dirac operator on the q-deformed
sphere up to some finite cutoff, suggesting that the q-deformed fuzzy spheres
are converging to the q-deformed sphere as Riemannian manifolds, and not
just as topological spaces. We hope to soon be able to include these examples
into our framework. We remark that the example given in the appendix to
this paper shows that it is unlikely that the coamenability assumption can
be removed.
We would also like to relate the constructions of this paper to the results
of Bhowmick and Goswami on quantum isometry groups. In [Bh1] Bhowmick
and Goswami define the quantum isometry group of a spectral triple, and
they compute examples in [Bh2] and [Bh3]. In [Go] Goswami defines the
quantum isometry group of a general (classical) metric space. It is a very
important fact for quantum field theory that the finite dimensional approx-
imations that comprise a “fuzzy” version of a metric space have the same
isometry group as the original space. We would like to understand what is
the quantum isometry group of a quantum metric space, and we would like
to know whether our finite dimensional approximations Bn have the same
quantum isometry group as the coideal AH .
In the later sections of this paper, we will extend our results to certain
operator systems constructed from ergodic actions of A on C∗-algebras. The
literature on ergodic actions of quantum groups is extensive. We give a few
examples in Section 6, but the list there is far from exhaustive. First of
all, in [Pi2] Pinzari and Roberts extend the Tannaka-Krein duality for quan-
tum groups by showing that any quasitensor functor on the representation
category of a quantum group A comes from an ergodic action of A on a C∗-
algebra. Although not strictly an example, there is a related construction
by Banica in [Ban1] that associates a Popa system to any finite dimensional
unitary representation of A. These two results together are the foundation
for a philosophy that there is a strong connection between subfactors and
actions of quantum groups. In [Pi3] the authors associate an ergodic action
of C(SUq(2)) to any inclusion of II1 factors with finite Jones index. Other
examples of actions related to subfactors (although not all are ergodic) can
be found in [Ban3], [Ban4], [Mas1], [Mas2], and [Ni]. For a good survey
article, see [Ban5]. A completely different family of examples are described
in [Wa2], where Wang gives examples of ergodic actions of certain compact
quantum groups on the hyperfinite factor of type IIIλ for any λ 6= 0. He
also gives examples of ergodic actions of Kac-type quantum groups on the
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hyperfinite II1 factor, and on certain type IIIλ factors.
In Section 2 we go over the necessary background and prove a few pre-
liminary results. The new material is as follows. In Section 2.1 we give the
definition of a continuous field of operator systems, and we also give a work-
ing definition of a strict quantization of an operator system. At the end of
Section 2.3, we discuss the adjoint u† : H ⊗ L2(A) → H of a unitary repre-
sentation u : H → H⊗A of A, and we give four computations in Proposition
2.10 through Lemma 2.13 that we use repeatly throughout this paper. Fi-
nally, in Section 2.5 we extend Li’s results from Section 8 of [Li] to ergodic
actions of compact quantum groups on order unit spaces. We also define
length functions for compact quantum groups and give their connections to
Lip-norms, extending the results of [Re2].
The material from Section 3 is of its own interest. Here we develop a
theory of stabilizers for actions of quantum groups. This theory works for
general compact quantum groups, not just Kac-type or coamenable. We find
it useful to leave the category of compact quantum groups in this section.
The result of Lemma 3.4 and the proof of Theorem 3.7 show that in a wide
variety of concrete categories, a universal mapping Π : A→ B stabilizing an
element in a unitary representation of A exists. In Section 3.2 we investigate
this universal mapping for the category of (full) compact quantum groups.
In Section 3.3 we look at this universal mapping for the category of order
unit spaces.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we develop Berezin quantization for a “coadjoint
orbit” AH of a Kac-type coamenable compact quantum group A. We see
here that for the purposes of Berezin quantization, the correct stabilizer to
use is the one arising from the category of order unit spaces. Beginning in
Section 4.3 we consider the interaction of this quantization with Lip-norms,
and we prove the above theorem in Section 4.5.
In Section 5 we develop and prove a generalization. Intuitively, we asso-
ciate to any ergodic action of A on a C∗-algebra a certain noncommutative
vector bundle whose fibres are isomorphic to AH . We extend our results
on Berezin quantization and convergence in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff dis-
tance to these spaces as well. We will see in Section 6 that these examples
should be viewed as noncommutative orbifolds.
In Section 6 we give examples of compact quantum groups, and we ex-
plicitly compute stabilizers and Berezin quantizations from representations
of them. In particular, we show that our Berezin quantization commutes
with the Rieffel deformation of compact quantum groups described by Wang
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[Wa3], and show that the quantum coadjoint orbit of C(G)~J is given by the
quantum homogeneous space C(G/K)~θ of Varilly [Va]. We also use the gen-
eralization of Section 5 to give an explicit strict quantization of the orbifold
S2/Zn.
Finally, in the appendix we consider whether or not stabilizers have Haar
states. We will show that they do for the representations considered in
Section 4. We will also give an example which shows that the coamenability
assumption cannot be dropped from Theorem 1.1.
I would like to thank Daniel Kaschek and Stefen Waldmann for helpful
comments about their paper [Ka1], as well as Shuzhou Wang for many helpful
discussions. Finally, I would like to thank Marc Rieffel for endless help and
support as my advisor.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Order Unit Spaces and Operator Systems
For our purposes, we define an order unit space to be a triple (V, V +, e), where
V is a complex ∗-vector space, V + ⊆ Vsa is a cone with V + − V + = Vsa,
and e ∈ V + is a distinguished vector such that for any v ∈ V + one has
(re − v) ∈ V + for some r ∈ R+. We refer to e as the order unit of V . As
usual, V + induces a partial order on Vsa by v ≤ w whenever (w − v) ∈ V +.
The order unit then gives a so-called order seminorm on Vsa by ‖v‖ = inf{r ∈
R+ | − re ≤ v ≤ re}. This seminorm is finite since Vsa = V + − V +. It is
shown in [Pa] that there exist various extensions of this norm to all of V ,
but the particular extension will not make any difference to us. In fact, for
most purposes we will only concern ourselves with the self-adjoint part of V .
We consider only Archimedian order unit spaces; that is, order unit spaces
such that this induced seminorm is actually a norm. It is shown in [Pa] that
any order unit space has a maximal quotient space which is Archimedian.
Note that when many of the standard algebraic constructions (in particular,
quotients) are applied to Archimedian spaces, the resulting spaces need not
be Archimedian. In such situations we will always tacitly replace the resulting
spaces with their maximal Archimedian quotients.
It is important to note that the norm on Vsa is a secondary construction.
As such, it is quite possible in general that Vsa might not be complete in the
order norm.
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The direct sum of two order unit spaces (V, V +, eV ) and (W,W
+, eW )
is given by (V ⊕W,V + ⊕W+, eV ⊕ eW ), where we interpret V + ⊕W+ =
{v ⊕ w | v ∈ V +, w ∈ W+}. Likewise, the tensor product V ⊗W is again an
order unit space with cone {Σivi⊗wi |vi ∈ V +, wi ∈ W+}. Again, since order
unit spaces need not be complete, the algebraic tensor product is a perfectly
good order unit space.
A morphism of order unit spaces is a linear map Φ : V → W which
satisfies Φ(V +) ⊆ W+ and Φ(eV ) = eW . Since Vsa = V + − V +, a morphism
is necessarily ∗-preserving. A linear map such that Φ(V +) ⊆ W+ will be
called positive. A linear map such that Φ(eV ) = eW will be called unital.
It is known that a linear map between order unit spaces Ψ : V → W is a
morphism if and only if it is unital, and ||Ψ|| = 1. For a given order-unit
space (V, e), of particular interest are the morphisms from (V, e) to the order-
unit space (C, 1). A positive unital linear functional ϕ : V → C is called a
state. The set of all states of V is called the state space of V and is denoted
S(V ). For Archimedian order-unit spaces, the state space of V seperates the
points of V [Pa].
An order ideal of V is a linear, ∗-closed subspace K ⊆ V such that
k ∈ K ∩ V + and v ∈ V with 0 ≤ v ≤ k imply v ∈ K. Clearly, the kernel
of a positive unital map is an order ideal. Conversely, if K ⊆ V is an order
ideal, then the natural quotient map V → V/K can be used to give an order
unit structure on V/K, where an element of V/K is defined to be positive
if it has a positive preimage, and the order unit of V/K is defined to be the
image of eV .
A related concept is that of an operator system [Ar]. An operator system
is a unital, ∗-closed linear subspace of a C∗-algebra which is closed in the norm
topology. It is known that operator systems have enough positive elements
so that the positive elements generate the self-adjoint elements [Ar]. Thus
an operator system is an order unit space. We will see in Section 3 that our
stabilizers may not be closed in the order norm, so they are just order unit
spaces. However, the corresponding spaces of fixed elements AH are operator
systems, as are their finite dimensional approximations Bn. In the literature,
one usually takes morphisms of operator systems to be completely positive
maps [Ar], but we emphasize that we are only working with positive maps.
Indeed, the Berezin adjoint σ˘ we define below is not 2-positive in general.
We will be primarily concerned with the idea of quantizing operator sys-
tems. Strict quantizations in the C∗-setting are well-known, see [Lan] for
example. By no means will we fully work out what one should mean by a
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strict quantization of an operator system, but we motivate and give a sim-
ple definition which will suffice for our purposes. First, we define a field of
operator systems.
Definition 2.1 Let X be a locally compact topological space. Let C be an
operator system, and let {Ux}x∈X be a family of operator systems parameter-
ized by X. For each x ∈ X, let φx : C→ Ux be a distinguished positive unital
map. Suppose that these maps satisfy the following properties:
• ||γ|| = supx∈X ||φx(γ)|| for all γ ∈ C, and
• for any f ∈ C0(X) and any γ ∈ C there exists an element fγ ∈ C such
that φx(fγ) = f(x)φx(γ) for all x ∈ X.
Then we refer to (C, {Ux}, {φx}) as a field of operator systems over X. The
elements of C are called sections of the field.
Let γ ∈ C, and suppose in addition that the function x 7→ ||φx(γ)|| is
continuous. Then we call γ ∈ C a continuous section. If all sections are
continuous then we say that the field is continuous.
Similarly we define upper semicontinuous and lower semicontinuous sec-
tions and fields.
We concern ourselves with one example. Let X = N ∪ {∞}. Suppose
that we have a family of operator systems M1,M2, ...,M∞, and we have two
families of positive unital maps
σn : Mn →M∞, and
σ˘n : M∞ →Mn.
Suppose further that the sequence of composition maps σn ◦ σ˘n : M∞ →
M∞ converges strongly to the identity on M∞. Then we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.2 In the scenerio described above, let
C = {ξ ∈ Πx∈N∪{∞}Mx | ξ∞ = lim
n→∞
σn(ξn)}.
For each x ∈ N∪{∞}, let φx : C→Mx be the map which is evaluation at x.
Then (C, {Mx}, {φx}) is an upper semicontinuous field of operator systems.
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Moreover, for each ω ∈ M∞ and each x ∈ N ∪ {∞}, let
Qx(ω) =
{
ω x =∞
σ˘x(ω) x 6=∞.
Then for each ω ∈M∞, we haveQ(ω) is a continuous section of (C, {Mx}, {φx}).
Proof: We begin by showing that C is an operator system. Since each of the
maps σn : Mn →M∞ is positive and unital, it is clear that C is ∗-closed and
contains the unit of Πx∈N∪{∞}Mx. We must show it is norm closed. Suppose
ξk ∈ C and ξk converges to ξ ∈ Πx∈N∪{∞}Mx in norm. This means that
supx ||ξkx − ξx|| → 0 as k →∞. Then the estimate
||ξ∞ − σn(ξn)|| ≤ ||ξ∞ − ξk∞||+ ||ξk∞ − σn(ξkn)||+ ||σn(ξkn − ξn)||
shows that ξ ∈ C. Thus C is norm closed and so is an operator system.
The ordering on Πx∈N∪{∞}Mx is pointwise, so it’s clear that each of the
evaluation maps φx : C → Mx is positive and unital. The condition on the
norm of C is just the definition of the product norm, so we have the first
condition of Definition 2.1. If f ∈ C(N ∪ {∞}) and ξ ∈ C, it’s easy to see
that the element fξ ∈ Πx∈N∪{∞}Mx defined by (fξ)x = f(x)ξx is actually in
C, so we have the second condition as well. Thus (C, {Mx}, {φx}) is a field
of operator systems.
We check upper semicontinuity. Let ξ ∈ C. Then we have
||ξ∞|| = lim
n→∞
||σn(ξn)||
≤ lim inf
n→∞
||ξn||.
Since ∞ is the only accumulation point of N ∪ {∞}, upper semicontinuity
follows.
Now let ω ∈ M∞. We have σn(Qn(ω)) = (σn ◦ σ˘n)(ω), which converges
to ω = Q∞(ω) by the assumptions of our scenerio. Thus Q(ω) is an element
of C. Finally, we have that
||Qn(ω)|| = ||σ˘n(ω)|| ≤ ||ω|| = ||Q∞(ω)||.
Combined with the inequality above, we see thatQ(ω) is a continuous section.

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Let Plank’s constant ~ be 1/x for x ∈ N ∪ {∞}. The statement that
Q(ω) is a continuous section of (C, {Mx}, {φx}) intuitively says that the maps
Qn : M∞ → Mn give a strict quantization of M∞. The only aspect we’re
missing is that one would like a statement about convergence of some Poisson
brackets. We will not attempt to understand Poisson brackets in this paper.
For our purposes, we give the following definition of a strict quantization of
an operator system.
Definition 2.3 Let I ⊆ R contain 0 as an accumulation point. A strict
quantization of an operator system M on I consists of
1. a continuous field of operator systems (C, {Uk}, {φk}) over I, with U0 =
M , and
2. a positive unital map Q : M → C which satisfies Q0(ω) = ω for all
ω ∈M .
Theorem 2.4 Let M1,M2, ...,M∞ be a collection of operator systems. Let
σn : Mn → M∞ and σ˘n : M∞ → Mn be two collections of positive unital
maps such that the sequence of compositions σn ◦ σ˘n : M∞ →M∞ converges
strongly to the identity on M∞.
Let ~ = 1/x for x ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Then there is a continuous field of
operator systems (B,U~, φ~) such that U~ = Mx for each x ∈ N ∪ {∞}, and
this continuous field together with the quantization maps
Q~(ω) = σ˘n(ω) ∀n ∈ N, ∀ω ∈M∞
gives a strict quantization of the operator system M∞. The operator system
B is the subsystem of continuous sections of the semicontinuous field C of
Proposition 2.2.
Proof: Most of the content of this theorem follows from Proposition 2.2.
The only thing we have left to check is that the subset B of continuous
sections of C is an operator system. It’s clear that B is ∗-closed and unital,
so we only need to check that it is norm-closed. If {ξk} is a sequence in B
that converges in norm to ξ ∈ C, then in particular we have
lim
k→∞
sup
x∈N∪{∞}
∣∣||ξkx|| − ||ξx||∣∣ = 0.
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For each ξk ∈ B we have limn→∞ ||ξkn|| = ||ξk∞||. Then the estimate
|||ξ∞|| − ||ξn||| ≤
∣∣||ξ∞|| − ||ξk∞||∣∣+ ∣∣||ξk∞|| − ||ξkn||∣∣+ ∣∣||ξkn|| − ||ξn||∣∣
gives that limn→∞ ||ξn|| = ||ξ∞|| as well. Thus B is norm closed and is an
operator system. 
2.2 Quantum Metric Spaces
In [Re1] Rieffel gives the notion of compact quantum metric spaces, and
defines the quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance between them. We recall
the basic ideas and results of that paper here.
An ordinary compact topological space X can be recovered from its alge-
bra of continuous functions C(X) as the set of pure states endowed with the
weak∗ topology. A metric ρX determines a Lipschitz seminorm L on C(X)
defined by
L(f) = sup
x 6=y
|f(x)− f(y)|
ρX(x, y)
.
It has the following properties:
• The set {f ∈ C(X) | L(f) <∞} is ∗-closed and dense.
• L(f) = 0 if and only if f is a constant function.
Moreover, L in turn induces a metric ρ on the whole state space of C(X).
For µ, ν ∈ S(C(X)) we let
ρ(µ, ν) = sup{|µ(f)− ν(f)| : L(f) ≤ 1}.
It’s easy to check that ρ coincides with ρX on X , when X is viewed as the set
of pure states of C(X). It is also known that the topology induced by ρ on
S(C(X)) is the weak∗ topology. In summary, the metric space (X, ρX) can
be completely recovered from the pair (C(X), L), and L has the additional
property of inducing the weak∗ topology on the whole state space of C(X).
This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.5 Let (A,L) be a pair of an order unit space A and a (not
necessarily finite valued) seminorm L on Asa. We say that L is a Lip-norm
for A if L has the following three properties:
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• The set {a ∈ Asa |L(a) <∞} is dense in Asa for the order-unit norm.
• One has L(a) = 0 if and only if a is a scalar multiple of the order unit
eA.
• Consider the metric ρL on S(A) given by
ρL(µ, ν) = sup{|µ(a)− ν(a)| : L(a) ≤ 1}.
Then the topology induced by ρL must be the weak
∗ topology of S(A).
Moreover, if A is an order unit space and L is a Lip-norm on A, then we
call the pair (A,L) a compact quantum metric space.
Notice that we have defined a Lip-norm to be a seminorm on Asa. Many
times a Lip-norm is defined to be a seminorm on all of A, with the additional
property that L(a) = L(a∗). When A is a C∗-algebra, L is often required to
be finite on a dense ∗-subalgebra of A.
In practice, the condition that the metric ρL on S(A) induces the weak
∗
topology is difficult to verify directly. However, there is a convienent condi-
tion which Rieffel shows is equivalent to it.
Proposition 2.6 [Re2] Let A be an order unit space. Let L be a seminorm
on A that is finite on a dense subset of A and vanishes exactly on the scalars.
Let A˜ = A/C1A and let L˜ be the quotient seminorm of L on A˜. Let B =
{a˜ ∈ A˜ | L˜(a˜) ≤ 1}. Then we have:
• S(A) is bounded for the metric ρL if and only if B is bounded in the
quotient norm.
• ρL gives the weak∗ topology on S(A) if and only if B is totally bounded
in the quotient norm.
Next we need a method to measure how different two quantum metric
spaces are. First, we recall the classical notions of Hausdorff distance and
Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
Let X be a compact metric space, and let Y and Z be compact subsets of
X . Then the Hausdorff distance between Y and Z is the smallest δ ≥ 0 such
that Y is contained in the δ neighborhood of Z and Z is contained in the
δ neighborhood of Y . Since we consider only compact sets, the Hausdorff
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distance between two subsets of X is zero if and only if they are equal.
Symmetry is built into the definition, and the triangle inequality is also
clear, so that Hausdorff distance is a metric on the space of compact subsets
of X .
Now suppose (Y, ρY ) and (Z, ρZ) are two compact metric spaces. Let
X = Y ∪˙Z be the topological disjoint union of Y and Z. For any metric ρ
on X that restricts to ρY on Y and ρZ on Z, one can compute the Hausdorff
distance between Y and Z with respect to ρ. Then the Gromov-Hausdorff
distance distGH between (Y, ρY ) and (Z, ρZ) is defined to be the infimum of
the Hausdorff distances between Y and Z with respect to all such ρ. It is
known that Gromov-Hausdorff distance is a metric on the isometry classes
of compact metric spaces. Furthermore, the space of all isometry classes of
compact metric spaces is complete with respect to this metric. Again, for
details see [Re1].
This motivates the definition of quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance for
quantum metric spaces. Namely, let (A,LA) and (B,LB) be two quantum
metric spaces. Then the state spaces S(A) and S(B) become ordinary com-
pact metric spaces with the metrics ρLA and ρLB described above. Consider
the order unit space A⊕ B. We have natural quotient maps from A⊕ B to
A and to B. Let M be the family of all Lip-norms L on A ⊕ B such that
the quotient seminorms of L on A and on B are LA and LB respectively.
For any L ∈ M we can compute the Hausdorff distance between S(A) and
S(B) inside (S(A⊕B), ρL). Then the quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance
distGHq between (A,LA) and (B,LB) is defined as
distGHq (A,B) = inf
L∈M
dist(S(A), S(B)).
Rieffel shows that quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance is a complete metric
on the space of all isometry classes of compact quantum metric spaces.
In [Re3] Rieffel uses Berezin quantization to construct a sequence of fi-
nite dimensional quantum metric spaces (Bn, Ln) that converge in quantum
Gromov-Hausdorff distance to the two-sphere, or any coadjoint orbit, in a
way that respects the SU(2) symmetry of the sphere. This is the result that
we generalize in this paper.
2.3 Compact Quantum Groups
The basic objects we consider in this paper are compact quantum groups and
their unitary representations. We begin with the definitions. (See [Mae].)
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Definition 2.7 A compact quantum group is a pair (A,∆), where A is a
unital C∗-algebra and ∆ is a ∗-homomorphism ∆ : A → A ⊗ A with the
following properties:
• (∆⊗ id)∆ = (id⊗∆)∆
• ∆A(1⊗ A) and (A⊗ 1)∆A are both total in A.
It is known that there is a dense ∗-subalgebra A ⊂ A and maps ε : A → C
and κ : A → A that make A into a Hopf algebra. We call A the polynomial
subalgebra of A. If in addition the coinverse κ satisfies κ2 = id, then we call
A a compact quantum group of Kac-type.
We will assume that our quantum groups are full; that is, we have A is
the universal enveloping C∗-algebra of A. In this case we have that the counit
ε extends to all of A. For A of Kac-type, the coinverse κ extends to all of A.
It is known that if A is any compact quantum group, there exists a full
compact quantum group Au that has the same polynomial subalgebra [Be1],
so our last condition is not restrictive.
Let G be a compact group. The motivating example of a compact quan-
tum group is C(G) with coproduct ∆f(x, y) = f(xy), where we identify
C(G×G) ∼= C(G)⊗C(G). The counit and coinverse are given by ε(f) = f(e)
and κf(x) = f(x−1). In particular, we have that C(G) is always of Kac-type.
If Γ is a discrete group, then the universal group C∗-algebra C∗(Γ) can be
made into a quantum group with the coproduct ∆(δγ) = δγ ⊗ δγ . The counit
is given by ε(f) = Σγ∈Γf(γ). The coinverse is given by κ(δγ) = δγ−1 , so C
∗(Γ)
is also of Kac-type. Other examples are θ-deformations of ordinary groups
[Re5] [Wa3], the q-deformations of Lie groups [Wo2], and the universal com-
pact quantum groups Au(Q) and Bu(Q) of Wang [Wa1]. The θ deformations
of a Kac-type quantum group are still of Kac-type, but the q-deformations
of classical Lie groups are generally not of Kac-type.
It is known that for any compact quantum group there is a unique state
h ∈ S(A) such that (h ⊗ id)∆a = (id ⊗ h)∆a = h(a)1A for all a ∈ A.
This state is called the Haar state of A. [Mae] The Haar state is always
faithful on the polynomial subalgebra A. If h is actually faithful on A,
we call A coamenable. We use the notation L2(A) for the Hilbert space
generated by the GNS-construction of A with its Haar state. The coproduct
∆ : A → A ⊗ A induces a unitary representation of A on L2(A), called the
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right regular representation. See [Mae] for details. Then A is coamenable if
and only if the right regular representation is faithful.
In general, h is not a trace on A. In fact, the Haar state is a trace exactly
when A is Kac-type [Wo1].
Let a ∈ A and let φ, ψ ∈ A′. Then there are notions of convolution
defined by:
φ ∗ a = (id⊗ φ)∆a
a ∗ φ = (φ⊗ id)∆a
φ ∗ ψ = (φ⊗ ψ)∆
We note that φ ∗ a and a ∗ φ are elements of A, while φ ∗ ψ is an element
of A′. The definitions are given such that any “associative” law one might
write down holds. For example, φ ∗ (ψ ∗ a) = (φ ∗ ψ) ∗ a.
Let (A,∆A) and (B,∆B) be two compact quantum groups. A morphism
from A to B is a C∗-algebra homomorphism Φ : A→ B such that ∆B ◦Φ =
(Φ ⊗ Φ)∆A. If Φ is surjective, we say that (Φ, B) is a quantum subgroup
of A. If there is no confusion about the “embedding” Φ, we will simply say
that B is a quantum subgroup of A.
If Φ : A → B is a morphism of quantum groups, then K = ker(Φ) is a
Hopf ideal of A. That is, K is a closed two-sided ideal with the property
∆(K) ⊆ (K ⊗ A) ⊕ (A ⊗ K). Conversely, if K is a Hopf ideal of A, then
∆ descends to a coproduct on A/K. One can show that ∆(A/K)(1⊗A/K)
and (A/K ⊗ 1)∆(A/K) are both total in A/K ⊗ A/K, so that A/K is a
quantum subgroup of A. [Pi1]
We now define unitary representations of compact quantum groups. We
use the same symbol 〈, 〉 for the inner product on a Hilbert space H, and the
corresponding A-valued inner product 〈η ⊗ a, θ ⊗ b〉 = 〈η, θ〉b∗a on H⊗ A.
Definition 2.8 Let A be a compact quantum group. A unitary representa-
tion of A is a pair (u,H) where H is a Hilbert space and u : H → H⊗ A is
a linear map with the following properties:
• (u⊗ id)u = (id⊗∆)u
• (id⊗A)u(H) is total in H⊗ A
• For all ξ, η ∈ H , we have 〈u(ξ), u(η)〉 = 〈ξ, η〉1A.
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In the literature a unitary representation of a compact quantum group is
typically defined as a pair (u,H) where u ∈ M(K(H) ⊗ A) is unitary with
the property (id ⊗∆)u = u(12)u(13). Here, M denotes the multiplier algebra
and (a⊗ b)(13) = a⊗ 1 ⊗ b (and similarly for u(12)). We have a natural map
M(K(H)⊗A) →֒ B(H)⊗A, so if u is representation in this latter sense, we
can view u as a mapping u : H → H⊗A by u(ξ) = u(ξ ⊗ 1). One can check
that this map has the properties described above, and every such mapping
arises in this way [Pi1]. We prefer the above definition because it makes a
representation look like a left action, which we define in 2.15.
Definition 2.9 Let u : H → H ⊗ A and v : K → K ⊗ A be two unitary
representations of A. Let T ∈ B(H,K). We say T intertwines u and v if
one has (T ⊗ id)u = v ◦ T . Two unitary representations are called equivalent
if there is a unitary operator that intertwines them.
A representation (u,H) is called irreducible if there is no proper projec-
tion P ∈ B(H) that intertwines u with itself (that is, u has no invariant
subspaces). The collection of all irreducible unitary representations of A up
to equivalance is denoted Aˆ.
Again, we can define convolutions. Let (u,H) be a unitary representation
of A. Let ξ ∈ H, let φ ∈ A′, and let ψ ∈ H′. We have
φ ∗ ξ = (id⊗ φ)u(ξ) ∈ H
ξ ∗ ψ = (ψ ⊗ id)u(ξ) ∈ A
Again, all associative laws hold. If A = C(G) is the algebra of continuous
functions on an ordinary group, and δg ∈ A′ is evaluation at g ∈ G, then δg∗ξ
is just ug(ξ). For this reason, we will often use the notation uφ(ξ) = φ ∗ ξ.
Similarly, if ψ ∈ H′ we will often write ψu(ξ) for ξ ∗ ψ.
It is known that every unitary representation of a compact quantum group
decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations. Furthermore,
all of the irreducible representations are finite dimensional [Wo1] [Mae]. For
each β ∈ Aˆ, choose an orthonormal basis e1, ..., en for the Hilbert space
Hβ on which A acts. Define elements u
β
kj of A by the formula β(ej) =
Σkek ⊗ uβkj. Then the collection of {uβkj} as β runs through all irreducible
unitary representations of A forms an algebraic linear basis for A; that is,
every element of A can be written uniquely as a finite linear combination of
the uβkj [Wo1]. The decomposition of arbitrary unitary representations into
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irreducibles means that for any unitary representation u : H → H⊗ A of A
on a Hilbert space H, we can find a basis {eβIj} where β runs through the
irreducible representations, j is an index from 1, ..., dimHβ, and I is an index
from 1, ..., multβ(H), and the action of A is then given by u(eβIj) = ΣkeβIk⊗uβkj
[Mae]. The proof uses heavily the basis {ρβkj} of A′ dual to {uβkj}, as well
as the functionals ρβ = Σkρ
β
kk. We will use these functionals for a similar
argument below in 2.16.
Our main use for this decomposition is in proving the following proposi-
tion. In the case where the representation is the regular representation of A
on L2(A), this result is called the strong right invariance of the Haar state
[Pi1]. This statement follows immediately from using the basis described
above using the fact κ(uβkj) = (u
β
jk)
∗ [Wo1], but we give the computation
since we use this proposition repeatedly throughout this paper.
Proposition 2.10 Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a unitary representation of a
compact quantum group A. Let ξ, η ∈ H. We have 〈ξ ⊗ 1, u(η)〉 = 〈(id ⊗
κ)(u(ξ)), η ⊗ 1〉.
Proof: Consider the basis {eβIj} described above. We compute:
〈eβIj ⊗ 1, u(eγKl)〉 = 〈eβIj ⊗ 1,ΣmeγKm ⊗ uγml〉
= δIKδ
βγ(uγjl)
∗
= 〈ΣmeβIm ⊗ (uγjm)∗, eγKl ⊗ 1〉
= 〈ΣmeβIm ⊗ κ(uγmj), eγKl ⊗ 1〉
= 〈(id⊗ κ)(u(eβIj)), eγKl ⊗ 1〉

A unitary representation u : H → H ⊗ A induces a map u : H →
H⊗L2(A). We denote the inner product on H⊗L2(A) by (·, ·) to distinguish
it from the A-valued inner product on H⊗A. We can reinterpret the above
proposition as:
Corollary 2.11 Let u : H → H⊗A be a unitary representation of a compact
quantum group A. Consider the corresponding map u : H → H⊗L2(A). It’s
adjoint u† : H⊗L2(A)→ H is given on the dense set H⊗A by u†(ξ ⊗ a) =
(id⊗h)([(id⊗κ)u(ξ)](1⊗a)). In other words u† = (id⊗h◦m)([(id⊗κ)u]⊗id).
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Proof: Let ξ, η ∈ H and let a ∈ A. We denote by φa ∈ A′ the linear
functional φa(b) = h(ba). We compute:
〈u†(ξ ⊗ a), η〉 = ((ξ ⊗ a), u(η))
= φa(〈ξ ⊗ 1, u(η)〉)
= φa(〈(id⊗ κ)u(ξ), η ⊗ 1〉)
= h(〈[(id⊗ κ)u(ξ)](1⊗ a), η ⊗ 1〉)
= 〈(id⊗ h)([(id⊗ κ)u(ξ)](1⊗ a)), η〉.

Note: We will frequently abuse notation and write u† : H ⊗ A → H or
u† : H⊗A → H since A and A map naturally into L2(A).
We end with two computational lemmas that will greatly simplify calcu-
lations later on.
Lemma 2.12 Let u : H → H⊗A be a unitary representation of A. Consider
the corresponding mapping u : H → H ⊗ L2(A) as well as its adjoint u† :
H⊗ L2(A)→H. Then u† ◦ u = idH.
Proof: We saw in Corollary 2.11 that u† = (id ⊗ h ◦ m)([(id ⊗ κ)u] ⊗ id).
Let ξ ∈ H. We compute:
u†(u(ξ)) = (id⊗ h ◦m)((id⊗ κ⊗ id)(u⊗ id)(u(ξ)))
= (id⊗ h ◦m)((id⊗ κ⊗ id)(id⊗∆)(u(ξ))).
We know that m(κ ⊗ id)∆ = ε(·)1A, so that h ◦ m(κ ⊗ id)∆ = ε. Inserting
this into the above calculation gives u†(u(ξ)) = (id⊗ ε)(u(ξ)) = ξ. 
Lemma 2.13 Let u and u† be as above. Then u◦u† : H⊗L2(A)→ H⊗L2(A)
is given by u ◦ u† = (u† ⊗ id)(id⊗∆) on the dense set H⊗A.
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Proof: u†(ξ⊗a) = (id⊗h)([(id⊗κ)u(ξ)](1⊗a)) = (id⊗h)((1⊗κ−1a)u(ξ)),
so that
u(u†(ξ ⊗ a)) = (id⊗ id⊗ h)((1⊗ 1⊗ κ−1a)(u⊗ id)u(ξ))
= (id⊗ id⊗ h)((1⊗ 1⊗ κ−1a)(id⊗∆)u(ξ))
= (id⊗ κ⊗ h)((1⊗∆(κ−1a))u(ξ)13)
= (id⊗ κ⊗ h)((1⊗ ϑ(κ−1 ⊗ κ−1)∆a)u(ξ)13)
= (id⊗ h⊗ κ)((1⊗ (κ−1 ⊗ κ−1)∆a)u(ξ)12)
= (id⊗ h⊗ id)(([(id⊗ κ)u(ξ)]⊗ 1)(1⊗∆a))
= (u† ⊗ id)(ξ ⊗∆a).
In the fourth line, we have used the fact that ∆ ◦ κ = ϑ(κ ⊗ κ)∆, where
ϑ : A⊗ A→ A⊗ A is the flip map. 
2.4 Actions of Algebraic Quantum Groups
We begin with the definition of an action of a compact quantum group on a
C∗-algebra. See [Po].
Definition 2.14 Let A be a compact quantum group, and let B be a C∗-
algebra. An action of A on B is a C∗-homomorphism α : B → B ⊗ A such
that
• (α⊗ id)α = (id⊗∆)α, and
• (id⊗A)α(B) is total in B ⊗A.
When α : B → B ⊗ A is an action of A on a C∗-algebra B, we will call B
an A-module algebra.
Remark. The above is actually a definition for a left action of A on a C∗-
algebra. Until we come to Section 5, we will have no need for right actions
of A, so we omit the adjective “left” until that time.
This choice of nominclature stresses that we are really viewing A to be
the set of functions on some imaginary space with a group structure. In the
literature for Hopf algebras, what we call a left action of the quantum group
A is typically called a right coaction of the Hopf algebra A.
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We will use actions of quantum groups on C∗-algebras extensively in this
paper, but we will also have need of actions of A on order unit spaces. There
is a difficulty here, because an order unit space need not be complete in its
order norm.
A way around this difficulty is by working with algebraic quantum groups
(of compact type). The definition of an algebraic quantum group is essen-
tially the same as the definition for a compact quantum group, except that
tensor products all become algebraic, and no ∗-structure is assumed. For
our purposes, it is sufficient to think of an algebraic quantum group as just
being the polynomial subalgebra of a compact quantum group. See [Be2] for
a more complete description. Using algebraic tensor products, we can give
the definition of an action of an algebraic quantum group on a general vector
space, and prove the basic structure theorem for such actions.
Definition 2.15 Let A be an algebraic quantum group, and let V be a vector
space. A action of A on V is a linear map α : V → V ⊗A such that:
• (α⊗ id)α = (id⊗∆)α, and
• (id⊗A)α(V ) spans V ⊗A.
Remark. If α : B → B ⊗ A is an action of a compact quantum group on a
C∗-algebra B as defined above, the argument of [Po] shows that there is a
dense subalgebra B of B so that the restriction α : B → B ⊗A is an action
of the algebraic quantum group A. Furthermore, since B is dense, one can
recover the full action α : B → B ⊗ A from the restriction of α to B.
We now prove the basic structure theorem for actions of algebraic quan-
tum groups on vector spaces. The proof is almost verbatim from the corre-
sponding result for actions of compact quantum groups on C∗-algebras [Po].
We include it for completeness.
If α : V → V ⊗ A is an action of an algebraic quantum group, we say a
linear subspace Y ⊆ V corresponds to ν ∈ Aˆ if dim(Y ) = dim(ν) and there is
a basis e1, ...en for Y such that α(ei) = Σjej⊗uνji for all i = 1, ..., n. We write
Vν for the sum (not direct) of subspaces Y ⊆ V that correspond to ν ∈ Aˆ.
We call Vν the isotypic component of V corresponding to ν. By the definition
we have α(Vν) ⊆ V ⊗ Aν . From the action property (α ⊗ id)α = (id ⊗∆)α
we see that in fact α(Vν) ⊆ Vν ⊗ Aν .
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Consider the algebraic linear basis {ρµij} of A′ that is dual to {uµij}. We
let ρν = Σiρ
ν
ii. We now show that (id ⊗ ρν)α is an idempotent map from V
onto Vν , and we use this to describe the structure of a general action of A.
Theorem 2.16 Let α : V → V ⊗ A be an action of an algebraic quantum
group of compact type on a vector space V . For ν ∈ Aˆ, let Eν : V → V be
the projection Eν = (id⊗ ρν)α. Let W ν be the range of Eν. Then
• We have V =⊕ν∈AˆW ν.
• For each ν ∈ Aˆ there exists a set Iν and vector subspaces W νi for each
i ∈ Iν such that
– W ν =
⊕
i∈Iν
W νi
– W νi corresponds to ν for each i ∈ Iν.
• Each subspace Y ⊆ V corresponding to ν is contained in W ν.
• The cardinal number of the set Iν is independent of the choice of the
W νi .
Proof:
Define operators Eνst : V → V by Eνst = (id⊗ρνst)α. The linear functionals
ρνst have the properties:
ρνst ∗ ρµmn = δνµδtmρνsn, and
ρνst(a) = h(x
ν
sta), for some x
ν
st’s that span A. [Wo1]
We compute:
EνstE
µ
mn = [(id⊗ ρνst)α][(id⊗ ρµmn)α]
= (id⊗ ρνst ⊗ ρµmn)(α⊗ id)α
= (id⊗ ρνst ⊗ ρµmn)(id⊗∆)α
= δνµδtmE
ν
sn.
In particular, {Eνss | ν ∈ Aˆ, s = 1, ..., dim(ν)} is a collection of disjoint idem-
potents in B(V ). Also we have
span{Eνst(y) | ν ∈ Aˆ; s, t = 1, ..., dim(ν); y ∈ V } =
span{(id⊗ h)(id⊗ xνst)α(y) | ν ∈ Aˆ; s, t = 1, ..., dim(ν); y ∈ V } =
span{(id⊗ h)(id⊗ a)α(y) | a ∈ A, y ∈ V } =
(id⊗ h)(V ⊗A) = V.
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LetW ν,s = Eνss(V ), and letW
ν =
⊕
sW
ν,s. We have Eνst(V ) = (E
ν
ssE
ν
st)(V ) ⊆
W ν,s, so that
V =
⊕
ν,s
W ν,s =
⊕
ν
W ν ,
which was our first claim.
To establish the second claim, first notice that Eνs1E
ν
1s = E
ν
ss and E
ν
1sE
ν
s1 =
Eν11, so that E
ν
s1 : W
ν,1 → W ν,s is a linear isomorphism. Pick any basis
{eνi1}i∈Iν for W ν,1, and let eνis = Eνs1(eνi1). Then {eνis}i∈Iν is a basis for W ν,s.
Finally, define W νi = span{eνis | s = 1, ..., dim(ν)}. Then we have
W ν =
⊕
i∈Iν
W νi ,
which is half of the second claim.
Next we compute α(eνis) = α(E
ν
sse
ν
is) = α(id ⊗ ρνss)α(eνis) = (id ⊗ id ⊗
ρνss)(α ⊗ id)α(eνis) = (id ⊗ id ⊗ ρνss)(id ⊗ ∆)α(eνis) = (id ⊗ Eνss)α(eνis). That
is, we have α(eνis) ∈ V ⊗ span{uνjs | j = 1, ..., dim(ν)}. Now we can write
α(eνis) = Σjyj ⊗ uνjs for some yj ∈ V . Applying (id ⊗ ρνks) to both sides we
obtain yk = E
ν
ks(e
ν
is) = e
ν
ik, so that α(e
ν
is) = Σke
ν
ik ⊗ uνks. Therefore each of
the subspaces W νi correspond to ν. This finishes the second claim.
For the third claim, let e1, ..., edim(ν) be a basis for a subspace Y ⊆ V that
corresponds to ν ∈ Aˆ, so that α(es) = Σtet ⊗ uνts. We have Eνr1(e1) = er, so
that er = E
ν
rr(er) ∈ W ν,r ⊆ W ν. This proves the third claim. Also, it shows
each decomposition of W ν can be obtained in the way described in the proof
of the second claim, which proves the last claim as well.

We can now define an action of a compact quantum group on an order
unit space. Since order unit spaces need not be complete in the order norm,
it is more natural to work at the algebraic level.
Definition 2.17 Let A be a compact quantum group, and let A be its poly-
nomial subalgebra. Let V be an order unit space. A action of A on V is a
positive unital map α : V → V ⊗A such that
• (α⊗ id)α = (id⊗∆)α, and
• (id⊗A)α(V ) spans V ⊗A.
If V is an order unit space and α : V → V ⊗A is an action of A on V , then
we call V an ordered A-module.
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Finally, we must define an ergodic action. If α : V → V ⊗A is an action
of A on a vector space V , we say v ∈ V is fixed by A if α(v) = v⊗ 1A. Since
an action of A on an order unit space is defined to be unital, we have that
the order unit eV is always fixed by A. an action α : V → V ⊗ A is called
ergodic if v ∈ V is fixed if and only if v ∈ CeV .
Note that if α : V → V ⊗ A is any action and v ∈ V , then the vector
αh(v) ∈ V is always fixed by A, where h ∈ S(A) is the Haar state of A. In
particular, if α is an ergodic action on an order unit space, then αh(v) is a
scalar multiple of eV for any v ∈ V .
This brings us to the major distinction between actions of A on order unit
spaces versus actions on C∗-algebras. Namely, there is a theorem of Boca that
states if B is an ergodic A-module algebra, then the isotypic components of
B are finite dimensional [Bo]. It is not clear whether this result holds for
actions on order unit spaces.
2.5 Lip-norms From Actions of Quantum Groups
In Section eight of [Li], Li discusses how to produce Lip-norms on ergodic
modules of compact quantum groups. There, he works with actions of quan-
tum groups on C∗-algebras, but most of his arguments work equally well for
actions on order unit spaces. We recall his results here, suitably adapted to
our context, and we at least sketch the proofs.
We also show in this section that at least at the abstract level, one can
construct Lip-norms on compact quantum groups using an analog of length
functions as in [Re2]. We won’t need this result for the rest of the paper.
In fact, it’s not totally clear how to produce length functions generally on
compact quantum groups. That being said, the results show that there is a
nice similarity between the case of classical groups and our current scenario.
We begin with a brief review of Lip-norms coming from actions of compact
quantum groups. Recall that in our definition of a Lip-norm, a Lip-norm is
a seminorm only defined for self-adjoint elements. As in Li’s paper, the
essential property we must have for a Lip norm on A is that it be finite on
A. Li calls such Lip-norms regular. The existance of regular Lip-norms is
insured by the fact that A has a countable algebraic basis {uβkj}. A Lip-norm
LA on A is called right-invariant if LA(ψ ∗ a) ≤ LA(a) for any ψ ∈ S(A) and
any a ∈ A which is self adjoint. In the case where B is a C∗-algebra, the
following is Theorem 1.4 of [Li].
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Proposition 2.18 Let LA be a regular Lip-norm on a compact quantum
group A, and let A be the polynomial subalgebra of A. Let β : B → B⊗A be
an ergodic action of A on an order unit space B which has finite dimensional
isotypic components. Define LB on Bsa by
LB(b) = sup
ψ∈S(B)
LA( ψβ(b)).
Then LB is a Lip-norm on B. Moreover, if the given Lip-norm LA is right-
invariant, then LB is invariant, meaning LB(βϕ(b)) ≤ LB(b) for any ϕ ∈
S(A) and any b ∈ Bsa.
We will refer to LB as the Lip-norm on B induced by LA. Unlike the case
where B is a C∗-algebra, the Lip-norm described above will actually be finite-
valued. This is because we defined actions on order unit spaces only at the
algebraic level.
As usual when working with Lip-norms, we denote B/C1 by B˜, the quo-
tient norm on B˜ by || · ||∼, and the image of b ∈ B in B˜ by b˜.
Lemma 2.19 Let B be an ergodic ordered A-module. For the seminorm
defined as in 2.18, we have ‖b˜‖∼ ≤ 2rALB(b) for any b ∈ Bsa, where rA is
the radius of LA.
Proof: A quick check using Proposition 2.6 and the triangle inequality gives
that for a ∈ A we have ||a− h(a)1A|| ≤ 2rALA(a). Applying this inequality
to b∗ψ for arbitrary ψ ∈ S(B) and using that βh(b) is a scalar (by ergodicity)
gives the desired result. 
Let S ⊂ Aˆ be finite. We denote by BS the direct sum of the ν-isotypic
components of B for all ν ∈ S, and similarly for AS . The proof of the next
lemma is tough to summarize. Since the statement just involves A (and not
our order unit space B), we simply refer the reader to Lemma 8.6 of [Li] for
the proof.
Lemma 2.20 Assume that A is coamenable. For any δ > 0 and ϕ ∈ S(A)
there exist φ ∈ S(A) and a finite subset S ⊆ Aˆ such that φ vanishes on Aγ
for all γ ∈ Aˆ \ S and
|(ϕ− φ)(a)| ≤ δLA(a)
for all a ∈ Asa.
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The following lemma will allow us to prove 2.18. Also, it will be a key
tool for us later on.
Lemma 2.21 Let B be an ergodic ordered A-module, and suppose A is coa-
menable. Let δ > 0 be given. Then there exists a finite S ⊆ Aˆ and a φ ∈ S(A)
with the following properties:
• ‖βφ(b)‖ ≤ ‖b‖ for all b ∈ Bsa,
• βφ(B) ⊆ BS ,
• ‖b− βφ(b)‖ ≤ δLB(b) for all b ∈ Bsa.
Furthermore, φ and S can be chosen independent of B.
Proof: Use the previous lemma with the same δ and with ϕ = ε, the counit.
Consider the φ ∈ S(A) obtained by the lemma. Since φ is a state, the first
result is clear. For any γ ∈ Aˆ we have β(Bγ) ⊆ Bγ ⊗ Aγ. Since φ vanishes
on Aγ for γ /∈ S, we must have βφ(B) ⊆ BS . The last result is a simple
calculation using the previous lemma and the fact that βε(b) = b. 
We can now prove Proposition 2.18.
Proof:
We use Proposition 2.6. Again, since we are really using algebraic actions
of the algebraic quantum groupA, it is clear that LB(b) is finite for any b ∈ B,
since any b will lie in some finite sum of isotypic components, and because
the isotypic components themselves are assumed finite dimensional. Clearly
LB vanishes exactly on C1B. By Lemma 2.19 we have || · ||∼ ≤ 2rALB, so
that the LB unit ball of B˜ is a bounded set in the quotient norm. For any
δ > 0 let φ and S be as in Lemma 2.21. Then the image of the LB-unit
ball of B˜ under βφ is a bounded set in the finite dimensional space BS , so
is totally bounded. As δ > 0 was arbitrary, the LB-unit ball of B˜ is totally
bounded also, which verifies the condition of Proposition 2.6.

This finishes the summary of Li’s results that will be needed in this paper.
For future reference, we include a discussion on length-functions for compact
quantum groups, and how they can be used to give left-invariant Lip-norms.
We begin by recalling the definition for regular groups.
Let G be an ordinary group. A length function l ∈ C(G) is a function
with the following properties:
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• l(x) ≥ 0, with equality if and only if x = e.
• l(x) = l(x−1) for all x ∈ G.
• l(xy) ≤ l(x) + l(y) for all x, y ∈ G.
If (π,M) is an ergodic G-module, we have a Lip-norm on M given by
L(m) = sup
x 6=e
( ||πx(m)−m||
l(x)
)
Motivated by this, we give the following definition for a length function
on a compact quantum group.
Definition 2.22 Let A be a compact quantum group. A length function on
A is an element l ∈ A such that:
• l ≥ 0, and µ(l) = 0 for µ ∈ S(A) iff µ = ε.
• (µ ∗ ν)(l) ≤ µ(l) + ν(l) for all µ, ν ∈ S(A).
Note that by convexity it suffices to check these conditions for pure states.
In particular, length functions on ordinary groups satisfy the conditions of
this definition. Also, we do not assume an analog of the condition l(x) =
l(x−1). For ordinary groups, this condition is imposed to make the metric
ρl(x, y) = l(x
−1y) symmetric, but it is actually not needed to get a Lip-norm
on C(G). This is especially convenient in the quantum group case. The
natural condition would be that l = κ(l), but κ generally doesn’t extend to
all of A. Taking l ∈ A won’t work in general, since for A cocommutative no
element of A can satisfy the first condition (this follows from Peter-Weyl).
Theorem 2.23 Let A be a compact quantum group, and let l ∈ A be a
length function on A. Let (π,M) be a ergodic ordered A-module with finite
dimensional isotypic components. Consider the seminorm on M given by:
L(m) = sup
µ∈S(A),µ6=ε
( ||πµ(m)−m||
µ(l)
)
Then L is a Lip-norm on M . Moreover, if one obtains a Lip-norm LA on A
by means of this formula, then the Lip-norm on M is the same as the one
given in Proposition 2.18. Also, the Lip-norm LA is left-invariant.
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As before, we note that it suffices to take the supremum over pure states.
We note that even though the seminorm constructed here agrees with the
one in Proposition 2.18, it is not sufficient to consider the case of the regular
module A. Since A is not assumed to be coamenable, one cannot appeal to
Li’s result.
Lemma 2.24 Let A be a compact quantum group with length function l and
let (π,M) be an ergodic ordered A-module. Consider the seminorm L given
above. The state space S(M) has radius at most h(l) for L.
Proof: Since π is an ergodic action, we have a conditional expectation
E : M → CeM by E(m) = πh(m). By identifying CeM with the scalars, we
can view E as a state on M . Let φ ∈ S(M). Then φ(πh(m)) = πh(m). Thus
|φ(m) − E(m)| = |φ(m − πh(m))| ≤ ||m − πh(m)|| ≤ L(m)h(l). This shows
the radius of S(M) is at most h(l). 
The following is an analog of Lemma 2.5 from [Re2].
Lemma 2.25 Let µ ∈ A′ be a linear functional of the form µ(a) = h(ab),
some b ∈ A. Then the operator πµ : M → M is compact.
Proof: Initially take b ∈ A. Then µ is a finite linear combination of the
ργij . Also we have a projection E
γ : M → Mγ by Eγ(m) = ργ ∗m. Note that
ργ ∗ργij = ργij . Thus Eγ(πργij (m)) = πργ∗ργij (m) = πργij (m); that is, the image of
πργij is contained in Mγ . Since we’ve assumed that Mγ is finite dimensional,
we have πργij is finite rank for each ρ
γ
ij . Thus πµ is finite rank whenever b ∈ A.
If b is an arbitrary element of A and if {bn} is a sequence in A such that
limn→∞ bn = b, then for the corresponding µn we have
||πµn(m)− πµ(m)|| = ||(id⊗ h)[α(m)(1M ⊗ (bn − b))]||
≤ ||α(m)|| ||(1M ⊗ (bn − b))||
≤ ||bn − b|| ||m||,
so that πµn → πµ in norm as n → ∞. Thus πµ is compact for any µ of the
form µ(a) = h(ab). 
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Remark. The assumption on the form of µ actually says that µ is an element
of the dual quantum group of A, which is a quantum group of discrete type.
We can now prove Theorem 2.23.
Proof: We verify that the ball B1 = {m : ||m|| ≤ 1andL(m) ≤ 1} is totally
bounded. Let δ > 0. Think of l as a weak∗ continuous function on S(A) by
l(φ) ≡ φ(l). We have l(ε) = 0.
Let γ, β ∈ Aˆ be arbitrary. By equations 5.35 and 5.36 of [Wo1], the linear
functionals ργ considered before are of the form stipulated in the previous
lemma, and they have the property that
(id⊗ ργ)uβ = δγβIB(Hβ ).
(This is just a rewording of things we’ve said before.) The counit is given by
(id⊗ ε)uβ = IB(Hβ).
Let F(Aˆ) be the set of all finite subsets of Aˆ, ordered by inclusion. Let
S ∈ F(Aˆ), and let µS = Σγ∈Sργ . Then µS is of the form considered in the
previous lemma, and the collection {µS}S∈F(Aˆ) is an increasing net of positive
linear functionals on A. By the formulae above, this net converges weak∗ to
the counit on the polynomial subalgebra A. We also see that each element
of this net is bounded above by ε; in particular, these linear functionals are
uniformly bounded in norm. Therefore they actually converge weak∗ to the
counit on all of A, and we can find a µS such that l(µS) ≡ µS(l) < δ/2.
By the lemma, πµS is compact, so that πµS (B1) is totally bounded and
can be covered by finitely many balls of radius δ/2. For any m ∈ B1 we have
||m−πµS (m)|| ≤ L(m)µS(l) ≤ δ/2. Thus B1 can be covered by finitely many
balls of radius δ. This proves that L is a Lip-norm.
Next we check that L is the same Lip-norm on M as the one constructed
by Li. We have
LA(a) = sup
µ∈S(A),µ6=ε
( ||∆µ(a)− a||
µ(l)
)
It’s clear from the form of LA and L that we will have L(m) = supϕ∈S(M) LA(m∗
ϕ) as long as we have ||m|| = supϕ∈S(M) ||m ∗ ϕ|| for all m ∈ Msa. One way
to see this equality is to use the fact that the set of convex combinations
{Σiciϕi ⊗ µi : ci > 0,Σci = 1;ϕ ∈ S(M), µi ∈ S(A)} is dense in S(M ⊗ A).
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(This follows from the Schmidt decomposition from physics). Thus we have:
sup
ϕ∈S(M)
||m ∗ ϕ|| = sup
ϕ∈S(M),µ∈S(A)
|µ(m ∗ ϕ)|
= sup
ϕi∈S(M),µi∈S(A)
|Σiciµi(m ∗ ϕi)|
= sup
ψ∈S(M⊗A)
|ψ(π(m))| = ||π(m)||.
Thus we just need to show that ||m|| = ||π(m)||. Since π is positive and
unital, we have ||π(m)|| ≤ ||m||. The other inequality follows from (id ⊗
ε)(π(m)) = m.
Finally, applying this last result to the regular module, we have that LA
is induced from LA when A is viewed as an ergodic ordered A-module. This
says exactly that LA is left-invariant in the sense of [Li]. 
It would be interesting to find conditions on the length function l that
would insure that LA is also right-invariant, which would give that L is
invariant for any ergodic module (π,M). For ordinary length functions, the
correct condition is l(x−1yx) = l(y). To find the corresponding condition in
the quantum group case one needs to determine how to solve the equation
µ ∗ ν = ν ∗ ω for ω where µ, ν, and ω are (pure) states of A.
We also note that given a right action of A on an order unit space α : N →
A ⊗ N with finite dimensional isotypic components, then a length function
l ∈ A will also induce a Lip-norm on N . In particular, we have a Lip-norm
on A given by
L′A(a) = sup
µ∈S(A),µ6=ε
( || µ∆(a)− a||
µ(l)
)
which is right-invariant.
2.6 Berezin Quantization of Coadjoint Orbits
In this section we quickly review the Berezin Quantization of coadjoint orbits
of compact Lie groups. We give no proofs, since we will begin proving analogs
of these results for compact quantum groups in Section 4. We include this
material so that one can compare our later results with the case of an ordinary
compact group. For more details, see [Re3].
Let G be a compact group, and let (U,H) be an irreducible unitary rep-
resentation of G. Then there is an ergodic action α of G on B(H) by con-
jugation. Let P ∈ B(H) be a rank 1 projection. Then we can define the
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Berezin covariant symbol with respect to P as a map σ : B(H) → C(G) by
the formula:
σT (x) = tr(Tαx(P )) T ∈ B(H), x ∈ G.
Let H < G be the stabilizer of P under the action α. Then σ can be viewed
as a map σ : B(H) → C(G/H). It is positive unital, and it intertwines the
action α with the left translation action of G on C(G/H).
If we consider the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product on B(H) with normal-
ized trace, and the normalized G-invariant measure on G/H , then we can ask
what is the adjoint of the map σ : B(H)→ L2(G/H). A simple computation
gives the formula:
σ˘f = dH
∫
G/H
f(x)αx(P )dx f ∈ L2(G/H),
where dH is the dimension of H.
Finally, the composition σ ◦ σ˘ : C(G/H)→ C(G/H) is called the Berezin
transform. It is given explicitly by
(σ ◦ σ˘)(f)(x) =
∫
G
f(xy)hP (y) dy
where hP (x) = dHtr(Pαx(P )). In [Re3] it was noted that since hP (x) =
hP (x
−1), the expression on the right hand side above is just the convolution
product of the functions f and hP . However, for our purposes below, we will
find it necessary to view things in terms of the measure hP (y) dy. The right
hand side above becomes [(id⊗hP )∆f ](x), so using the notion of convolution
for linear functionals on quantum groups above, we see that (σ ◦ σ˘)(f) =
hP ∗ f , where we view hP as a linear functional on C(G).
That is the story of the Berezin Symbol, it’s adjoint, and the Berezin
Transform for coadjoint orbits of compact groups. To get a quantization of
C(G/H) we need a sequence of maps σ˘n : C(G/H) → B(Hn). For Rieffel’s
condition [Lan] for strict quantizations to hold, we must have the dimen-
sions of the Hilbert spaces Hn tending to infinity. If we are to use Berezin’s
maps for the quantizations, we must find rank one projections in each B(Hn)
which have the same stabilizer H < G. This can be accomplished by taking
Hn = H⊗n and P n = P⊗n. However, there is a difficulty here since the
representation (U⊗n,H⊗n) is not irreducible.
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There is a way around this problem for Lie groups. If G is a semisimple
Lie group, then we can choose P ∈ B(H) to be the projection corresponding
to a highest weight vector ξ. If ξ has weight ω, then it is known that the
representation of G on the cyclic subspace generated by ξ⊗n ∈ H⊗n is an
irreducible representation of G with highest weight vector ξ⊗n and highest
weight nω. We then take Hn to be the cyclic subspace of H⊗n generated by
ξ⊗n, and we take P n = P⊗n ∈ B(Hn) ⊆ B(H⊗n). We now have a sequence
of irreducible representations of G, with a sequence of rank one projections
that each have stabilizer H < G. Furthermore, it is known that the stabilizer
of P is the same as the stabilizer of ω under the coadjoint action, so that
C(G/H) is actually a coadjoint orbit of G.
Now we can consider the collection of maps σ˘n : C(G/H) → B(Hn). If
we let ~ = 1/n, it can be shown that this collection of maps actually creates
a strict quantization of the C∗-algebra C(G/H), and this construction is
the Berezin quantization of a coadjoint orbit. In [Re3], Rieffel constructs
a sequence of G-invariant Lip-norms Ln on B(Hn), such that (B(Hn), Ln)
converges to C(G/H) with its usual G-invariant metric in quantum Gromov-
Hausdorff distance.
3 Stabilizers of Quantum Group Actions
Orbits and stabilizers are absolutely fundamental in the study of group ac-
tions. However, the definitions of both strongly involve appealing to the
points of the group as a set. For actions of quantum groups, it’s not entirely
clear what orbits and stabilizers should be, because one cannot really appeal
to the points in “the underlying group.” Futhermore, orbits and stabilizers
have hardly been discussed at all in the literature. We have no need for
orbits in this paper, but a notion of a stabilizer will be essential. There are
two natural definitions that can be used, depending on whether one wants
to view the stabilizer as a compact quantum subgroup, or as a set of points
that fix the given element. We give the definitions here. Let u : H → H⊗A
be a unitary representation of compact quantum group A on a Hilbert space
H. We consider the category of pointed vector spaces. That is, the category
of pairs (B, 1B) such that 1B ∈ B is a distinguished nonzero vector which we
call the unit of B, and morphisms being unit preserving linear maps.
Definition 3.1 Let ξ ∈ H. Let Π : A → B be a surjective morphism in
some subcategory of the category of pointed vector spaces. We say that Π
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stabilizes ξ if (id ⊗ Π)(u(ξ)) = ξ ⊗ 1B. If there is no confusion about the
quotient map, we will say B stabilizes ξ.
Definition 3.2 Let u,H, ξ, and A be as above. The quantum group stabilizer
of ξ is the universal quantum subgroup of A that stabilizes ξ.
Definition 3.3 Let u,H, ξ, and A be as above. The state stabilizer of ξ is
the universal quotient order unit space of A that stabilizes ξ.
As for the nominclature in the last definition, we will see in Proposition 3.15
that via Π the state space of the state stabilizer of ξ can be identified with
{ϕ ∈ S(A) | uϕ(ξ) = ξ}. Note also that the quantum group stabilizer of ξ is
a quotient of the state stabilizer (as an order unit space).
Although it is clear that the set of quantum group morphisms Π : A→ B
form the objects of a category (whose morphisms are commutative diagrams),
it is not obvious that there exists a universal object. Similarly for the set of
positive unital maps. In the following subsections we will prove the existance
of the quantum group stabilizer and state stabilizer.
Both the quantum group stabilizer and the state stabilizer of ξ have
properties that resemble the usual properties for stabilizers. It turns out for
the purposes of this paper, the state stabilizer gives the results we desire. This
shouldn’t be surprising, since order unit spaces are the appropriate category
to consider for quantum Gromov-Hausdorfff distance. However, quantum
group stabilizers will likely be important for other purposes, so we develop a
few of their properties here.
3.1 General Results
Let (u,H) be a unitary representation of A, and let ξ ∈ H. In this section we
show that in a wide variety of categories, a universal morphism Π : A → B
stabilizing ξ exists. In the following lemma, B is an object in the category
of pointed vector spaces.
Lemma 3.4 Let Jξ ⊆ A be the set Jξ = {〈u(ξ), η⊗ 1A〉 − 〈ξ, η〉1A | η ∈ H}.
Let Π : A→ B be a linear, unital map. Then Π : A→ B stabilizes ξ if and
only if Jξ ⊆ ker(Π).
Proof: Suppose that Π : A → B stabilizes ξ. We have (id ⊗ Π)(u(ξ)) =
ξ ⊗ 1B. Take η ∈ H, and apply (〈·, η〉 ⊗ id) to both sides. We obtain
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Π(〈u(ξ), η⊗1A〉) = 〈ξ, η〉1B. Since Π is linear and unital, Π(〈u(ξ), η⊗1A〉)−
〈ξ, η〉1A) = 0, so (〈u(ξ), η⊗1A〉)−〈ξ, η〉1A) ∈ ker(Π). The converse is similar.

It’s important to notice that the set Jξ is more than just a linear subspace
of A. It is a 2-sided coideal. The following proposition is similar to Lemma
5.4 from [Ju]. It will make the computation of quantum group stabilizers
much easier later.
Proposition 3.5 The set Jξ given above is a two-sided coideal of A. That
is, we have ∆(Jξ) ⊆ (Jξ ⊗A)⊕ (A⊗ Jξ).
Proof: It’s actually a little easier to work with elements of κ−1(Jξ) rather
than elements of Jξ itself. Since u is unitary, a generic element of κ−1(Jξ) is
given by (〈ξ ⊗ 1A, u(η)〉)− 〈ξ, η〉1A). We compute:
∆(〈ξ ⊗ 1A, u(η)〉) − 〈ξ, η〉1A) = 〈ξ ⊗ 1A ⊗ 1A, (u⊗ id)u(η)〉 − 〈ξ, η〉(1A ⊗ 1A)
= {(〈ξ ⊗ 1A, u(·)〉 − 〈ξ, ·〉1A)⊗ id}(u(η)) + 1A ⊗ (〈ξ ⊗ 1A, u(η)〉 − 〈ξ, η〉1A)
∈ (κ−1(Jξ)⊗ A)⊕ (A⊗ κ−1(Jξ))
Of course, this is all done for κ−1(Jξ). But we have ∆ ◦ κ = ϑ(κ ⊗ κ)∆,
where ϑ : A⊗A→ A⊗A is the flip map. Thus ∆(Jξ) ⊆ (Jξ⊗A)⊕ (A⊗Jξ)
as well. 
Since we will usually be working with positive unital maps, we will not
need to consider the entire set Jξ. In fact, for a positive unital map Π : A→
B, it suffices to check the value of Π on a single element.
Proposition 3.6 Suppose that B is a normed space and that Π : A→ B is
a norm nonincreasing unital map. Let σξ ∈ A be the element σξ = 〈u(ξ), ξ⊗
1A〉. Then Π stabilizes ξ if and only if Π(σξ) = ||ξ||21B.
Proof:
Since u is unitary we have ||u(ξ)||2 = ||ξ||2. Since Π is norm nonincreasing,
we have
||(id ⊗ Π)u(ξ)||2 ≤ ||ξ||2. But Π(σξ) = ||ξ||21B says exactly that 〈(id ⊗
Π)u(ξ), ξ ⊗ 1B〉 = ||ξ||21B. Thus the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives (id ⊗
Π)u(ξ) = ξ ⊗ 1B, so Π stabilizes ξ. Conversely, if Π stabilizes ξ then Π(σξ −
||ξ||21A) = 0 since (σξ − ||ξ||21A) ∈ Jξ.

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Remark. The notation σξ is chosen here deliberately to match the notation
for the Berezin symbol used later.
We want to show that the quantum group stabilizer and the state sta-
bilizer of ξ both exist. A quotient map A → A/K of a compact quantum
group A is a map of quantum groups if and only if the kernel K is a Hopf
ideal. Similarly, a quotient map A → A/K of an order unit space is a map
of order unit spaces if and only if the kernel K is an order ideal. Both Hopf
ideals and order ideals have the property that the intersection of an arbitrary
family of Hopf ideals (order ideals) is a Hopf ideal (order ideal). Thus there
exists a minimal Hopf ideal (order ideal) generated by the set Jξ above. This
reasoning and Lemma 3.5 above immediately give the following:
Theorem 3.7 Let u : H → H⊗A be a unitary representation of a compact
quantum group A, and let ξ ∈ H. The quantum group stabilizer of ξ and the
state stabilizer of ξ both exist.
Let Jξ = {〈u(ξ), η⊗ 1A〉 − 〈ξ, η〉1A | η ∈ H}. Let H(Jξ) be the Hopf ideal
generated by Jξ, and let O(Jξ) be the order ideal generated by Jξ. Then we
have:
a) The natural map A→ A/H(Jξ) is the quantum stabilizer of ξ.
b) The natural map A→ A/O(Jξ) is the state stabilizer of ξ.
This theorem gives us an abstract realization of the state stabilizer and
the quantum group stabilizer. However, in practice it is quite difficult to
understand what is the order ideal or the Hopf ideal generated by some
subset of A. In the next two sections, we will find more concrete versions.
Remark. Consider an arbitrary subcategory of the category of pointed vec-
tor spaces. This argument shows that a universal morphism Π : A → B
stabilizing ξ exists if the subcategory has the property that the intersection
of any arbitrary collection of kernels is a kernel.
3.2 Quantum Group Stabilizers
For purposes of quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance, the most elementary
category to work in is that of order unit spaces. So for the purposes of this
paper the state stabilizer is more useful than the quantum group stabilizer.
However, the quantum group stabilizer is technically simpler to work with, so
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it is good to start with. It also has many nice properties, so we record them
here for future use. Throughout this section u : H → H ⊗ A is a unitary
representation, and ξ is a distinguished vector in H.
First, we compute the quantum group stabilizers for A commutative or
cocommutative.
Example. Let (U,H) be a unitary representation of a compact group G,
and let A = C(G). Let ξ ∈ H. View U : H → H ⊗ C(G) = C(G →
H). With this view, we have U(ξ)(x) = Ux(ξ). Let Π : C(G) → B be a
surjective morphism of quantum groups stabilizing ξ. Since Π is a surjective
homomorphism, we have that B is isomorphic to C(H) for some H < G,
and under this identification the morphism Π becomes the restriction map
|H : C(G) → C(H). Since C(H) stabilizes ξ we have that U(ξ)|H(x) = ξ;
that is, U(ξ)(y) = ξ for all y ∈ H . This just says that H < G is contained
in the the usual stabilizer of ξ.
Let H < G be the usual stabilizer of ξ. A similar argument shows that
the restriction morphism |H : C(G)→ C(H) stabilizes ξ. Thus C(H) is the
quantum group stabilizer of ξ.
Example. Let Γ be a discrete group, and let A = C∗(Γ) be the full group C∗-
algebra of Γ. Let u ∈Mn(A) be an n-dimensional unitary (co)representation.
All irreducible unitary (co)representations of A are one dimensional, and are
given by elements of Γ. Thus we have that u is equivalent to a diagonal
matrix diag[γ1, γ2, ..., γn] for some elements γ1, ..., γn ∈ Γ. If ξ ∈ Cn, we have
u(ξ)i = ξiγi for i = 1, ..., n.
Let Π : C∗(Γ) → B be a quantum group morphism stabilizing ξ. Up
to isomorphism, we must have B = C∗(Γ/N) for some normal subgroup
N ✁ Γ, and Π becomes the natural map induced from the quotient group
homomorphism π : Γ→ Γ/N . Since Π stabilizes ξ, we have ξiπ(γi) = ξieΓ/N .
Suppose ξ is generic, so that ξi 6= 0 for all i. Then we have π(γi) = eΓ/N for
all i = 1, ..., n.
Conversely, if we letN✁Γ be the normal subgroup generated by {γ1, ..., γn},
then a similar argument gives that the natural map C∗(Γ)→ C∗(Γ/N) sta-
bilizes ξ. So we have C∗(Γ/N) is the quantum group stabilizer of ξ.
We saw before than the quantum group stabilizer of ξ ∈ H is given by
the natural quotient map A → A/H(Jξ), where H(Jξ) is the Hopf ideal
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generated by a specific subset Jξ. We now show that it suffices to compute
the closed 2-sided ideal generated by Jξ.
Lemma 3.8 Let 〈Jξ〉 be the two-sided ideal generated by Jξ. Then 〈Jξ〉 is
a Hopf ideal.
Proof: Since ∆ : A→ A⊗A is a ∗-homomorphism, this result follows from
the Proposition 3.5. 
Proposition 3.9 The universal C∗-algebra stabilizing ξ is in fact a quantum
group. In other words, A/〈Jξ〉 is the quantum group stabilizer of ξ.
Proof: By the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.7, we have that the natural
map A → A/〈Jξ〉 is the universal map of unital C∗-algebras stabilizing ξ.
Since any morphism of quantum groups is in particular a ∗-homomorphism, it
follows that the quantum group stabilizer of ξ must be a quotient of A/〈Jξ〉.
By Lemma 3.8, A/〈Jξ〉 is actually a quantum subgroup of A, so it is the
quantum group stabilizer of ξ. 
Remark. By Proposition 3.6, we have that 〈Jξ〉 is just the principal ideal
generated by (σξ − ||ξ||21A).
Proposition 3.9 makes computing the quantum group stabilizer much eas-
ier than Theorem 3.7, simply because it is much easier to visualize the two-
sided ideal generated by Jξ rather than the Hopf ideal generated by Jξ.
We check an analog of a simple result from the representation theory of
ordinary groups. If (U,H) is a unitary representation of a group G, then U⊗n
is the diagonal action of G on H⊗n. If H < G is the stabilizer of some ξ ∈ H,
then H will also stabilize ξ⊗n ∈ H⊗n. Of course, if G is not connected, then
H may not be all of the stabilizer of ξ⊗n.
Proposition 3.10 Let (u,H) be a unitary representation of a compact quan-
tum group A, and let ξ ∈ H. Let Π : A → B be the quantum stabilizer of
ξ. Consider the unitary representation (u⊗n,H⊗n) of A. Then Π : A → B
stabilizes ξ⊗n.
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Proof: Denote J = Jξ and Jn = Jξ⊗n. We must show that Jn is contained
in the two-sided ideal generated by J for all n ∈ N. This is trivial when
n = 1. Inductively assume that Jn−1 is contained in the ideal generated
by J . A generic element of Jn is of the form 〈u⊗n(ξ⊗n), (
⊗n
i=1 ηi) ⊗ 1A〉 −
〈ξ⊗n,⊗ni=1 ηi〉1A = Πni=1〈u(ξ), ηi ⊗ 1A〉 −Πni=1〈ξ, ηi〉1A. But notice
Πni=1〈u(ξ), ηi ⊗ 1A〉 − Πni=1〈ξ, ηi〉1A =
= (〈u(ξ), η1 ⊗ 1A〉 − 〈ξ, η1〉)Πni=2〈u(ξ), ηi ⊗ 1A〉+
+ 〈ξ, η1〉 (Πni=2〈u(ξ), ηi ⊗ 1A〉 −Πni=2〈ξ, ηi〉1A) ∈ JA + Jn−1
which is in the two-sided ideal generated by J by the induction hypothesis.

Finally, we consider quantum coset spaces. They give the simplist ex-
amples of ergodic actions of compact quantum groups. First, we give the
definition.
Definition 3.11 Let A be a compact quantum group, and Π : A → B be
a quantum subgroup of A. Then the quantum coset space AB is the unital
C∗-subalgebra of A given by
AB = {a ∈ A | (Π⊗ id)∆(a) = 1B ⊗ a}.
Intuitively, AB is the set of elements of A invariant under the right action
(Π ⊗ id)∆ : A → B ⊗ A of B on A. Since the coproduct also gives a left
action of A on itself, there should be a remaining left action of A on AB.
The following proposition is well known, see [Pi1] for example. We omit the
proof, since we will give a verbatim proof for the corresponding result for
state stabilizers in Proposition 3.17.
Proposition 3.12 AB is a right coideal of A. That is, ∆(AB) ⊆ AB ⊗ A.
Since B is actually a quantum group itself, it has its own Haar state hB.
As in the case for ordinary groups, integrating over B gives us an expectation
from A onto AB. The following proposition is stated without proof quite
often. See [Pi1], [Wa2] for example. We give a proof for completeness.
Proposition 3.13 Let Π : A→ B be a quantum subgroup of A, and let hB
be the Haar state of B. Then there is an expectation E = (hB ◦ Π ⊗ id)∆ :
A→ AB.
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Proof: It is clear that the map (hB◦Π⊗id)∆ : A→ A is completely positive.
Suppose a ∈ AB. Then (Π⊗id)∆a = 1B⊗a, so E(a) = (hB⊗id)(1B⊗a) = a.
Thus the rangle of E contains AB, and E fixes AB. Thus it remains to show
that E(A) ⊆ AB. Let a ∈ A be arbitrary. We compute:
(Π⊗ id)∆(E(a)) = (Π⊗ id)∆[(hB ◦ Π⊗ id)∆a]
= (hB ◦ Π⊗ Π⊗ id)(id⊗∆)∆a
= (hB ◦ Π⊗ Π⊗ id)(∆⊗ id)∆a
= ([(hB ⊗ id)∆B ◦ Π]⊗ id)∆a
= 1B ⊗ [(hB ◦ Π⊗ id)∆a] = 1B ⊗ E(a).
Thus E(a) ∈ AB for all a ∈ A. 
3.3 State Stabilizers
Consider a unitary representation (U,H) of an ordinary group G. For ξ ∈ H,
the stabilizer of ξ is defined to be the set Hξ = {h ∈ G|Uh(ξ) = ξ}. Typically
one views Hξ as being a subgroup ofG, and then one is led to define stabilizers
for quantum groups as being quantum subgroups, as we did in the previous
section. However, one could also forget the group structure of G and think
just in terms of its topology. The the points of G correspond to pure states
of C(G), and the points of Hξ correspond to the pure states µ ∈ S(C(G))
such that
Uµ(ξ) =
∫
G
Ux(ξ) dµ(x) = ξ.
With this as motivation, we make the following definition.
Definition 3.14 Let u : H → H⊗A be a unitary representation of a compact
quantum group A. Let ξ ∈ H. We denote by Hξ the set
Hξ = {ϕ ∈ S(A) | uϕ(ξ) = ξ}.
If the vector ξ is understood, we will denote Hξ simply by H.
Because of Proposition 3.15 below, we will often call Hξ the state stabilizer
of ξ. (This was the reason for our choice of the term “state stabilizer” to
begin with).
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Clearly Hξ is a closed, convex subset of S(A), so it can be recovered from
its set of extreme points. In particular, for an ordinary group it contains the
same information as the usual stabilizer.
Theorem 3.7 above gives us an abstract realization of the state stabilizer
Π : A → B as a mapping of order unit spaces. In practice, the order ideal
generated by a particular set is quite difficult to visualize, much less compute.
We seek a simpler expression for the state stabilizer.
Proposition 3.15 Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a unitary representation of A,
and let ξ ∈ H. Let Π : A → B be the state stabilizer of ξ. Then ker(Π) =⋂
φ∈Hξ
ker(φ). Furthermore, the pullback of the state space of B by Π is Hξ.
Proof: Let Φ : A → C be any surjective morphism of order unit spaces
that stabilizes ξ. Let µ ∈ S(C). As a morphism of order unit spaces, Φ is
positive and unital, so that µ ◦ Φ ∈ S(A). We have (id ⊗ µ ◦ Φ)(u(ξ)) =
(id ⊗ µ)(id ⊗ Φ)(u(ξ)) = (id ⊗ µ)(ξ ⊗ 1C) = ξ, so µ ◦ Φ ∈ Hξ. Since we
consider only Archimedian order unit spaces, S(C) separates the points of
C, so we see that ker(Φ) ⊇ ⋂φ∈Hξ ker(φ) ≡ K and Φ factors through the
natural map Π : A → A/K. On the other hand, since K is an intersection
of order ideals, it is an order ideal itself and Π : A → A/K is a morphism
of order unit spaces. So we have seen that any surjective morphism of order
unit spaces that stabilizes ξ factors through the natural map Π : A→ A/K.
To show that Π : A→ A/K is the state stabilizer of ξ, we only have left to
show that this map stabilizes ξ. As usual, the dual space of A/K pulls back
via Π to the set of elements in A′ that annihilateK. SinceK =
⋂
φ∈Hξ
ker(φ),
the Banach extension theorem implies that the pullback of the dual space of
A/K is the closed linear span of the elements of Hξ. Since the elements of
Hξ are states, the state space of A/K is the closed convex hull of Hξ, which
is Hξ. But the elements of Hξ stabilize ξ, so reversing the argument in the
last paragraph shows that A/K stabilizes ξ, and thus is the state stabilizer.
This proves the last claim also.

We now define an operator system that will play the role of our quantum
coadjoint orbit later on. Recall our notation ϕ∆(a) = a ∗ ϕ = (ϕ⊗ id)∆a.
Definition 3.16 Let A be a compact quantum group, and let Π : A → B
be a positive unital map from A to an order unit space B. We define the
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quantum homogeneous space corresponding to Π to be the set
AΠ = {a ∈ A | (Π⊗ id)∆a = 1B ⊗ a}.
It is an operator system.
Typically, we will interested in the case when Π : A → B is the state
stabilizer of some vector ξ in a unitary representation of A. In this case we
will denote AΠ as AHξ , or as AH when ξ is understood. In this case AHξ is
given by
AHξ = {a ∈ A | ϕ∆(a) = a, ∀ϕ ∈ Hξ}.
Intuitively, AΠ is the set of “Π-invariant” elements of A, when A is con-
sidered to be an right ordered A-module via the coproduct ∆ : A → A. Of
course, it wouldn’t be reasonable to call AH the orbit of ξ under u, since an
ergodic action of a compact quantum group is not necessarily characterized
by the stabilizer of some element. For example, consider an ordinary compact
group acting ergodicly on a noncommutative C∗-algebra.
Proposition 3.17 AΠ is an operator system, and a right coideal of A.
Proof: The mapping Π : A → B is unital and positive, so AΠ is a unital,
norm-closed, and ∗-closed subspace of A. Thus AΠ is an operator system.
For the second claim, we must show that if a ∈ AΠ, then ∆a ∈ AΠ ⊗ A.
We have (Π ⊗ id)∆a = 1B ⊗ a. We compute (Π ⊗ id ⊗ id)(∆ ⊗ id)∆a =
(Π⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗∆)∆a = (id⊗∆)(Π⊗ id)∆a = (1B ⊗∆a).

Remark. Since Π is not necessarily an algebra homomorphism, AΠ need not
be a subalgebra of A.
For future reference, we note a simple criterion for whether or not ϕ ∈
S(A) is in Hξ. The following lemma is the analog of Proposition 3.6 written
for states.
Lemma 3.18 Let A be a compact quantum group and let u,H, and ξ be as
above. Let ϕ ∈ S(A). Then ϕ is in Hξ iff 〈uϕ(ξ), ξ〉 = ‖ξ‖2. In other words,
ϕ is in Hξ iff ϕ(σξ) = ||ξ||2 iff ϕ(σ∗ξ ) = ||ξ||2.
Proof: Since u is unitary and ϕ is a state, u and id ⊗ ϕ are contractive
and ‖uϕ(ξ)‖ ≤ ‖ξ‖. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have uϕ(ξ) = ξ iff
〈uϕ(ξ), ξ〉 = ‖ξ‖2. 
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Example. Let (U,H) be a unitary representation of a compact group G,
and let A = C(G). Let ξ ∈ H. We have that the state space of A con-
sists of Borel probability measures on G. If µ ∈ S(A) we have Uµ(ξ) =∫
G
Ux(ξ)dµ(x). Since ||Ux(ξ)|| = ||ξ|| for all x ∈ G and µ is a probability
measure, Minkowski’s inequality gives Uµ(ξ) = ξ iff Ux(ξ) = ξ on the sup-
port of µ. Thus Hξ is the set of probability measures supported on the usual
stabilizer H < G of ξ. It follows that the state stabilizer of ξ is just the
restriction map C(G)→ C(H).
We see that for A = C(G), both the state stabilizer and the quantum
stabilizer of ξ ∈ H are equal to C(H), where H < G is the usual stabilizer
of ξ. However, for cocommutative quantum groups, the results are quite
different.
Example. Let A = C∗(Γ) for a discrete group Γ, and let (u,Cn) be an n-
dimensional unitary (co)representation of A. As before, we can replace u
with an equivalent representation to arrange that u ∈ Mn(A) is a diagonal
matrix with entries γ1, ..., γn. Let ξ ∈ Cn with each coordinate nonzero. We
have u(ξ)i = ξiγi. Let ϕ ∈ S(A). We have uϕ(ξ)i = ϕ(γi)ξi. Thus
Hξ = {ϕ ∈ S(A) | ϕ(γi) = 1, ∀i = 1, ..., n}.
The state space of A is given by matrix elements of unitary representations
of the group Γ (not to be confused with unitary (co)representations of A!)
That is, if ν is a unitary representation of Γ and x ∈ Hν is a unit vector,
we have a state ϕν,x(γ) = 〈νγ(x), x〉, and every state on C∗(Γ) arises in this
way. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have ϕν,x(γ) = 1 if and only if
νγ(x) = x. Since ν is a representation, we have that if νγi(x) = x for all
i = 1, ..., n, then νγ(x) = x for any γ in the subgroup generated by the γi.
So we see that the state ϕν,x is in Hξ if and only if x ∈ Hν is fixed by the
subgroup generated by {γi}i=1,...,n.
In contrast, we had before that the quantum group stabilizer of ξ was
given by C∗(Γ/N), where N is the normal subgroup generated by the γi. A
state on C∗(Γ/N) corresponds to a representation of Γ that is trivial on N .
Intuitively, the quantum group stabilizer of ξ is made out of representations
of Γ that are trival on γ1, ..., γn, whereas the state stabilizer of ξ is made out
of representations of Γ which have a vector fixed by γ1, ..., γn.
Remark. In the example above, let Ω ⊆ Γ be the subgroup generated by
γ1, ..., γn. For simplicity, consider the case where Ω is finite. Let p ∈ C∗(Γ)
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be the projection
p =
1
|Ω|Σγ∈Ω γ.
Let (ν,H) be a unitary representation of the group Γ, and let x ∈ H. Then
any nonzero vector y ∈ H of the form y = ν(p)x will be fixed by the subgroup
Ω, and so will give a state in the state stabilizer Hξ. It’s straightforward
to check that every state in Hξ arises in this way. Therefore, viewed as a
mapping of order unit spaces we have that the state stabilizer of ξ is given
by the natural map C∗(Γ)→ pC∗(Γ)p.
From Theorem 2.4 of [Fr], we see that the state stabilizer of ξ is a compact
quantum subhypergroup of C∗(Γ). We will not discuss hypergroups much in
this paper, but in the appendix we will give an example which suggests that
state stabilizers are not even quantum subhypergroups in general.
The previous example actually indicates the general difference between
the state stabilizer and the quantum stabilizer, as we now show.
Example. Let (u,H) be a unitary representation of a compact quantum
group A, and let ξ ∈ H be a unit vector. By Lemma 3.18 we have Hξ =
{ϕ ∈ S(A) | ϕ(σξ) = 1}. Let ϕ ∈ S(A). By the Gelfand-Naimark Theorem
there is a ∗-homomorphism (π,Hπ) of the underlying C∗-algebra of A and
a unit vector ν ∈ Hπ such that ϕ(a) = 〈π(a)ν, ν〉. By the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality we have ϕ ∈ Hξ if and only if π(σξ)ν = ν. So states in the
state stabilizer generally correspond the unit vectors fixed by σξ in the ∗-
representations of of the underlying C∗-algebra of A.
On the other hand, by Proposition 3.9 the quantum group stabilizer Π :
A → B is actually the universal map of C∗-algebras that stabilizes ξ. By
Proposition 3.6 a map of C∗-algebras stabilizes ξ if and only if it sends σξ to
the identity. Let π : A→ B(Hπ) be a ∗-representation of the underlying C∗-
algebra of A. If π is the pullback of some ∗-representation of B, then clearly
π(σξ) = 1. Conversely, if π(σξ) = 1, by the C
∗-universality of B, we must
have that π factors through Π, so that π is the pullback of a ∗-representation
of B. Again, by Gelfand-Naimark, states on B correspond to pairs (π, ν)
where π is a ∗-representation of B and ν ∈ Hπ. Thus the states of A that
come from the quantum group stabilizer of ξ generally correspond to unit
vectors in the ∗-representations of the underlying C∗-algebra of A that send
σξ to the identity operator. We summarize as follows.
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Summary 3.19 To compute either the quantum group stabilizer or the state
stabilizer of ξ, first consider the ∗-representation theory of the underlying C∗-
algebra of A. The quantum group stabilizer is computed by determining which
∗-representations of A send σξ to the identity operator. The state stabilizer
is computed by determining which ∗-representations of A have a fixed vector
for σξ.
The reasoning of the last example allows us to prove the analog of Propo-
sition 3.10 for state stabilizers.
Proposition 3.20 Let (u,H) be a unitary representation of a compact quan-
tum group A, and let ξ ∈ H. Consider the unitary representation (u⊗n,H⊗n)
of A, and the vector ξ⊗n. Then the state stabilizer of ξ also stabilizes ξ⊗n.
Proof: For simplicity, take ξ to be a unit vector. Consider the elements σξ
and σξ⊗n of A. Because of Lemma 3.18, it suffices to show that if ϕ ∈ S(A)
and ϕ(σξ) = 1 then ϕ(σξ⊗n) = 1 also. From the reasoning in the example,
we have ϕ(a) = 〈π(a)ν, ν〉 for some ∗-representation of A and some unit
vector ν that is fixed by σξ. Notice that σξ⊗n = 〈u⊗n(ξ⊗n), ξ⊗n ⊗ 1〉 =
(〈u(ξ), ξ ⊗ 1〉)n = σnξ . Thus if π is a ∗-representation and π(σξ)(ν) = ν we
have π(σξ⊗n)(ν) = π(σ
n
ξ )(ν) = (π(σξ))
n(ν) = ν also. Thus if ϕ ∈ S(A) and
ϕ(σξ) = 1, then ϕ(σξ⊗n) = 1 also.

We now turn to the issue of whether Hξ is closed under the coinverse
operation of A′. If ϕ ∈ A′ then the coinverse of ϕ is defined by (κϕ)(a) =
ϕ(κ(a)∗). There are a couple of difficulties here. The first is that it’s not
immediately clear that states on A are norm-bounded. Thus, it’s not clear
that our Lemma 3.18 can be used. However, we have assumed that all of
our quantum groups are full, and it is known for A full that states of A are
norm-bounded [Be1]. But this is not the only problem. Generally we have
∗ ◦ κ = κ−1 ◦ ∗, so κ is not positive unless κ2 = id. So ϕ ∈ S(A) implies
κϕ ∈ S(A) only if κ2 = id.
Proposition 3.21 Let u,H, ξ be as above and let Hξ be the state stabilizer
of ξ. Suppose that A is full and Kac-type. Then S(A) and Hξ are closed
under the coinverse on A′.
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Proof: Generally we have any state on A restricts to a state on A, and
the restriction map is injective since A is dense in A. On the other hand,
by Theorem 3.3 of [Be1] for A full states on A are norm bounded, so that
S(A) = S(A) for A full. Hence we can define κ : S(A)→ A′. The coinverse
map of A′ is antimultiplicative, so that κ(ϕϕ∗) = κ(ϕ∗)κ(ϕ). For κ = κ−1
we have κ commutes with ∗, so κ is positive. Since κ is unital, we have
κ : S(A)→ S(A).
By Lemma 3.18, ϕ ∈ Hξ is equivalent to 〈ξ, uϕ(ξ)〉 = ‖ξ‖2. Because
ϕ is a state, we have κϕ = ϕ ◦ κ. Finally, because u is unitary we have
〈ξ, uϕ(ξ)〉 = 〈uϕ◦κ(ξ), ξ〉 = 〈uκϕ(ξ), ξ〉. So ϕ ∈ Hξ implies κϕ ∈ Hξ. 
Above we defined AHξ = {a ∈ A | ϕ∆(a) = a, ∀ϕ ∈ Hξ}. This definition
suggests a natural question. Namely, if ψ ∈ S(A) and one has ψ∆(a) = a for
all a ∈ AHξ , does one necessarily have ψ ∈ Hξ? It is not obvious that this
should be the case, but for Kac-type quantum groups, we can use Proposition
3.21 to obtain an affirmative answer. First we need a simple computational
lemma.
Lemma 3.22 Let ϕ ∈ A′ and let a ∈ A. Suppose A is of Kac-type. We
have ∆ϕ(a) = a if and only if ϕ◦κ∆(κa) = κa.
Proof: This statement follows immediately from the fact that ∆ ◦ κ =
ϑ(κ⊗ κ)∆, where ϑ : A⊗A → A⊗A is the flip map. 
Proposition 3.23 Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a unitary representation of a
compact quantum group A, and let ξ ∈ H. Let Hξ and AHξ be as above. Let
ψ ∈ S(A). If A is of Kac-type, then ψ ∈ Hξ if and only if ψ∆(a) = a for all
a ∈ AHξ .
Proof: To avoid technical difficulties, we prove only the case when the
isotypic components of u are finite dimensional. For the general case, one
must replace the action ∆ : A → A⊗A with the right regular representation
“∆”: L2(A)→ L2(A)⊗ A.
Let H =⊕µ∈AˆHµ be the decomposition of H into isotypic components.
It’s easy to see that for ϕ ∈ S(A), we have uϕ(ξ) = ξ if and only if uϕ(ξµ) = ξµ
for each µ ∈ Aˆ, where ξµ is the projection of ξ into Hµ. That is, we have
Hξ =
⋂
µ∈AˆHξµ and thus A
Hξ =
⋂
µ∈AˆA
Hξµ . So it suffices to consider the
case when H = Hµ for some µ ∈ Aˆ. Since we are assuming that the isotypic
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components of u are finite dimensional, we have in this case that u is finite
dimensional.
By the definition of AH , we have ψ ∈ Hξ implies ψ∆a = a for all a ∈ AH .
For the other direction first note that since H is finite dimensional, we can
embed H as an A-module into Cn ⊗A for some n ∈ N. Indeed, if (µ,Kµ) is
an irreducible representation of A, then one can choose a basis {e1, ..., em}
of Kµ such that u(ej) = Σlel ⊗ uµlj. Then the map defined by ej 7→ uµ1j is an
intertwining map from Kµ to A.
Thus we can assume that (u,H) is an A-submodule of Cn ⊗ A, and we
can view ξ ∈ Cn ⊗ A. Write ξ as a tuple (a1, ...an) with aj ∈ A for each j.
Let ψ ∈ S(A). Then one has (id ⊗∆ψ)ξ = ξ if and only if ∆ψ(aj) = aj for
all j. So we have shown that there exists a subset {a1, ..., an} ⊆ A such that
ψ ∈ Hξ if and only if ∆ψ(aj) = aj for all j. By the lemma, this is equivalent
to ψ◦κ∆(κaj) = κaj for all j. By Proposition 3.21 we have Hξ = Hξ ◦ κ, so
that these κaj are in A
Hξ . Furthermore, by replacing ψ with ψ ◦ κ we have
just shown that if ψ ∈ S(A) fixes this finite set {κa1, ..., κan} ⊆ AHξ , then
ψ ◦ κ ∈ Hξ. Again, we use that Hξ = Hξ ◦ κ to get that ψ ∈ Hξ. This proves
the proposition.

Finally, if Π : A→ B is a quantum subgroup of A, then the Haar measure
of B gives a idempotent map from A to AΠ. Since the state stabilizer is
generally not a quantum subgroup, there’s no reason to expect thatHξ should
have a Haar state; that is, an element h ∈ Hξ such that h ∗ ϕ = ϕ ∗ h = h
for all ϕ ∈ Hξ. Thus we have the question:
Question 3.24 When does the state stabilizer have a Haar state?
In the appendix we use the results of this paper to that for A a theta
deformation of an ordinary Lie group, the answer is often yes. We also give
evidence that for a particular representation of Au(n) the answer is probably
not.
4 Berezin Quantization for Quantum Groups
4.1 The Berezin Symbol and its Adjoint
For the remainder of the paper, A will be a coamenable compact quantum
group of Kac-type, and u ∈ B(H) ⊗ A will be an irreducible unitary repre-
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sentation of A. We have an action of A on B(H) by α(T ) = u(T ⊗ 1)u∗. It’s
easy to check that as representations of A we have α ∼= u⊗u. In particular, α
is unitary when B(H) is viewed as a Hilbert space with the Hilbert-Schmidt
inner product. Finally, to define the Berezin symbol we choose a unit vector
ξ ∈ H, and we let P in B(H) be the corresponding rank 1 projection.
We can now define the Berezin symbol σ : B(H)→ A by:
σT = (tr ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1)α(T )]
where tr is the usual, unnormalized trace. It is clear from the definition that
σ is unital and completely positive. We wish to show that the range of σ
is contained in AH , where H is the state stabilizer of P ; that is, H = {φ ∈
S(A) | αφ(P ) = P}. Here, we retain the shorthand notation αφ = (id ⊗ φ)α
from the last section. Notice that already we must use that A is of Kac-type.
Proposition 4.1 We have σ : B(H) → AH . The kernel of σ is the orthog-
onal compliment of {αϕ(P ) | ϕ ∈ A′}. In particular, the restriction of σ to
the the set {αϕ(P ) | ϕ ∈ A′} is injective.
Proof: Let φ ∈ S(A). We compute:
φ∆(σT ) = (φ⊗ id)∆[(tr ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1)α(T )]]
= (tr ⊗ φ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(id⊗∆)(α(T ))]
= (tr ⊗ φ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(α⊗ id)(α(T ))]
= (tr ⊗ (φ ◦ κ)⊗ id)[(α(P )⊗ 1)(α(T ))13]
= (tr ⊗ id)((ακφ(P )⊗ 1)(α(T ))).
To obtain the fourth line above we have used that α is unitary for the Hilbert-
Schmidt inner product on B(H). Now suppose that φ ∈ H . Then by Propo-
sition 3.21 we have κφ ∈ H , so the above calculation shows φ∆(σT ) = σT .
That is, σT ∈ AH .
For the second claim, let T ∈ ker(σ). Let µ ∈ A′ be arbitrary. The above
calculation shows that tr(ακφ(P )αµ(T )) = 0 for all φ ∈ S(A). Since S(A)
spans A′, we see that T ∈ ker(σ) if and only if the subspaces {αϕ(P )|ϕ ∈ A′}
and {αµ(T ) | µ ∈ A′} of B(H) are orthogonal. Since α is unitary, we have
〈αϕ(P ), αµ(T )〉 = 〈α(µ◦κ)∗ϕ(P ), T 〉, so that T ∈ ker(σ) iff T is orthogonal to
{αϕ(P )|ϕ ∈ A′}. In particular, we see that the restriction of σ to {αϕ(P )|ϕ ∈
A′} is injective. 
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In light of this proposition we denote B = {αϕ(P ) |ϕ ∈ A′}. Like AH , B is
not necessarily a subalgebra of B(H), but is an operator system. Eventually,
we will show that under suitable conditions, if we replace u by u⊗n and look
at the sequence of spaces Bn, they will converge to AH in quantum Gromov-
Hausdorff distance.
Consider the case when G is an ordinary group. If µ ∈ C(G)′ is a Borel
measure on G, then we have αµ(P ) =
∫
G
αx(P )dµ(x). So we see that in this
case B is the cyclic subspace of B(H) generated by P . We show that this is
the case in general. The cyclic subspace generated by P is clearly invariant
under the operators αϕ, so it is certainly no smaller than B. Thus we have
only to check that B is an α-invariant subspace of B(H).
Lemma 4.2 We have α : B → B ⊗ A.
Proof: By Proposition 4.1, we have ker(σ) = B⊥. Let T be orthogonal
to B, and let b ∈ A. It suffices to show that (T ⊗ b) is orthogonal to
the image of α(B) in B(H) ⊗ L2(A). By Corollary 2.11, we have α† =
(id⊗ h ◦m)([(id⊗ κ)α]⊗ id). We compute:
〈T ⊗ b, α(αϕ(P ))〉 = (α†(T ⊗ b), αϕ(P ))
= 〈(id⊗ h)([(id⊗ κ)α(T )](1⊗ b)), αϕ(P )〉
= 〈(id⊗ h)[(1⊗ κ−1b)α(T )], αϕ(P )〉
= 〈αψ(T ), αϕ(P )〉 = 0,
where we have set ψ(a) = h((κ−1b)a).

We must compute the adjoint of the Berezin symbol. We let h ∈ S(A)
be the Haar state of A. We obtain an inner product on AH by 〈a, b〉 =
h(b∗a). This inner product may be degenerate when A is not coamenable.
Eventually we will restrict to this case, but there is no need to just yet.
We use on B ⊆ B(H) the inner product coming from the normalized trace:
〈S, T 〉 = d−1H tr(T ∗S), where dH denotes the dimension of H. We can now
compute the adjoint of σ.
Proposition 4.3 Consider the injective map σ : B → AH . It’s adjoint
σ˘ : AH → B is given by:
σ˘a = dHα
†(P ⊗ a)
= dH(id⊗ h)([(id⊗ κ)α(P )](1⊗ a)).
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Furthermore, σ˘ is unital, positive, and surjective.
Proof: Let a ∈ AH and T ∈ B. We compute
〈σ˘a, T 〉B = 〈a, σT 〉L2(A) = h(σ∗Ta)
= (tr ⊗ h){(P ⊗ 1)α(T )∗(1⊗ a)}
= dH〈P ⊗ a, α(T )〉B⊗L2(A)
= 〈dHα†(P ⊗ a), T 〉B.
This proves the first formula for σ˘. The second formula follows from Corollary
2.11. Since σ : B → AH is injective, σ˘ : AH → B is surjective. Since
u ∈ B(H) ⊗ A was assumed irreducible, by Theorem 5.4 of [Wo1] we have
the second orthogonality relation for α; that is, for any T ∈ B(H) we have
(id⊗ h)α(T ) = Tr(FT )/Tr(F ) 1B(H), for some positive operator F ∈ B(H).
Since A is of Kac-type, Theorem 5.6 of [Wo1] implies that F = IB(H). In
particular, we have σ˘1A = dH(id ⊗ h)α(P ) = tr(P ) 1B(H) = 1B(H), so that σ˘
is unital.
To prove positivity, note that κ2 = id implies that κ is a ∗-homomorphism
from A to Aopp, so is completely positive. Thus (id ⊗ κ)α(P ) is positive,
viewed as an element of B(H)⊗Aopp. (Note, it may not be a positive element
when viewed in B(H)⊗A). By Theorem 5.6 of [Wo1], the condition κ2 = id
is equivalent to assuming that the Haar state is a trace. Then h is also a
tracial state on Aopp. Let ·opp denote the product on Aopp. Finally, since h is
a state it is completely positive, and we have
σ˘aa∗ = dH(id⊗ h)([(id ⊗ κ)α(P )](1⊗ aa∗))
= dH(id⊗ h)((1⊗ a∗ ·opp a) ·opp [(id⊗ κ)α(P )])
= dH(id⊗ h)((1⊗ a) ·opp [(id⊗ κ)α(P )] ·opp (1⊗ a∗)) ≥ 0

Remark. The argument above is easily modified to give that σ˘ is a com-
pletely positive map when viewed from Aopp to B. This does not imply that
σ˘ is a completely positive map on A, since the complete order isomorphism
between A and Aopp is κ, rather than the identity. If σ˘ : A→ B is completely
positive also, one would expect that id : A→ Aopp would be complete order
isomorphism. A unital 2-order isomorphism between unital C∗-algebras is a
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∗-isomorphism [Ke]. This suggests that σ˘ is completely positive only when
A is commutative.
We now have a positive, unital, injective map σ : B → AH and its positive,
unital, surjective adjoint σ˘ : AH → B. We also know that we have actions
∆ : AH → AH ⊗ A and α : B → B ⊗ A. This brings us to the final
fundamental property of the Berezin Symbol and the Berezin Adjoint; they
are equivariant.
Proposition 4.4 Consider the Berezin symbol and its adjoint σ : B → AH
and σ˘ : AH → B. They are equivariant for actions α and ∆ of A on B(H)
and A. Explicitly, we have
(σ ⊗ id) ◦ α = ∆ ◦ σ and
(σ˘ ⊗ id) ◦∆ = α ◦ σ˘
Proof: We compute:
(σ ⊗ id)α(T ) = (tr ⊗ id⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(α⊗ id)α(T )]
= (tr ⊗ id⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(id⊗∆)α(T )] = ∆(σT ).
Mimicking this calculation for σ˘ directly is difficult, but if we work on the
image of A in L2(A), we can simply take the adjoint of the first result.
Explicitly, we have
α† ◦ (σ˘ ⊗ id) = σ˘ ◦∆†.
By Corollary 2.11, we have α† = (id⊗ h ◦m)([(id⊗ κ)α]⊗ id), and similarly
for ∆†. Let a, b ∈ A. We have
α†(σ˘ ⊗ id)(a⊗ b) = (id⊗ h)([(id⊗ κ)α(σ˘a)](1⊗ b))
= (id⊗ h)[(1⊗ κ−1b)α(σ˘a)].
Similarly,
(σ˘ ◦∆†)(a⊗ b) = σ˘[(id⊗ h)([(id⊗ κ)∆a](1⊗ b))]
= σ˘[(id⊗ h)(1⊗ κ−1b)∆a]
= (id⊗ h)[(1⊗ κ−1b)(σ˘ ⊗ id)∆a].
Since h is nondegenerate on A, this forces (σ˘ ⊗ id)∆a = α(σ˘a) for any a ∈
A. Since both sides are continuous and A is dense in A, we have that
(σ˘ ⊗ id)∆a = α(σ˘a) for any a ∈ A. 
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Remark. If one compares the Berezin symbol and Berezin adjoint defined
in this section to the ones for ordinary Lie groups in Section 2.6, they will
notice that the two differ by a coinverse. The classical Berezin symbol and
adjoint intertwine the action of G on B(H) by conjugation with the action
of G on C(G/H) by left translation.
For a quantum group A, the natural left action of A on a homogeneous
space is the action of A on AH by right translations, because the left action of
A on HA by left translations requires one to use the coinverse, which generally
does not extend to all of A. For A of Kac-type, the coinverse does extend to
all of A, but there really is no reason to insist on using left translations, as
it just complicates formulas and obscures the overall picture.
This switch between using left and right translations on the corresponding
homogeneous spaces is the reason that our Berezin symbols differ from the
classical ones by a coinverse.
4.2 The Berezin Transform and Berezin Quantization
First, we compute the composition (σ ◦ σ˘)(a). The brute force computation
of this composition is very messy. We will give a much simplier version using
the result of Lemma 2.13. We find that there is an explicit linear functional
hP ∈ S(A) such that (σ ◦ σ˘)(a) = hP∆(a) = (hP ⊗ id)∆a. We make the
definition first.
Definition 4.5 Let hP ∈ A′ be the linear functional dual to the element
dHσP . That is hP (a) = dHh(σPa).
Lemma 4.6 hP is a state.
Proof: By the second orthogonality relation, hP (1) = dH(tr ⊗ h)((P ⊗
1)α(P )) = tr(P tr(P )1B(H)) = 1. Also, since σ is positive, dHσP = bb
∗, some
b ∈ A. (Actually, an simple computation shows b = √dH〈u(ξ), ξ⊗1〉 works.)
Thus hP (a
∗a) = h(bb∗a∗a) = h(b∗a∗ab) ≥ 0, so hP is a state. 
Proposition 4.7 The composition σ ◦ σ˘ : AH → AH is given by (σ ◦ σ˘)(a) =
hP
∆a.
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Proof: Let a ∈ AH . We compute
(σ ◦ σ˘)(a) = dHσ(α†(P ⊗ a))
= dH(tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)[α ◦ α†(P ⊗ a)])
= dH(tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)(α† ⊗ id)(P ⊗∆a)),
where we have used Lemma 2.13 in the last line.
We would like to use that α† : B ⊗ L2(A)→ B really is the adjoint of α,
so we take an arbitrary element b ∈ A and we apply h(b∗·) to both sides. We
obtain
〈(σ ◦ σ˘)(a), b〉L2(A) = dH〈(α† ⊗ id)(P ⊗∆a), P ⊗ b〉B⊗L2(A)
= dH〈P ⊗∆a, α(P )⊗ b〉B⊗L2(A)⊗L2(A)
= dH(tr ⊗ h⊗ h)((α(P )⊗ b∗)(P ⊗∆a)).
Because the Haar state is nondegenerate, we must have
(σ ◦ σ˘)(a) = dH(tr ⊗ h⊗ id)((α(P )⊗ 1)(P ⊗∆a))
= dH(h⊗ id)((σP ⊗ 1)∆a) = hP∆(a).

Thus far, we have described how, given a Kac-type compact quantum
group A, a distinguished unitary irreducible representation u ∈ B(H) ⊗ A,
and a distinguished vector ξ ∈ H, we can construct the Berezin symbol σ :
B → AH and its adjoint σ˘ : AH → B. To construct the Berezin Quantization
of AH , we must find a sequence of irreducible representations (un,Hn) with
corresponding rank one projections P n that all have the same state stabilizer
H .
In the case of compact semisimple Lie groups, one takes the vector ξ above
to be the highest weight vector for the representation u. One then looks at the
subrepresentation of (u⊗n,H⊗n) generated by ξ⊗n. This subrepresentation is
denoted by (un,Hn). It is known that (un,Hn) is irreducible and that ξn is
it’s highest weight vector. It is also true in this case that Bn is all of B(Hn),
and that AH = C(G/H) is a subalgebra of A = C(G). So one can define
a collection of C∗-algebras A~ for ~ ∈ {0} ∪ 1/N by A0 = C(G/H), and
A~ = B(H1/~), which can be shown to give a strict quantization of C(G/H).
In order to get a strict quantization of our operator system AH , we must
make one final definition.
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Definition 4.8 Let (u,H) be an irreducible unitary representation of a com-
pact quantum group A. Let ξ ∈ H. We call ξ primitive-like if the cyclic
subrepresentation of the representation u⊗n ∈ B(H⊗n)⊗A generated by ξ⊗n
is irreducible for each n ∈ N.
Suppose our irreducible unitary representation (u,H) has a primitive-
like vector ξ. We let (un,Hn) be the irreducible cyclic subrepresentation of
H⊗n generated by ξ⊗n, and we write αn for the corresponding action of A
on B(Hn). By Proposition 3.20 we have that the state stabilizer of P also
stabilizes P n for all n ∈ N. Hence we have a sequence of maps σn : Bn → AH
and σ˘n : AH → Bn. We now will show that there is a strict quantization of
our operator system AH such that A~ for ~ ∈ {0} ∪ 1/N given by A0 = AH ,
and A~ = B1/~. In the next subsection we will reinterpret this result in terms
of Lip-norms.
We have the sequence of Berezin Transforms (σn ◦ σ˘n) : AH → AH . By
Proposition 4.7 we have that (σn ◦ σ˘n)(a) = hPn∆(a), where hPn ∈ S(A)
is given by hPn(a) = dHnh(σ
n
Pna). By the proof of Proposition 3.20, we
also have that σnPn = (σP )
n. We will use this observation to show that the
sequence {hPn}n∈N converges weak∗ to the counit ε on AH . Among other
things, this will imply that the sequence of operators (σn ◦ σ˘n) : AH → AH
converges strongly to the identity operator on AH . This explains why we had
to use the state stabilizers rather than quantum group stabilizers. Indeed, if
one extends the definition of σ˘ to A by the same formula, σ ◦ σ˘ maps all of A
into AH , so the sequence of maps (σn ◦ σ˘n) cannot converge to the identity
on any subspace of A strictly larger than AH . In particular, if Π : A→ B is
the quantum group stabilizer of P , then (σn ◦ σ˘n) converges to the identity
on AB only when AB coincides with AH .
We have hPn(a) = dHnh(σ
n
Pna) = dHnh((σP )
na). We have seen that hPn
is a state, so the factor dHn can be thought of as just a normalization to make
hPn unital. For computational purposes then, we use the expression hPn(a) =
h((σP )
na)/h((σP )
n). We denote L2(A, h) by K, and the corresponding cyclic
vector by Ω. In terms of the inner product on K we have h(a) = 〈aΩ,Ω〉 and
hPn(a) =
〈aΩ, (σP )nΩ〉
〈Ω, (σP )nΩ〉
From these expressions it’s clear that h and hPn extend by weak continuity to
W ∗(A) ⊆ B(K). We use the same notations h and hPn for these extensions.
For γ > 0, we denote by χγ the element of W
∗(σP ) corresponding to the
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characteristic function of the interval [1− γ, 1]. Our first task is to estimate
hPn((1 − χγ)a) in terms of n for fixed γ. For the first time, we use our
assumption that A is coamenable.
Lemma 4.9 For any a ∈ A, any γ > 0, and any n ∈ N we have
|hPn((1− χγ)a)| ≤ ‖a‖
h(χγ/2)
(
1− γ
1− γ/2
)n
In particular, for γ fixed we have hPn((1− χγ)a) goes to zero for any a ∈ A
as n −→∞.
Proof: We have hPn((1 − χγ)a) = 〈(1 − χγ)aΩ, (σP )nΩ〉/〈Ω, (σP )nΩ〉. We
look at the numerator first. Using that h is a trace and that σP commutes
with 1− χγ we compute:
|〈(1− χγ)aΩ, (σP )nΩ〉| = |h((σP )n(1− χγ)a)|
= |h((1− χγ)(σP )n/2a(σP )n/2(1− χγ))|
≤ ‖a‖h((1− χγ)(σP )n) ≤ ‖a‖(1− γ)n.
In the last inequality we use that ‖(1− χγ)(σP )n‖ ≤ (1− γ)n.
Now for the denominator. We have h((σP )
n) ≥ h(χγ/2(σP )n) ≥ (1 −
γ/2)nh(χγ/2). Since A is coamenable, h is faithful on A. It is clear that there
are positive, nonzero elements of C∗(σP ) that are less than χγ/2. Since h
is strictly positive on any such element, we must have h(χγ/2) > 0 as well.
Putting our estimates for the numerator and the denominator together we
obtain the desired result.

Next we estimate the value of hPn(χγa) as γ goes to zero.
Lemma 4.10 Let Φ : A→ B be the state stabilizer of P , and let a ∈ A. We
have
lim sup
γ−→0
(
sup
n∈N
|hPn(χγa)|
)
≤ ‖Φ(a)‖
Proof: We begin the estimate as we did in the previous lemma. We have
|hPn(χγa)| = |h(χγa(σP )n)|/h((σP )n)
= |h((σP )n/2χγaχγ(σP )n/2)|/h((σP )n)
≤ ‖χγaχγ‖h((σP )n)/h((σP )n)
= ‖χγaχγ‖.
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Define a map Ψγ : A → B(χγK) by Ψγ(a) = χγaχγ . Note that Ψγ is
positive. Since χγ is the unit of B(χγK), we have that Ψγ is also unital.
Finally, we note that Ψγ(σP ) = χγσPχγ ≥ (1 − γ)χγ = (1 − γ)1B(χγK), so
that (1− γ)1B(χγK) ≤ Ψγ(σP ) ≤ 1B(χγK).
Next we show ker(Ψγ) ⊆ ker(Ψδ) for γ > δ. Let a ∈ A. Then a ∈
ker(Ψγ) if and only if χγaχγ = 0 if and only if 〈χγaχγTΩ, SΩ〉 = 0 for all
T, S ∈ B(K). Let b, c ∈ A be arbitrary. Set T = χδb and S = χδc. We have
0 = 〈χγaχγχδbΩ, χδcΩ〉 = 〈χδaχδbΩ, cΩ〉, where we have used χγχδ = χδ for
γ > δ. Since b, c were arbitrary and AΩ is dense in K, we have a ∈ ker(Ψγ)
implies a ∈ ker(Ψδ).
We can now define I = ⋃γց0 ker(Ψγ). By the preceeding paragraph, I is
an increasing union of complex order ideals, and so it is an order ideal. Thus
the natural map Ψ : A → A/I is positive. By construction, Ψ : A → A/I
factors through each of the maps A → A/ker(Ψγ). We saw above that
(1 − γ)1B(χγK) ≤ Ψγ(σP ) ≤ 1B(χγK). Thus we must have (1 − γ)1A/I ≤
Ψ(σP ) ≤ 1A/I for any γ > 0, so that Ψ(σP ) = 1A/I . By Lemma 3.18 we have
that the state stabilizer is the universal positive unital map Φ : A→ B such
that Φ(σP ) = 1B, so that Ψ factors through Φ. Therefore ‖Ψ(a)‖ ≤ ‖Φ(a)‖
for all a ∈ A.
At the beginning of this proof we showed that |hPn(χγa)| ≤ ‖χγaχγ‖ =
‖Ψγ(a)‖ for any n ∈ N. Therefore we obtain:
lim sup
γ−→0
(
sup
n∈N
|hPn(χγa)|
)
≤ ‖Ψ(a)‖ ≤ ‖Φ(a)‖.

Lemma 4.11 Let Φ : A → B be the state stabilizer of P , and let a ∈ AH .
Then Φ(a) = ε(a)1B.
Proof: By definition, a ∈ AH means that (Φ⊗ id)∆a = 1B ⊗ a. We have
Φ(a) = Φ(id ⊗ ε)∆a = (id ⊗ ε)(Φ⊗ id)∆a = (id ⊗ ε)(1B ⊗ a) = ε(a)1B.

Finally, we obtain our desired result.
Proposition 4.12 Let a ∈ AH . Then limn→∞ hPn(a) = ε(a).
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Proof: Let a ∈ AH and let b = a− ε(a)1. We have ε(b) = 0, so by Lemma
4.11 Φ(b) = 0. For any γ > 0, using Lemma 4.9 gives limn→∞ |hPn(b) −
hPn(χγb)| = limn→∞ |hPn((1 − χγ)b)| = 0. Thus lim supn→∞ |hPn(b)| =
lim supn→∞ |hPn(χγb)| ≤ supn∈N |hPn(χγb)|, for all γ > 0. Now, using Lemma
4.10 we have lim supn→∞ |hPn(b)| ≤ ‖Φ(b)‖ = 0. So limn→∞ hPn(b) exists and
is equal to zero. Finally, we have limn→∞ hPn(a) = limn→∞ hPn(b+ ε(a)1) =
ε(a).

As a corollary of the weak convergence of hPn, we can show that we have
a strict quantization of the operator system AH .
Proposition 4.13 Let a ∈ AH . We have (σn ◦ σ˘n)(a) → a in norm as
n→∞. Moreover, the maps σ˘n : AH → Bn give a strict quantization of AH .
Proof: Let a ∈ AH . By Proposition 4.7 we have (σn ◦ σ˘n)(a) = (hPn ⊗
id)∆a. By Lemma 3.17 we have ∆a ∈ AH ⊗ A. By Proposition 4.12 we see
(hPn ⊗ id)(ω)→ (ε⊗ id)(ω) for any ω ∈ AH ⊗A. But (ε⊗ id)∆a = a, so we
have the first part of the proposition.
The second statement follows immediately from the first using Theorem
2.4. 
Remark. The use of coamenability in the proof of Lemma 4.9 appears to
be insignificant, but in the appendix we will give an example that shows it
is essential.
4.3 The Convergence of σn ◦ σ˘n in Terms of Lip-norms.
Let LA be any regular Lip-norm on A. We have ergodic actions of A on A
H
and on each Bn. Thus LA induces a Lip-norm L on AH as well as Lip-norms
Ln on each Bn as described in Section 2.5. Our goal now becomes to show
that (Bn, Ln) converges to (AH , L) for quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance
as n −→ ∞. Our first step is to reinterpret Proposition 4.13 in terms of the
Lip-norm. We begin with a technical lemma.
Lemma 4.14 Let V and W be order unit spaces. Let K ⊆ V ⊗W be totally
bounded for the order norm, and let φ ∈ S(V ) be such that (φ⊗ id)(K) = 0.
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Let δ > 0. Then there exists a function f : S(V ) → [0,∞), continuous in
the w∗-topology such that
‖(µ⊗ id)(ω)‖ ≤ f(µ), ∀µ ∈ S(V ), ∀ω ∈ K, (1)
and f(φ) ≤ δ. (2)
Proof: Since K is totally bounded, it is bounded. Thus for some λ ∈ [0,∞)
the constant function g defined by g(µ) = λ satisfies equation (1). Let f
be an element of C(S(V ),R) satisfying condition (1). If f(φ) = 0, we’re
done. If f(φ) > 0, we produce a function F satisfying condition (1) such
that F (φ) = 2f(φ)/3. Repeating the process sufficiently many times will
then give a function satisfying (1) and (2).
Suppose f is a continuous function on S(V ) satisfying condition (1), and
suppose that f(φ) > 0. There is a Gelfand-like association ωˆ(µ) = ‖(µ ⊗
id)(ω)‖ from K into C(S(V )). Since Kˆ ∪{f} ⊆ C(S(V )) is totally bounded,
by Ascoli Arzela there exists a neighborhood U of φ such that for all ν ∈ U
and all ω ∈ K we have
‖(ν ⊗ id)(ω)‖ = ωˆ(ν) < f(φ)/3
f(ν) > 2f(φ)/3.
Let g ∈ C(S(V )) be a nonnegative function such that g(φ) = f(φ)/3 =
‖g‖, and g(µ) = 0 for all µ /∈ U . Then a quick check shows F = (f − g)
satisfies condition (1), and has F (φ) = 2f(φ)/3. Indeed, for µ /∈ U we have
(f − g)(µ) = f(µ) ≥ ‖(µ ⊗ id)(ω)‖ for all ω ∈ K, while for ν ∈ U we have
(f − g)(ν) ≥ 2f(φ)/3− f(φ)/3 = f(φ)/3 > ‖(ν ⊗ id)(ω)‖ for all ω ∈ K.

We can now reinterpret Proposition 4.13 in terms of the Lip-norm of AH .
Proposition 4.15 Let L be any Lip-norm on AH . Then there exists a se-
quence of positive real numbers {δn}n∈N converging to zero such that ‖(σn ◦
σ˘n)(a)− a‖ < L(a)δn for all a ∈ AH .
Proof: We show that for any δ > 0, there exists a Nδ ∈ N such that
‖(σn ◦ σ˘n)(a)− a‖ < L(a)δ for all a ∈ A and all n ≥ Nδ.
Consider the linear operator T : AH → AH ⊗ A by T (a) = ∆a − 1 ⊗ a.
Clearly T is bounded and vanishes on C1A. Since L is a Lip-norm, we
have K = T{a ∈ AH | L(a) ≤ 1} is totally bounded. Also (ε ⊗ id)T (a) =
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(ε ⊗ id)(∆a − 1 ⊗ a) = a − a = 0. By the lemma, there exists a function
f ∈ C(S(AH)) such that f(ε) ≤ δ/2 and ‖(µ⊗id)(∆a−1⊗a)‖ ≤ f(µ) for all
µ ∈ S(AH). Let µ = hPn, for some n to be determined. Then for L(a) ≤ 1
we have ‖(σn ◦ σ˘n)(a) − a‖ = ‖(hPn ⊗ id)(∆a − 1 ⊗ a)‖ ≤ f(hPn). Since f
is continuous in the w∗-topology and f(ε) ≤ δ/2, we can find a Nδ ∈ N such
that f(hPn) < δ for all n ≥ Nδ. Then for all a ∈ AH and all n ≥ Nδ we have
‖(σn ◦ σ˘n)(a)− a‖ ≤ L(a)δ.

4.4 Equivariance and σ˘ ◦ σ
In the last section we estimated ‖(σn ◦ σ˘n)(a) − a‖ in terms of the Lip-
norm on AH . Our goal in this section is to derive a similar estimate for
‖(σ˘n ◦σn)(T )−T‖ in terms of the Lip-norm on Bn. Basically we will be able
to do this from applying Proposition 4.12 to the isotypic components of AH .
Namely, Proposition 4.12 guarantees that (σn ◦ σ˘n) converges strongly to the
identity on AH . Since the isotypic components of AH are finite dimensional,
on any given component (σn ◦ σ˘n) will converge to the identity in norm. We
note that the method of this section can be used to simplify the arguments
of Sections 4 and 5 of [Re3].
Let S ⊆ Aˆ be finite. By Proposition 4.4 we have restricted maps σn|S :
BnS → AHS and σ˘n|S : AHS → BnS . We will supress the |S on σ and σ˘ when
the meaning is clear. As we noted before, it is not clear in general whether
the isotypic components of an ergodic ordered A-module must be finite di-
mensional. However, since AH is an A-submodule of the regular A-module
∆ : A→ A⊗A, the isotypic components of AH are contained in the isotypic
components of A, which are finite dimensional. (This follows either from
Boca, since A is an A-module algebra [Bo], or from the Peter-Weyl theorem
for quantum groups [Wo1]). Proposition 4.12 gives that (σn ◦ σ˘n) converges
strongly to the identity on AH , so (σn ◦ σ˘n)|S converges strongly to the iden-
tity on AHS . Since A
H
S is finite dimensional, we have that (σ
n◦σ˘n)|S converges
to the identity on AHS in norm. This has some consequences:
Corollary 4.16 There exists an NS ∈ N such that (σn ◦ σ˘n) : AHS → AHS is
invertible for all n ≥ NS. Moreover, we can choose NS so that ‖(σn◦σ˘n)−1‖ <
2 for all n ≥ NS .
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Proof: Both statements follow from the facts that the identity operator
on AHS is invertible, the set of invertible operators is norm open, and the
inversion map is norm continuous on its domain. 
Corollary 4.17 Let NS be as given from the last corollary. We have σ
n :
BnS → AHS and σ˘n : AHS → BnS are both invertible for n ≥ NS , and ‖(σn)−1‖
and ‖(σ˘n)−1‖ are each less than 2 for n ≥ NS .
Proof: By Proposition 4.1, σn : BnS → AHS is injective. By Proposition
4.3 and by equivariance, σ˘n : AHS → BnS is surjective. By the previous
corollary (σn ◦ σ˘n) is invertible for n ≥ NS . Thus for n ≥ NS we have
σn : BnS → AHS is surjective and σ˘n : AHS → BnS is injective so that they are
both invertible. Furthermore we have ‖(σn)−1‖ = ‖σ˘n ◦ (σn ◦ σ˘n)−1‖ ≤ 2 and
‖(σ˘n)−1‖ = ‖(σn ◦ σ˘n)−1 ◦ σn‖ ≤ 2 for all n ≥ NS . 
Corollary 4.18 The closed ball B0(2) ⊆ AHS of radius 2 about the origin has
the property that σ˘n(B0(2)) ⊇ (unit ball of BnS) for every n ≥ NS.
Proof: This is immediate from Corollary 4.17. 
Proposition 4.19 Let S ⊂ Aˆ be any finite subset of Aˆ, and let NS ∈ N be
as above. Then there exists a KS > 0 such that for any n ≥ NS and any
T ∈ BnS we have ‖T − (σ˘n ◦ σn)(T )‖ ≤ Ln(T )KSδn, where δn is the sequence
obtained in Proposition 4.15.
Proof: Let n ≥ NS , and let T ∈ BnS with ‖T‖ ≤ 1. By Corollary 4.18 there
exists an an ∈ B0(2) such that σ˘n(an) = T . We compute:
‖T − (σ˘n ◦ σn)(T )‖ = ‖σ˘n(an − (σn ◦ σ˘n)(an))‖ ≤ ‖an − (σn ◦ σ˘n)(an)‖ ≤
L(an)δn.
Since LA was assumed to be a regular Lip-norm, LA is finite on AS , which
implies L is finite on AHS . Hence the restriction of L to the finite dimensional
space AHS is just a usual (finite-valued) seminorm, so that it is continuous
with respect to the norm. Let JS be the maximum value of L on the compact
set B0(2). Then for all T ∈ BnS we have ‖T −(σ˘n ◦σn)(T )‖ ≤ ‖T‖JSδn. Since
the expression on the left side vanishes on multiples of the identity, Lemma
2.19 gives ‖T − (σ˘n ◦ σn)(T )‖ ≤ Ln(T )(2rAJS)δn. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. Here we use for the
first time that LA on A is right-invariant, so that the induced Lip-norm Ln
on Bn is invariant by Proposition 2.18.
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Proposition 4.20 There exists a sequence of positive real numbers {θn}n∈N
converging to zero such that ‖T − (σ˘n ◦ σn)(T )‖ ≤ Ln(T )θn for all T ∈ Bn.
Proof: Let θ > 0. We show there exists an Nθ ∈ N such that ‖T − (σ˘n ◦
σn)(T )‖ ≤ Ln(T )θ for all T ∈ Bn, for all n ≥ Nθ. By Lemma 2.21 there
exists a finite subset S ⊆ Aˆ and a ψ ∈ S(A) not depending on n ∈ N, and
such that
αnψ(Bn) ⊆ BnS ,
‖αnψ(T )‖ ≤ ‖T‖ for all T ∈ Bn, and
‖T − αnψ(T )‖ ≤ Ln(T )θ/3 for all T ∈ Bn.
We compute:
‖T − (σ˘n ◦ σn)(T )‖ ≤ ‖T − αnψ(T )‖+ ‖αnψ(T )− (σ˘n ◦ σn)(αnψ(T ))‖+ ‖(σ˘n ◦ σn)(αnψ(T )− T )‖
≤ Ln(T )θ/3 + Ln(αnψ(T ))(KSδn) + Ln(T )θ/3
≤ Ln(T )(2θ/3 +KSδn)
Since limn→∞ δn = 0, there exists an Nθ such that for all n ≥ Nθ, for all
T ∈ Bn we have ‖T − (σ˘n ◦ σn)(T )‖ ≤ Ln(T )θ.

4.5 Convergence in Quantum Gromov-Hausdorff Dis-
tance
We use the results of Propositions 4.15 and 4.20 to show that the quantum
metric spaces (Bn, Ln) converge to (AH , L) in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff
distance as n −→ ∞. First, we prove a lemma that relates Lip-norms to
equivariant positive maps.
Lemma 4.21 Let A be a compact quantum group, and let (π1, C1) and (π2, C2)
be two ergodic ordered A-modules. Let LA be a Lip-norm on A and let L1
and L2 be the induced Lip norms on C1 and C2. Suppose ρ : C1 → C2 is a
positive, unital, and A-equivariant map. Then for any self-adjoint x ∈ C1
we have L2(ρ(x)) ≤ L1(x).
Proof: We have π1 : C1 → C1 ⊗ A, π2 : C2 → C2 ⊗ A, and π2 ◦ ρ =
(ρ ⊗ id) ◦ π1. Let ϕ ∈ S(C2) be arbitrary. Since ρ is positive and unital,
we have ϕ ◦ ρ ∈ S(C1). Let x ∈ C1 be self-adjoint. Then LA( ϕπ2(ρ(x))) =
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LA( ϕ◦ρπ1(x)) ≤ L1(x). Taking the supremum over ϕ ∈ S(C2) gives the
desired result. 
In particular, for a ∈ AHsa and T ∈ Bnsa we have Ln(σ˘n(a)) ≤ L(a) and
L(σn(T )) ≤ Ln(T ). We proceed as in [Re3]. For any ǫ > 0 we define a
Lip-norm on AH ⊕ Bn by
Ln,ǫ(a, T ) = L(a) ∨ Ln(T ) ∨ ǫ−1‖a− σn(T )‖ for a = a∗, T = T ∗.
We now can use Ln,ǫ to estimate the quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance
between (AH , L) and (Bn, Ln). We first show that for any ǫ > 0, the quotient
seminorms of Ln,ǫ on Bnsa and on Asa are simply Ln and L, for sufficiently
large n ∈ N.
Lemma 4.22 For any n ∈ N and ǫ > 0 we have that the quotient seminorm
Ln,ǫ on Bnsa is just Ln.
Proof: It’s clear from the formula for Ln,ǫ that Ln,ǫ(a, T ) ≥ Ln(T ) for any
a ∈ AHsa and any T ∈ Bnsa, so the quotient seminorm of Ln,ǫ is no smaller than
Ln. On the other hand, Lemma 4.21 gives that L
n,ǫ(σn(T ), T ) = Ln(T ), so
the quotient seminorm is precisely Ln. 
Lemma 4.23 Let ǫ > 0 be given. The quotient seminorm of Ln,ǫ on AHsa is
L for all sufficiently large n, namely when δn ≤ ǫ.
Proof: As before, the quotient seminorm is clearly no smaller than L. Let
δn be as in Proposition 4.15. For all sufficiently large n we will have δn ≤ ǫ.
Using Proposition 4.15 and Lemma 4.21, we compute
Ln,ǫ(a, σ˘na ) = L(a) ∨ ǫ−1‖a− σn(σ˘na )‖ ≤ L(a) ∨ ǫ−1δnL(a) = L(a)
so the quotient seminorm of Ln,ǫ is precisely L whenever δn ≤ ǫ. 
Let ǫ > 0 be given and choose n so that the result of Lemma 4.23 holds.
Then Ln,ǫ induces a metric on S(AH ⊕ Bn) via:
ρn,ǫ(µ, ν) = sup{|µ(c)− ν(c)| : c ∈ (AH ⊕ Bn)sa, Ln,ǫ(c) ≤ 1}.
For any large enough n, we now estimate the distance between S(Bn) and
S(AH) in S(AH ⊕ Bn) for the metric ρn,ǫ.
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Lemma 4.24 Let ǫ > 0, and choose n so that the result of Lemma 4.23
holds. Then S(AH) is in the ǫ neighborhood of S(Bn) as measured by ρn,ǫ.
Proof: Let µ ∈ S(AH) ⊆ S(AH ⊕ Bn). We must find ν ∈ S(Bn) ⊆
S(AH ⊕ Bn) such that ρn,ǫ(µ, ν) ≤ ǫ. Since σn is positive and unital, we can
take ν = µ ◦ σn. Let (a, T ) ∈ (AH ⊕Bn)sa be such that Ln,ǫ(a, T ) ≤ 1. Then
in particular, we have ‖a− σnT‖ ≤ ǫ. Thus
|µ(a, T )− ν(a, T )| = |µ(a)− ν(T )| = |µ(a)− µ(σnT )| ≤ ‖a− σn(T )‖ ≤ ǫ.
Since this holds for all such (a, T ), we have ρn,ǫ(µ, ν) ≤ ǫ, as desired. 
Lemma 4.25 Let ǫ > 0 be given. Then for all n ∈ N such that δn and θn
are both less than ǫ, we have that S(Bn) is in the 2ǫ neighborhood of S(AH)
for the metric ρn,ǫ.
Proof: Let n be large enough so that δn and θn are both less than ǫ, where
δn and θn are from Propositions 4.15 and 4.20. Let ν ∈ S(Bn) ⊆ S(AH⊕Bn).
We must find µ ∈ S(AH) ⊆ S(AH ⊕ Bn) such that ρn,ǫ(µ, ν) ≤ ǫ. As in the
previous proof, we can take µ = ν ◦ σ˘n. Let (a, T ) ∈ (AH ⊕ Bn)sa be such
that Ln,ǫ(a, T ) ≤ 1, so that ‖a− σnT ‖ ≤ ǫ and Ln(T ) ≤ 1. Then
|ν(a, T )−µ(a, T )| = |ν(T )−ν(σ˘na )| ≤ ‖T−σ˘na‖ ≤ ‖T−(σ˘n◦σn)(T )‖+‖σ˘n(σnT−a)‖ ≤ θn+ǫ
Since this holds for all such (a, T ), we have ρn,ǫ(µ, ν) ≤ θn + ǫ ≤ 2ǫ, as
desired. 
Combining the results of these four lemmas gives us our desired result.
Theorem 4.26 The compact quantum metric spaces (Bn, Ln) converge to
(AH , L) in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
5 Berezin Quantization for General Ergodic
A-Modules
Our previous result is actually a special case of a more general theorem. The
constructions in the general case are less intuitive than in the case above,
so I thought it’d be best to start with the special case. Also, we need some
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important proofs for the special case in order to prove the corresponding
facts in the general case.
One new feature is that we will now have to use both left and right A-
modules. For ordinary groups one can get around this, because if α is a
left-action of an ordinary group G, then α ◦ (·)−1 is a right-action, and vice
versa. In the Kac case the coinverse is always bounded, so in principle one
can still convert right modules to left modules, but doing so obscures the
overall picture.
Definition 5.1 Let A be a compact quantum group. A right action of A on
a C∗-algebra N is a C∗-homomorphism π : N → A⊗N with the properties
• (id⊗ π)π = (∆⊗ id)π
• (A⊗ 1)π(N) is total in A⊗N .
When π : N → A⊗N is a right action of A on a C∗-algebra N , we will call
the pair (π,N) a right A-module algebra. An ergodic right A-module algebra
is a right A-module algebra (π,N) such that x ∈ N and π(x) = 1A ⊗ x only
if x ∈ C1N .
As before,we start with a coamenable compact quantum group A of Kac-
type. Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a unitary irreducible representation, and let
ξ ∈ H be a unit vector which is a primitive-like for u. As before, we denote
the rank 1 projection corresponding to ξ by P , and we let H be the state
stabilizer of P for the corresponding action α : B(H)→ B(H)⊗A. Suppose
now we also have an ergodic right A-module algebra π : N → A⊗N . In the
following sections we will construct an analog σ : M → NH of the Berezin
symbol and its adjoint σ˘ : NH → M for a certain operator system M . The
Berezin symbol and it’s adjoint will be positive unital maps. As before, we
can consider the sequences of maps σn : Mn → NH . We aim to prove the
following theorem, which is stated here in a slightly imprecise way.
Theorem 5.2 The spaces {Mn}n∈N together with NH form a strict quanti-
zation of NH . Furthermore, the sequence of compact quantum metric spaces
{Mn}n∈N converge to NH in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
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5.1 Motivation for M and the Berezin Symbol
As before, we let B ⊆ B(H) be the cyclic subspace of B(H) generated by
P , and we have α : B → B ⊗ A. Of course, the range of α is contained in
the subspace {ω ∈ B ⊗ A | (α ⊗ id)(ω) = (id ⊗ ∆)(ω)}. We will confirm
shortly that α is actually an order isomorphism from B to this subspace. We
defined before AH = {a ∈ A | (Π ⊗ id)(a) = 1B ⊗ a}, where Π : A → B is
the universal positive unital map stabilizing P . The point here is that AH is
actually the set of elements of A fixed by Π whenever A is viewed as a right
A-module algebra. This is the reason we start with a right A-module algebra
π : N → A⊗N , rather than a left module. Based on these two observations,
we are ready to define M .
Definition 5.3 Let α : B → B ⊗ A and π : N → A ⊗ N be as above. We
define M ⊆ B ⊗N to be the subspace
M = {ω ∈ B ⊗N | (α⊗ id)(ω) = (id⊗ π)(ω)}.
Note: It is clear from the definition that M is norm closed, unital, and
∗-closed, so that M is an operator system.
Example. Let N be A, viewed as a right A-module algebra. We have B ∼=
M . Indeed, we have already noted that in this case α : B → M . We also
have id⊗ ε : M → B. As usual, we have (id ⊗ ε) ◦ α = idB. If ω ∈ M , then
α[(id⊗ ε)(ω)] = (id⊗ id⊗ ε)(α⊗ id)(ω) = (id⊗ id⊗ ε)(id⊗∆)(ω) = ω, so
that α ◦ (id⊗ ε) = idM as well. Both α and (id⊗ ε) are positive and unital.
Thus α : B →M is an isomorphism of operator systems.
The first thing we wish to show is thatM is in fact finite dimensional. The
original motivation for the fuzzy sphere was to replace the 2+1 dimensional
QFT on the sphere with the 0+1 dimensional QFT on the fuzzy sphere. Thus
it is natural to want our approximations Mn of NH to be finite dimensional.
Since B has a left A-action α : B → B ⊗ A, we have a dual right action
α′ : B′ → A⊗ B′ of A on the dual space B′ by α′(ϕ) = (ϕ⊗ id)α.
Proposition 5.4 The space LinA(B′, N) of right A-module maps from B′ to
N is linearly isomorphic to M . In particular, M is finite dimensional.
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Proof: Let ω ∈ M . Define ωˆ : B′ → N by ωˆ(ϕ) = (ϕ ⊗ id)ω. We must
show that π(ωˆ(ϕ)) = (id⊗ ωˆ)(α′(ϕ)). We compute:
π(ωˆ(ϕ)) = π[(ϕ⊗ id)ω]
= (ϕ⊗ id ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)ω
= (ϕ⊗ id ⊗ id)(α⊗ id)ω
= (α′(ϕ)⊗ id)ω = (id⊗ ωˆ)(α′(ϕ))
where in the last line we view α′(ϕ) as a mapping B → A on the left and as
an element of A⊗ B′ on the right.
For the converse, if ωˆ : B′ → N is any map, we can write ωˆ(ϕ) = (ϕ⊗id)ω
for some ω ∈ B⊗N . Then the calculation above shows that ωˆ is A-equivariant
only if (ϕ⊗ id⊗ id)(α⊗ id)ω = (ϕ⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗ π)ω for all ϕ ∈ B′. Hence
ω ∈M .
The second statement follows easily from the first. Since B′ is finite
dimensional, we have the isotypic component B′γ 6= 0 for only finitely many
γ ∈ Aˆ. By ergodicity, any particular isotypic component of N is finite
dimensional. Thus we are essentially counting linear maps between two finite
dimensional spaces, and LinA(B′, N) is finite dimensional.

Before we defined the Berezin symbol σ : B → AH via σ(T ) = (tr ⊗
id)((P⊗1)α(T )). Taking into account the isomorphism in the above example,
we make the following definition.
Definition 5.5 Let A, (α,B), (π,N), and M be as above. The Berezin
symbol σ : M → N is defined as the map:
σ(ω) = (tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)ω).
It’s clear that σ is completely positive and unital.
As before, we can consider the H-invariant elements of N . Namely, we
let NH = {x ∈ N | φπ(x) = x, φ ∈ H}.
Proposition 5.6 The Berezin symbol σ : M → N is injective, and its image
is contained in NH .
Proof: Let φ ∈ A′. We compute:
φπ(σω) = φπ[(tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)ω)] = (tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)(id⊗ φ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)ω)
= (tr ⊗ φ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(α⊗ id)ω) = (tr ⊗ id)((αφ◦κ(P )⊗ 1)ω).
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If σω = 0, then this calculation shows ω ∈ B ⊗ N must be zero. Indeed, we
can select from {αφ(P )} an orthonormal basis for B. Writing ω as a sum
of elementary tensors in terms of this basis and using the above calculation
shows ω = 0. Also, if φ in the above calculation is taken to be in H , then
φ ◦ κ ∈ H as well, so that φπ(σω) = σω.

Most of the proof of Theorem 5.2 will be done by reducing to the case
where N = A, which we have proven before. Our main tool for accomplishing
this will be using the linear functionals on N . We give the first such result
here.
Lemma 5.7 Let x ∈ N and let ψ ∈ S(N) be a state on N , so that πψ =
(id ⊗ ψ)π : N → A. Then ∆(πψ(x)) = (id ⊗ πψ)(π(x)). If x ∈ NH , then
πψ(x) ∈ AH . In other words, we have π : NH → AH ⊗N .
Proof: We have
∆(πψ(x)) = ∆[(id ⊗ ψ)π(x)]
= (id⊗ id⊗ ψ)(∆⊗ id)(π(x))
= (id⊗ id⊗ ψ)(id⊗ π)(π(x)) = (id⊗ πψ)(π(x)).
Let Π : A → B be the state stabilizer of P . For x ∈ NH we have (Π ⊗
id)π(x) = 1B ⊗ x. Thus
(Π⊗ id)∆(πψ(x)) = (Π⊗ id)(id⊗ πψ)(π(x))
= (id⊗ πψ)(Π⊗ id)(π(x))
= (id⊗ πψ)(1B ⊗ x) = 1B ⊗ (πψ(x)).

Finally, we relate the Berezin symbol for M to the one on B. If ω ∈ M
and ψ ∈ S(N), we can compute the Berezin symbol of (id⊗ ψ)ω ∈ B.
Lemma 5.8 Let ω ∈ M ⊆ B ⊗ N and ψ ∈ S(N). Let σ : M → NH be the
Berezin symbol on M and let ς : B → AH be the Berezin symbol on B. We
have:
ς[(id ⊗ ψ)ω] = πψ(σω).
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Proof:
ς[(id⊗ ψ)ω] = (tr ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1)α((id⊗ ψ)ω)]
= (tr ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1)(id⊗ id⊗ ψ)((α⊗ id)ω)]
= (tr ⊗ id⊗ ψ)[(P ⊗ 1⊗ 1)((id⊗ π)ω)]
= πψ[(tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)ω)] = πψ(σω).

5.2 The Berezin Adjoint and the Berezin Transform
In this section we give the formula for σ˘ : NH → M and develop its prop-
erties. Unlike in the case for N = A, there is no natural inner product on
NH , so σ˘ really won’t be the adjoint of σ in any sense. We could just write
down the formula for σ˘ by comparison to the case with N = A, but that
would not tell us “why” the image of σ˘ is contained in M . To motivate the
definition then, we first look again at the map α† : B⊗A→ B. The following
proposition is motivated from Section 5 of [Pi1].
Proposition 5.9 Let E : B⊗N → B⊗N be given by E = (α†⊗ id)(id⊗π).
Then E is an idempotent mapping from B ⊗N onto M .
Proof: By Lemma 2.13 we have
(α⊗ id)E = (α⊗ id)(α† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)
= (α† ⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗∆⊗ id)(id⊗ π)
= (α† ⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗ id⊗ π)(id⊗ π)
= (id⊗ π)(α† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π) = (id⊗ π)E,
so that the range of E is contained in M . Also by Lemma 2.12 we have if
ω ∈M then
E(ω) = (α† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(ω) = (α† ⊗ id)(α⊗ id)(ω) = (id ⊗ id)(ω) = ω,
which shows E maps onto M and is idempotent.

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Remark. Consider the map α† : B(H)⊗A→ B(H). The proof of Proposi-
tion 4.3 essentially shows that for A of Kac-type, then α† is positive. In this
case, the map E : B ⊗ N → M is positive, so it is almost like a conditional
expectation. (The only difference is that α†, and hence E, is not completely
positive.) It seems that the main difficulty in defining Berezin quantization
for general coamenable compact quantum groups is that this map E is not
positive.
We can now define the Berezin Adjoint. Consider the case when N = A
from before. In this case we have defined σ˘a = dHα
†(P ⊗ a) ∈ B. Taking
into account the identification α : B ∼−→M we have that
α(σ˘a) = dH(α ◦ α†)(P ⊗ a)
= dH(α
† ⊗ id)(id⊗∆)(P ⊗ a)
= dHE(P ⊗ a) ∈M.
This now motivates our definition for σ˘ in the current setup.
Definition 5.10 Let α : B → B ⊗ A and π : N → A ⊗N be as above. The
Berezin Adjoint is the mapping σ˘ : NH → M via
σ˘x = dHE(P ⊗ x)
= dH(α
† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(P ⊗ x)
= dH(id⊗ h ◦m⊗ id)((id⊗ κ)α(P )⊗ π(x)).
By the same computation as in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we see that σ˘
is a positive unital map from NH to M . Note that here we must use that N
is a C∗-algebra, so that x ≥ 0 is equivalent to x = yy∗.
It is not clear from the definition that σ˘ : NH → M should be surjective.
Since σ˘ isn’t really an adjoint of σ in any sense, we cannot appeal to the fact
that σ is injective as we did before. One can show by a calculation similar to
the one in the proof of Lemma 2.13 that E(αφ(T )⊗ x) = E(T ⊗ φπ(x)) for
any φ ∈ A′. Setting T = P , it follows that the extension of σ˘ to N defined
by the same formula is surjective. Moreover, taking φ ∈ H , it follows that
σ˘(x) = σ˘(φπ(x)) for any x ∈ N and any φ ∈ H . However, this is not enough.
Since we are using order unit stabilizers, there’s no reason to expect that H
has a Haar measure, so there is no way by “averging” over H to get that
σ˘ : NH →M is surjective.
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To get around the surjectivity problem (and others), we will relate the
Berezin Adjoint on NH to the one on AH . If x ∈ NH and ψ ∈ S(N) we have
πψ(x) ∈ AH by Lemma 5.7, so we can compute the Berezin adjoint of πψ(x).
Lemma 5.11 Let σ˘ : NH → M be the Berezin adjoint on NH , and let
ς˘ : AH → B be the Berezin adjoint on AH . We have ς˘(πψ(x)) = (id⊗ψ)σ˘(x)
for any x ∈ NH and ψ ∈ S(N).
Proof: We compute:
ς˘(πψ(x)) = dHα
†(P ⊗ [(id⊗ ψ)π(x)])
= dH(id⊗ ψ)(α† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(P ⊗ x)
= (id⊗ ψ)σ˘(x).

As before, we wish to estimate how far σ ◦ σ˘ and σ˘ ◦ σ are from being
the identity operators on M and on NH . The resulting expression for σ ◦ σ˘
is exactly the same as it was in Proposition 4.7.
Proposition 5.12 Consider the composition σ ◦ σ˘ : NH → NH . Let x ∈
NH . We have (σ ◦ σ˘)(x) = hP π(x) = (hP ⊗ id)π(x).
Proof: We have
(σ ◦ σ˘)(x) = dHσ((α† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(P ⊗ x))
= dH(tr ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1)((α† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(P ⊗ x))]
= dH(tr ⊗ h⊗ id)[(α(P )⊗ 1)(P ⊗ π(x))]
= dH(h⊗ id)[(ςP ⊗ 1)π(x)]
= (hP ⊗ id)π(x).

To obtain a sequence of operator systems Mn, we proceed exactly as be-
fore. Namely, we replace the unitary representation (u,H) of A by (un,Hn),
the cyclic subrepresentation of H⊗n generated by ξ⊗n. Again, we assume
that (un,Hn) is irreducible for all n ∈ N. By Proposition 3.20 we have
σn : Mn → NH for all n. Similarly, we have σ˘n : NH → Mn. The following
proof is virtually identical to that of Proposition 4.13.
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Corollary 5.13 The sequence of operators (σn ◦ σ˘n) : NH → NH converges
strongly to the identity operator on NH .
Proof: Let x ∈ NH . By the previous proposition we have (σn ◦ σ˘n)(x) =
(hPn⊗ id)π(x). By Lemma 5.7 we have π(x) ∈ AH⊗N . Since hPn converges
weak∗ to ε on AH , we have (hPn ⊗ id) converges strongly to (ε ⊗ id) on
AH ⊗N . Thus limn→∞(σn ◦ σ˘n)(x) = (ε⊗ id)π(x) = x.

For ~ ∈ {0}∪1/N, let N0 = NH and N~ = M1/~. We have for each ~ 6= 0
a positive unital mapping σ˘1/~ : N0 → N~.
Corollary 5.14 The collection of operator systems {N~ | ~ ∈ {0} ∪ 1/N}
with the mappings σ˘1/~ is a strict quantization of NH .
Proof: This follows immediately from Corollary 5.13 and Theorem 2.4. 
5.3 Lip-norms on NH and M
In the previous sections we constructed a sequence of operator systems Mn
together with positive unital mappings σn : Mn → NH and σ˘n : NH → Mn.
We also showed that the mappings σ˘n : NH →Mn give a strict quantization
of NH . In this section, we will put Lip-norms on NH and Mn and show
that the quantum metric spaces Mn converge to NH in quantum Gromov-
Hausdorff distance.
There is one major difference between our current setup and the case
where N = A. In that case we had that the operator systems Bn and AH
each carry actions of A. The reason for this is because AH is the set of points
of A fixed by H for the right action of A on itself. However, A also acts on
itself on the left. Since this left action commutes with the right action of A
on itself, it decends to a left action of A on AH .
In our current scenario, N has a right action of A, but no left action. Thus
after taking NH as the set of points fixed by H , no action of A remains. The
closest result we have is that of Lemma 5.7; namely, that π : NH → AH⊗N .
Similarly, we have (id⊗π) :M → B⊗A⊗N . Of course, N itself is an ergodic
right A-module algebra, so any regular Lip-norm on A induces a Lip-norm
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on N . Similarly, since (id⊗π) : B⊗N → B⊗A⊗N , we obtain a seminorm
on B ⊗N by
L(ω) = sup
ψ∈S(B),φ∈S(N)
LA[(ψ ⊗ id ⊗ φ)(id⊗ π)(ω)].
We can then restrict these seminorms to the order unit subspaces NH and
M . We will see that they are Lip-norms later, but we prefer to demonstrate
the computations first.
In the sequel, we will be doing a lot of computations with the induced
Lip-norm, and variations of it. Hence we develop a special notation.
Notation 5.15 Let A and B be order unit spaces, and let LA be a seminorm
on A. We denote by LA ⊗ || the seminorm on A⊗ B given by:
(LA ⊗ ||)(ω) = sup
ϕ∈S(B)
LA((id⊗ ϕ)ω) ∀ω ∈ A⊗ B
Similarly, if LB is a seminorm on B, we have a seminorm ||⊗LB on A⊗B,
and so forth.
For example, the seminorm on B ⊗ N above can now be written as L(ω) =
(|| ⊗ LA ⊗ ||)(id⊗ π)(ω), or more simply, L = (|| ⊗ LA ⊗ ||)(id⊗ π).
For convenience we include a table that rewrites our previous notions in
this notation.
Concept Old Formula New Notation
LA left-invariant LA(a) = supϕ∈S(A) LA( ϕ∆(a)) LA = (|| ⊗ LA)∆
LA right-invariant LA(a) = supϕ∈S(A) LA(∆ϕ(a)) LA = (LA ⊗ ||)∆
Induced Lip-norm, Left Module LB(b) = supψ∈S(B) LA( ψπ(b)) LB = (|| ⊗ LA)π
LB invariant LB(b) = supϕ∈S(A) LB(πϕ(b)) LB = (LB ⊗ ||)π
Induced Lip-norm, Right Module LN (x) = supψ∈S(N) LA(πψ(x)) LN = (LA ⊗ ||)π
LN invariant LN (x) = supϕ∈S(A) LN ( ϕπ(x)) LN = (|| ⊗ LN )π
Go back to the case of the regular module N = A. We have two potential
Lip-norms on AH . One is the Lip-norm described just above by restricting
the Lip-norm of A. The other is the Lip-norm that we originally used, which
is obtained from the action of A on AH . Similarly, we have a Lip-norm on B
obtained by restricting the seminorm above on B⊗A as well as the Lip-norm
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induced from the action of A. It would be nice to relate these Lip-norms to
each other. For now, we use LAH and LB to denote the Lip-norms on A
H
and B ∼= M by the restrictions, and we let LAH and LB be the Lip-norms
induced by their remaining actions of A that were considered in Section 4.
Lemma 5.16 Let LA be a regular Lip-norm on A. With the notations above,
we have LAH = LAH whenever LA is left-invariant. We have LB = LB
whenever LA is right-invariant.
Proof:
Let a ∈ AH . By definition we have: LAH(a) = supφ∈S(AH) LA( φ∆(a)).
Since ε ∈ S(AH), we have LAH(a) ≥ LA(ε∆(a)) = LA(a). On the other hand,
there is a Hahn-Banach Theorem for states which gives that every state on
AH is the restriction of a state on A. Thus LAH (a) = supφ∈S(A) LA( φ∆(a)).
Finally, LA is left-invariant says exactly that LA( φ∆(a)) ≤ LA(a) for all
φ ∈ S(A). So for LA left-invariant we have LAH (a) = LA(a) = LAH (a).
Let T ∈ B. Then T is identified with α(T ) ∈ M . Assuming LA is
right-invariant means that LA = (LA ⊗ ||)∆. We compute
LB(T ) = LM(α(T )) = (|| ⊗ LA ⊗ ||)((α⊗ id)α(T ))
= (|| ⊗ LA ⊗ ||)((id⊗∆)α(T ))
= (|| ⊗ LA)(α(T )) = LB(T ).

The following statement is an analog of Proposition 4.15, and the proof
remains the same. Note however that we cannot necessarily take the same
sequence δn that we took in Proposition 4.15.
Proposition 5.17 Let L be any Lip-norm on NH . Then there exists a se-
quence of positive real numbers {δn}n∈N converging to zero such that ‖(σn ◦
σ˘n)(x)− x‖ < L(x)δn for all x ∈ NH .
Proof: As before, we show that for any δ > 0, there exists an Nδ ∈ N such
that ‖(σn ◦ σ˘n)(x)− x‖ < L(x)δ for all x ∈ NH and all n ≥ Nδ.
Consider the linear operator T : NH → AH ⊗N by T (x) = π(x)− 1⊗ x.
Clearly T is bounded and vanishes on C1N . Since L is a Lip-norm, we
have K = T{x ∈ NH | L(x) ≤ 1} is totally bounded. Also (ε ⊗ id)T (x) =
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(ε⊗ id)(π(x)− 1⊗ x) = x− x = 0. By Lemma 4.14, there exists a function
f ∈ C(S(AH)) such that f(ε) ≤ δ/2 and ‖(µ⊗id)(π(x)−1⊗x)‖ ≤ f(µ) for all
µ ∈ S(AH). By Proposition 5.12 we have (σn◦σ˘n)(x) = (hPn⊗id)π(x). Then
for L(x) ≤ 1 we have ‖(σn◦σ˘n)(x)−x‖ = ‖(hPn⊗id)(π(x)−1⊗x)‖ ≤ f(hPn).
Since f is continuous in the w∗-topology and f(ε) ≤ δ/2, we can find a
Nδ ∈ N such that f(hPn) < δ for all n ≥ Nδ. Then for all x ∈ NH we have
‖(σn ◦ σ˘n)(x)− x‖ ≤ L(x)δ. 
Our next goal is to prove the analog of Proposition 4.20. Since there is
no action of A on NH or Mn, there is no hope of generalizing the argument
of Proposition 4.20 directly. However, we can use our results from Lemmas
5.8 and 5.11 to carry the exact same sequence θn from Proposition 4.20 to
the current situation. This is one of the reasons that we worked out the case
where N = A completely first, because ultimately we would need to reduce
the general case to that case anyway. Again, we use the symbols ς and ς˘ to
denote the Berezin symbol and the Berezin adjoint on B and on AH .
Lemma 5.18 Let ψ ∈ S(N), so that (id⊗ ψ) : M → B. Then we have
(id⊗ ψ)(σ˘ ◦ σ) = (ς˘ ◦ ς)(id ⊗ ψ)
Proof: Let ω ∈M ⊂ B⊗N . By Lemma 5.8 we have ς[(id⊗ψ)ω] = ψπ(σω).
Now using Lemma 5.11 we have (ς˘ ◦ ς)(id⊗ψ)(ω) = ς˘(ψπ(σω)) = (id⊗ψ)(σ˘◦
σ)(ω). 
Proposition 5.19 Let {θn}n∈N be the sequence from Proposition 4.20. Then
for all ω ∈Mn we have ‖(σ˘n ◦ σn)(ω)− ω‖ ≤ Ln(ω)θn.
Proof: Let ψ ∈ S(N), so that (id ⊗ ψ)ω ∈ Bn. Using the Lemma 5.18 we
obtain
‖(id⊗ψ)[(σ˘n ◦σn)(ω)−ω]‖ = ‖(ς˘n ◦ ςn)[(id⊗ψ)ω]− (id⊗ψ)ω]‖ ≤ LBn((id⊗
ψ)ω)θn.
Thus we compute:
LBn((id⊗ ψ)ω) = (|| ⊗ LA)(αn[(id ⊗ ψ)ω])
= (|| ⊗ LA)[(id⊗ id⊗ ψ)(αn ⊗ id)ω]
≤ (|| ⊗ LA ⊗ ||)((αn ⊗ id)ω) = Ln(ω)
So we have for all ψ ∈ S(N) that ‖(id⊗ ψ)[(σ˘n ◦ σn)(ω)− ω]‖ ≤ Ln(ω)θn.
Thus ‖(σ˘n ◦ σn)(ω)− ω‖ ≤ Ln(ω)θn.

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5.4 Equivariance and Convergence in Quantum Gromov-
Hausdorff Distance
Using Propositions 5.17 and 5.19 we can repeat the argument from Section
4.5. The only subtlety is in using Lemma 4.21, because our spaces NH
and Mn do not have actions of A. However, our Lip-norms on NH and on
M come from restricting the seminorms on N and on B ⊗ N , so we can
use equivariance at that level to show our symbols are contractive for the
seminorms.
We consider the extensions of σ and σ˘ to all of B⊗N and N , respectively.
That is, we consider the operators σ : B ⊗N → N defined by
σ(ω) = (tr ⊗ id)[(P ⊗ 1)ω]
and σ˘ : N → B ⊗N by
σ˘x = dHE(P ⊗ x)
= dH(α
† ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(P ⊗ x)
= dH(id⊗ h ◦m⊗ id)((id⊗ κ)α(P )⊗ π(x)).
It follows by Proposition 5.9 that σ˘ actually maps all of N into (and onto)
M , but we will still view it as a map into B ⊗N .
First off, we have an ergodic right action π : N → A ⊗ N of A on N .
Thus given any left-invariant Lip-norm LA on A, we obtain by Proposition
2.18 an invariant Lip-norm LN on N by LN = (LA ⊗ ||)π. By Proposition
2.6 we can see that the restriction of a Lip-norm to an order unit subspace
is a Lip-norm on the subspace. So the restriction of LN to N
H is a Lip-norm
on NH , as desired.
Almost the same argument works for M as well. It’s easy to see that the
action π : N → A ⊗ N induces a right action Π : B ⊗ N → A ⊗ B ⊗ N ,
where Π = (ϑ⊗ id)(id⊗ π), where ϑ : B ⊗A→ A⊗B is the flip map. Also,
the seminorm defined on B ⊗ N above as LB⊗N = (|| ⊗ LA ⊗ ||)(id ⊗ π) is
the same as the usual seminorm induced on B ⊗ N from LA using the right
action Π. However, this seminorm is not a Lip-norm on B ⊗N because Π is
not ergodic. The fixed set of Π is B ⊗ 1. However, there are no nontrivial
fixed elements in M ⊆ B ⊗ A, and it’s routine to check that the restriction
of LB⊗N to M is a Lip-norm.
Again, consider the extensions of the Berezin symbol and Berezin adjoint
σ : B ⊗ N → N and σ˘ : N → B ⊗ N . We must show that σ and σ˘ are
equivariant for the right actions π on N and Π on B ⊗N .
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Lemma 5.20 The maps σ : B⊗N → N and σ˘ : N → B⊗N are equivariant
for the right actions π on N and Π on B ⊗N . That is, we have:
(id⊗ σ)Π(ω) = π(σω) ∀ω ∈ B ⊗N
(id ⊗ σ˘)π(x) = Π(σ˘(x)) ∀x ∈ N.
Proof: For the equivariance of σ, we recall that σω = (tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)ω).
We have:
(id⊗ σ)Π(ω) = (id⊗ σ)(ϑ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(ω)
= (id⊗ tr ⊗ id)((1⊗ P ⊗ 1)[(ϑ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(ω)])
= (tr ⊗ id⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(id⊗ π)(ω)) = π(σω).
For the equivariance of σ˘, we recall that σ˘(x) = dH(α
† ⊗ id)(P ⊗ π(x)).
Thus we have:
(id⊗ σ˘)π(x) = dH(id⊗ α† ⊗ id)(id⊗ id⊗ π)((1⊗ P ⊗ 1)π(x)13)
= dH(ϑ⊗ id)(α† ⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗ id⊗ π)(P ⊗ π(x))
= dH(ϑ⊗ id)(id⊗ π)(α† ⊗ id)(P ⊗ π(x))
= dHΠ(α
† ⊗ id)(P ⊗ π(x)) = Π(σ˘(x)).

Corollary 5.21 Let ω ∈ B ⊗ N and x ∈ N . We have LN(σω) ≤ LB⊗N(ω)
and LB⊗N(σ˘(x)) ≤ LN (x). In particular, σ and σ˘ are contractive for the
Lip-norms on NH and M .
Proof: The proof of Lemma 4.21 does not use the ergodicity assumption,
except in stating that the induced seminorms are Lip-norms. This gives the
first statement. The second follows since the Lip-norms on NH and on M
are the restrictions of the induced seminorms on N and on B ⊗N . 
Using this corollary and Propositions 5.17 and 5.19, it is straightforward
to repeat the steps of Section 4.5. Hence we have our main theorem.
Theorem 5.22 Let A be a coamenable compact quantum group of Kac-type,
and let (u,H) be an irreducible unitary representation of A with primitive-like
vector ξ ∈ H. Let N be a C∗-algebra, and let π : N → A⊗ N be an ergodic
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right action of A on N . Finally, let LA be an invariant regular Lip-norm on
A.
Let P ∈ B(H) be the rank one projection corresponding to ξ, and let
H ⊆ S(A) be the state stabilizer of P under the action α(T ) = u(T⊗1)u∗. Let
NH ⊆ N be the set of H-invariant elements of N , and consider the sequence
of finite dimensional spaces Mn = {ω ∈ Bn ⊗ N | (αn ⊗ id)ω = (id ⊗ π)ω}.
Let L and Ln be the Lip-norms induced on N
H and on Mn by LA.
Then the sequence of quantum metric spaces (Mn, Ln) converge to (N
H , L)
in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance as n −→∞.
6 Examples
In Section 3 we described in detail the commutative quantum group C(G)
for G a classical compact group, and we computed the quantum group sta-
bilizer and state stabilizer for any vector in any unitary representation of
C(G). We did the same thing for the cocommutative quantum group C∗(Γ)
for Γ a discrete group. For G a semisimple Lie group, the Berezin Quan-
tization coming from the right regular representation of C(G) is the usual
Berezin Quantization of a coadjoint orbit. There are no interesting Berezin
Quantizations that come from C∗(Γ), because all of the irreducible unitary
representations of C∗(Γ) are one dimensional.
In this chapter we repeat some of this program for other compact quantum
groups. In the first subsection we describe some of the other well-known
quantum groups from the literature. In Section 6.2 we describe briefly the
growing literature on ergodic actions of compact quantum groups. In Section
6.3 we compute some of the quantum group stabilizers and state stabilizers for
representations of these quantum groups. Finally, in Section 6.4 we construct
some Berezin Quantizations from ergodic actions.
6.1 Examples of Quantum Groups
6.1.1 Theta-Deformations of Quantum Groups
In [Re4], Rieffel gives a general proceedure for deforming a C∗-algebra using
an action of Rd and a skew-symmetric form on Rd. Let A be a compact
quantum group, and let Π : A → C(T) be a toral subgroup of A. Let t
be the Lie algebra of T. Then we have actions of the abelian group t on A
by either left or right translation. We can use the proceedure of [Re4] to
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deform A as a C∗-algebra. A natural question is whether we can deform by
some particular action so that the deformed C∗-algebra is actually a compact
quantum group. This question is addressed for the case A = C(G) in [Re5],
and is discussed for general A in [Wa3].
We sketch the results here. Let A is a compact quantum group and let
Π : A → C(T) be a toral quantum subgroup of A. Let t be the Lie algebra
of T. Then there are two natural left actions of the underlying abelian group
of t on the underlying C∗-algebra of A given by left and right translation.
Let s and t be elements of t. Explicitly, we have two commuting actions
λ : t→ C∗-Aut(A) and ρ : t→ C∗-Aut(A) given by
λs = (δexp(−s)Π⊗ id)∆, ρt = (id⊗ δexp(t)Π)∆,
where exp : t→ T is the exponential map, and δexp(t) ∈ C(T)′ is evaluation at
exp(t). Since these actions commute, we have an action α : t⊕t→ C∗-Aut(A)
of t⊕ t on the underlying C∗-algebra of A given by
α(s,t) = λsρt.
If θ is a skew-symmetric bilinear form on t, we can consider the skew-
symmetric form J ≡ θ ⊕ (−θ) on t ⊕ t and perform Rieffel’s deformation
procedure of A with respect to the action of t⊕ t. That is, we let A∞ ⊆ A be
the dense subalgebra of smooth functions for the action. We then consider
the product ×~J on the algebra A∞ given by the oscillatory integral
(a×~J b)(x) = 1
(π~)2d
∫
t4
α(s,t)(a)α(u,v)(b)e
2i
~
(θs·u−θt·v)dsdtdudv.
Here, we set d = dim(t). We denote A∞ with this deformed product by
A∞
~J . Then Rieffel’s deformation of A by the action α with respect to the
skew-symmetric form J is defined to be the universal enveloping C∗-algebra
of A∞
~J , and it is denoted by A~J .
In [Wa3], Wang showed that in fact the resulting algebras A~J are quan-
tum groups. He first shows that the polynomial subalgebra A is always con-
tained in A∞. He then defines the polynomial subalgebra A~J to be equal to
A as a linear space, but with the multiplication defined above. Wang shows
that the undeformed coproduct, counit, and coinverse of A also give A~J the
structure of a Hopf algebra, and the extension of the coproduct to A~J makes
it into a quantum group.
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We note that since A~J = A as a coalgebra, we have that A~J is of
Kac-type if and only if A is of Kac-type. If u : H → H ⊗ A is any finite
dimensional unitary representation of A (so that the matrix coefficients of u
lie in A), then u will automatically be a representation of A~J also, since A~J
has the same coalgebra structure as A. In Proposition 3.8 of [Wa3], Wang
checks that u is still unitary as a representation of A~J , so the representation
theory of A~J is identical to that of A, except that the tensor product of
representations gets twisted. It follows from Proposition 6.1 of [Ban1] that
A~J is coamenable if and only if A is coamenable.
The description just given is that of Rieffel’s deformation for arbitrary
actions of Rd on a C∗-algebra. Since our action comes from the action of a
torus, we can actually write down a simplier expression for deformed product,
as is described at the end of Chapter 2 of [Re4]. Consider the action α above
not as an action of t ⊕ t, but as an action of T ⊕ T on A. We write A as
the direct sum of its weight spaces (i.e. isotypic components) for this action
of T2. We have as a graded algebra Aalg =
⊕
n∈Z2d An, where d = dim(T).
Then the deformed product on Aalg
~J is given by
(a×~J b)n = Σm∈Zd ambn−me~(Jm · n),
where e~ : R→ C is the exponential map e~(t) = exp(2πi~t). In the following
sections, it will be convenient to use the oscillatory integral formalism for a
few of our abstract arguments, but to avoid having to define (or compute)
oscillatory integrals, we will use this graded expression for the deformed
product in our computations.
6.1.2 q-Deformations of Classical Lie Groups
Again, let G be a Lie group, and let g be its Lie algebra. Then the uni-
versal enveloping algebra Ug has a natural Hopf algebra structure. In the
literature, a q-deformation of G is often defined to be a deformation of Ug
in the category of Hopf algebras. This picture is in some sense dual to the
picture we have adopted, where one wants a deformation of the algebra of
continuous functions C(G). Again, Proposition 6.1 of [Ban1] shows that q-
deformations of Lie groups are always coamenable, but they are in general
not of Kac-type. For this reason, we will not give a general construction for
deforming a classical semisimple Lie group. We will just give Woronowicz’s
description of quantum SU(2). The reader interested in q-deformations of
more general Lie groups may consult [Kl].
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We turn to Woronowicz’s description of C(SUq(2)). See [Wo2] for more
details. Let q ∈ [−1, 1]. We let C(SUq(2)) be the universal C∗-algebra
generated by two elements a, c with the relations:
a∗a+ c∗c = 1
aa∗ + q2cc∗ = 1
c∗c = cc∗
ac = qca
ac∗ = qc∗a.
Note that SU(2) =
{(
a −c∗
c a∗
)
| a∗a+ c∗c = 1
}
. So if we let q = 1 in the
definition of C(SUq(2)) above, we get exactly the relations for the coordinate
functions of SU(2). Note also that if we consider the element U ∈ M2 ⊗
C(SUq(2)) given by
U =
(
a −qc∗
c a∗
)
,
then the defining relations for C(SUq(2)) say exactly that U is a unitary
element of M2 ⊗ C(SUq(2)).
We define the coproduct on C(SUq(2)) to make U a unitary representation
of C(SUq(2)); that is, we define ∆ by the equation (id ⊗ ∆)U = U(12)U(13).
In terms of the generators we have
∆(a) = a⊗ a− qc∗ ⊗ c
∆(c) = c⊗ a+ a∗ ⊗ c.
Woronowicz shows that for q 6= 0 this coproduct makes C(SUq(2)) into a
compact quantum group.
We will not consider the general irreducible representations of C(SUq(2))
in the sequel, but we note that they are deformations of the representations
of SU(2). Note that the matrix U ∈M2⊗C(SUq(2)) above is a unitary rep-
resentation of C(SUq(2)) that deforms the standard representation of SU(2).
Finally, we shall need a result due to Woronowicz about the structure of
C(SUq(2)) as a C
∗-algebra, namely that all of the C∗-algebras C(SUq(2)) are
isomorphic for q ∈ (−1, 1), even for q = 0. This will make our computation
of stabilizers for actions of C(SUq(2)) much easier, because Summary 3.19
explains how the quantum group stabilizer and state stabilizer of an element
in a unitary representation of a quantum group can be computed from the
representation theory of the underlying C∗-algebra of the quantum group.
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6.1.3 The Universal Compact Quantum Groups
The unitary groups U(n) are more or less universal for compact Lie groups.
That is, every compact Lie group is a subgroup of U(n) for some n ∈ N. One
is then led to ask whether there is a list of compact quantum groups with the
property that any compact quantum group is a quantum subgroup of exactly
one of these universal compact quantum groups. In [VD] Van Daele and
Wang defined two sets of universal quantum groups, Au(Q) and Bu(Q). They
showed that every compact quantum matrix group is a quantum subgroup of
some Au(Q), and every compact quantum matrix group with a self-conjugate
fundamental representation is a quantum subgroup of some Bu(Q). The
question of uniqueness then comes down to understanding the structure of
the quantum groups Au(Q) and Bu(Q), which is worked out in [Wa1].
We recall the definitions of Au(Q) and Bu(Q). Let Q ∈ Mn(C) be a
positive and invertible matrix. Both Au(Q) and Bu(Q) are defined in terms
of n2 generators uij. Denote by u the formal matrix with entries uij. Then
the defining relations for Au(Q) and Bu(Q) are:
Au(Q) : u
∗u = In = uu
∗, utQu¯Q−1 = In = Qu¯Q
−1ut;
Bu(Q) : u
∗u = In = uu
∗, utQuQ−1 = In = QuQ
−1ut,
where ut is the matrix (uji), u¯ = (u
∗
ij), and u
∗ = (u∗ji). The coproduct in
either case is given by ∆(uij) = Σkuik ⊗ ukj.
Both Au(Q) and Bu(Q) are Kac-type if and only if Q = In. For n = 1
both Au(Q) and Bu(Q) are isomorphic to the circle C(S
1). For n = 2 we
have Bu(Q) is isomorphic to C(SUq(2)) for an appropriate value of q [Ban5].
Other than in these degenerate cases, Au(Q) andBu(Q) are never coamenable
[Ban5].
Banica computes the fusion semiring for Au(Q) for Q ≥ 0 in [Ban2].
In particular, he shows that if u is the fundamental matrix representation of
Au(Q) above, then u
⊗k is irreducible for all k ∈ N. In particular, any nonzero
vector ξ ∈ Cn is a primitive-like vector for u.
6.2 Ergodic Actions of Compact Quantum Groups
Let G be a compact group, and let α : G → Aut(B) be an ergodic action
of G on a C∗-algebra B by ∗-homomorphisms. By ergodicity, we see that
averaging over the action of G gives a unique G-invariant state on B. In
[Ho] they show first that for µ ∈ Gˆ, the µ-isotypic component of B is finite
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dimensional, and has multiplicity at most dim(µ). Secondly, they show that
the unique G-invariant state on B is a trace. In particular, we see that any
operator algebra that admits an ergodic action of a compact group must be
nuclear and finite.
In [Bo], Boca generalizes the first part of the HLS theorem to compact
quantum groups. Let α : B → B ⊗ A be an ergodic A-module algebra, and
let ν ∈ Aˆ. Then Boca shows that the multiplicity of ν in B is bounded by the
so-called quantum multiplicity qdim(ν). See [Bo] for definitions and details.
As before, we see that if an operator algebra admits an ergodic action by a
compact quantum group, it must be nuclear.
As in the group case, given an ergodic action α : B → B⊗A we obtain a
unique A-invariant state φ on B by φ(b)1B = αh(b). However, we do not have
that φ is generally a trace on B. For example, let Q ∈Mn(C) be positive, and
take the universal algebra Au(Q) described above. Then we have an ergodic
action of Au(Q) onMn(C) by α(T ) = u(T ⊗1)u∗. In [Wa2] Wang shows that
the A-invariant state on Mn(C) is given by φQ(T ) = tr(Q
tT ), which is not a
trace. Wang goes on to consider the inductive limit of the module algebras
Mn(C)
⊗k and produces for λ ∈ (0, 1) an example of an ergodic action of some
Au(Q) on the hyperfinite type IIIλ factor.
There is a duality for ergodic actions of compact quantum groups re-
sembling the Tannaka-Krein duality for quantum groups [Pi2]. More or
less, to an ergodic action α : B → B ⊗ A one associates the functor
from LB : Rep(A) → Hil which is given on irreducible representations by
LB(ν) = Bν , the conjugate Hilbert space of Bν , and extended linearly for di-
rect sums. Then LB is a ∗-preserving quasitensor functor, and [Pi2] classifies
all such functors arising from ergodic actions and gives an inverse associ-
ation. Consequently, in the literature one will often find constructions of
ergodic actions of quantum groups that actually just construct this kind of
functor.
6.2.1 Quantum Coset Spaces
Let G be an ordinary group. The most obvious example of an ergodic G-
action is the action of G on C(G/H) by left translation, for a subgroup
H < G. Similarly, let A be a compact quantum group, and let Π : A→ B be
a quantum subgroup. Then we have a right action of B on A via (Π⊗ id)∆ :
A→ B ⊗A, and we can consider the C∗-subalgebra of B-invariant elements
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of A
AΠ = {a ∈ A | (Π⊗ id)∆(a) = 1B ⊗ a}.
There is also a left action of A on itself by the coproduct, which commutes
with the right action by B, so it descends to a left action of A on AΠ. That
is, we have ∆|AΠ : AΠ → AΠ ⊗ A.
Similarly, we can switch the sides that A and B act on. Namely, consider
the space
ΠA = {a ∈ A | (id⊗ Π)∆(a) = a⊗ 1B}.
Then we have a right action of A on ΠA by the restriction of the coproduct.
That is, we have ∆|ΠA : ΠA→ A⊗ ΠA.
It is shown in Section 6 of [Wa2] that these actions are ergodic.
6.2.2 Induced Actions
The construction of induced representations of compact quantum groups is
worked out in [Pi1]. The following discussion for induced actions is similar,
but it is easier because we do not need to consider the L2-continuity of
everything.
The following construction parallels our construction of M from Section
5. For motivation, let G be a compact group and H < G be a subgroup. Let
α : H → Aut(N) be a right action of H on a C∗-algebra N . Then we have an
induced action of G on the C∗-algebra {f : G→ N | f(xh) = αh[f(x)], ∀h ∈
H} by left translation. The more natural left translation of G on the above
set (the left translation without the inverse inserted) is a right action of G.
Now let A be a compact quantum group, and Π : A→ B be a quantum
subgroup. Let α : N → B ⊗ N be a right action of B on a C∗-algebra N .
Then consider the C∗-algebra
IndA(N) = {ζ ∈ A⊗N | (id⊗ Π⊗ id)(∆⊗ id)ζ = (id⊗ α)ζ}.
Consider (id⊗Π)∆ : A→ A⊗B as a left action of B on A. Essentially the
same computation as in Proposition 5.9 shows that [((id⊗Π)∆)†⊗id](id⊗α)
is an idempotent map from A⊗N onto IndA(N), so this space is nonempty.
It is easy to see that it is a C∗-subalgebra of A ⊗ N . We will now check
that (∆ ⊗ id)IndA(N) ⊆ A ⊗ IndA(N), which says that IndA(N) is a right
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A-module algebra. Let ζ ∈ IndA(N). We compute:
(id⊗ id ⊗Π⊗ id)(id⊗∆⊗ id)(∆⊗ id)ζ = (id⊗ id⊗ Π⊗ id)(∆⊗ id⊗ id)(∆⊗ id)ζ
= (∆⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗ Π⊗ id)(∆⊗ id)ζ
= (∆⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗ α)ζ
= (id⊗ id⊗ α)(∆⊗ id)ζ.
Thus (∆⊗ id)ζ ∈ A⊗ IndA(N), and IndA(N) is a right A-module algebra.
Proposition 6.1 Suppose that ζ ∈ IndA(N) is invariant under the action
(∆⊗ id). Then ζ is of the form 1A ⊗ ν, where ν ∈ N is invariant under the
B-action α.
In particular, if α : N → B⊗N is an ergodic action of B, then (∆⊗ id) :
IndA(N)→ A⊗ IndA(N) is an ergodic action of A.
Proof: Suppose ζ ∈ IndA(N) is invariant, so that (∆⊗ id)ζ = 1A⊗ζ . Then
by the definition of IndA(N) we have
(id⊗ α)ζ = (id⊗ Π⊗ id)(∆⊗ id)ζ
= (id⊗ Π⊗ id)(1A ⊗ ζ)
= 1A ⊗ (Π⊗ id)ζ.
Looking at the first component of the tensor product gives that ζ = 1A ⊗ ν
for some ν ∈ N . Plugging this expression back in for ζ and looking at the
second components then gives α(ν) = 1B ⊗ ν. That is, that ν is fixed by the
B-action α : N → B ⊗ N . This establishes the first claim, and the second
follows immediately from the first. 
One important special case is when the quantum subgroup B is an or-
dinary torus. A torus of dimension at least two admits an ergodic action
on a noncommutative torus. However, this action does not yield interesting
Berezin quantizations because all the irreducible unitary representations of
the torus are one dimensional. However, the above proposition allows us to
use this action on the noncommutative torus to induce interesting ergodic
actions for any compact quantum group which contains a torus. We work out
this action explicitly for later reference. We will see that in a sense, inducing
an action commutes with Rieffel’s deformation by actions of Rd.
Let Td be a torus. Then by the Fourier Transform we have C(Td) ∼=
C∗(Zd). Let θ ∈ Md(R) be a skew-symmetric matrix, so that we can define
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the skew bicharacter cθ(m,n) = exp(2πi〈θm, n〉) on Zd. The noncommuta-
tive torus C∗(Zd, cθ) is defined to be the universal C
∗-algebra generated by
finitely supported functions on Zd with the usual star f ∗(n) = f(−n) and
with the twisted convolution product
f ∗θ g(n) = Σmf(m)g(n−m)cθ(m,n−m).
There is an action of the ordinary torus on the noncommutative torus given
by (t · f)(n) = exp(2πi〈t, n〉)f(n), where t ∈ Td = (R/Z)d. Note that this
action is essentially independent of θ. It is easily seen to be ergodic.
Let A be a compact quantum group, and let Π : A → C(Td) be a toral
quantum subgroup of A. For any a ∈ A, we can view (id⊗Π)∆a as a function
from Td to A. We will denote the value of this function at a point s ∈ Td
by ∆s(a). We wish to understand the ergodic action of A induced from the
action of Td on C∗(Zd, cθ).
We view A⊗C∗(Zd, cθ) as the C∗-algebra generated by finitely supported
A-valued functions on Zd with the same twisted convolution product above.
We denote the value of a function ζ ∈ A⊗C∗(Zd, cθ) at n ∈ Zd by ζn. Then
we have
IndA(C
∗(Zd, cθ)) = {ζ ∈ A⊗C∗(Zd, cθ)|∆s(ζn) = exp(2πi〈s, n〉)ζn, ∀s ∈ Td, ∀n ∈ Zd}.
We see that IndA(C
∗(Zd, cθ)) is precisely the set of functions ζ ∈ A ⊗
C∗(Zd, cθ) such that the value of ζ at n ∈ Zd lies in the n-th isotypic com-
ponent of A, when A is viewed as a Td-module via the action (id ⊗ Π)∆.
Denote this isotypic component by An. We have that as a linear space
IndA(C
∗(Zd, cθ)) is a completion of
⊕
n∈Zd An. Of course, A itself is also a
completion of
⊕
n∈Zd An as a linear space (and as a graded algebra).
If ζ, χ ∈ IndA(C∗(Zd, cθ)), then their product is given by
(ζ ∗ χ)(n) = Σm ζmχn−mcθ(m,n−m).
Let t ∼= Rd be the Lie algebra of Td. We have an action of the underlying
abelian group of t on A given by x · (a) = ∆exp(x)(a). We can then use the
skew-symmetric form θ and the action of t on A to produce a deformed C∗-
algebra Aθ according to Rieffel’s deformation [Re4]. Using the graded formula
for the product on Aθ given in Section 6.1.1, one sees that the product on
Aθ is precisely the product given above for IndA(C
∗(Zd, cθ)), so that we have
IndA(C
∗(Zd, cθ)) = Aθ as a C
∗-algebra. Our work above shows that we have
an ergodic action ∆ : Aθ → A⊗Aθ.
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Of course, the noncommutative torus C∗(Zd, cθ) is the Rieffel deformation
of C(Td) by the action of t with the skew form θ. This example essentially
says that the process of inducing the Td-module C(Td) to an A-module com-
mutes with Rieffel deformations.
6.3 Examples of Stabilizers
In this section we will compute some explicit examples of quantum group
stabilizers and state stabilizers for actions of compact quantum groups. Re-
call that our definitions and results in Section 3 did not require A to be
coamenable or of Kac-type.
6.3.1 Stabilizers for C(SUq(2))
We begin by computing the quantum group stabilizer and state stabilizer
for the two simplest unitary representations of C(SUq(2)). Namely, we com-
pute them for the standard representation of C(SUq(2)) on C
2, and for the
representation on M2(C) by conjugation.
Consider the representation of the ordinary SU(2) on C2. The stabilizer
of any vector in C2 is trivial. For simplicity, take the standard basis vector
e1 ∈ C2 . We have: (
a −c¯
c a¯
)(
1
0
)
=
(
a
c
)
.
So we see that the only element of SU(2) that stabilizes e1 is the identity.
Recall the defining relations for C(SUq(2)). It is the universal C
∗-algebra
generated by two elements a, c with the relations:
a∗a+ c∗c = 1
aa∗ + q2cc∗ = 1
c∗c = cc∗
ac = qca
ac∗ = qc∗a.
Proposition 6.2 Let q ∈ [−1, 1] be given. Let U : C2 → C2 ⊗ C(SUq(2))
be the standard representation of C(SUq(2)), and let e1 ∈ C2 be the standard
basis vector. Then both the quantum group stabilizer of e1 and the state
stabilizer of e1 are given by the counit ε : C(SUq(2))→ C.
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Proof: We begin by computing σe1 = 〈U(e1), e1 ⊗ 1〉.〈(
a −qc∗
c a∗
)(
1
0
)
,
(
1
0
)
⊗ 1
〉
=
〈(
a
c
)
,
(
1
0
)
⊗ 1
〉
= a.
To compute the quantum group stabilizer of e1, we consider the ∗-representations
(π,H) of C(SUq(2)) that send σe1 = a to the identity operator. Looking at
the defining relations for C(SUq(2)), one sees that π must statisfy
π(a) = 1 = π(a∗) π(c) = 0 = π(c∗).
Since both π and ε are multiplicative, we have π(b) = ε(b)1 for any b ∈
C(SUq(2)). Thus ε : C(SUq(2)) → C is the universal map of C∗-algebras
stabilizing e1. Thus it is the quantum group stabilizer of e1 by Proposition
3.9.
Recall Summary 3.19. To compute the state stabilizer, we must find the
∗-representations (π,H) of C(SUq(2)) that have a fixed vector for σe1 = a.
It suffices to find the irreducibles, since He1 is the closed convex hull of its
pure states. Let (π,H) be an irreducible ∗-representation of C(SUq(2)) with
a unit vector v ∈ H such that π(a)v = v. By Lemma 3.18 this implies
π(a∗)v = v as well.
From the relations a∗a + c∗c = 1 and c∗c = cc∗, we see that π(c∗c)v =
π(cc∗)v = 0. It follows that π(c)v = π(c∗)v = 0. In total, we have shown
π(a)v = v = π(a∗)v π(c)v = 0 = π(c∗)v.
It follows that Cv is an invariant subspace for π. Since we are only considering
irreducible π, we have that H = Cv. Again, we have that π and ε are both
multiplicative. Therefore the relations above imply that π(b)v = ε(b)v for
all b ∈ C(SUq(2)). Thus ε is the only pure state in He1 , and so He1 = {ε}.
Therefore ε : C(SUq(2))→ C is the state stabilizer of e1.

We move on to a less trivial example. Consider the representation of the
ordinary SU(2) on M2(C) by conjugation. Let λ = exp(iθ) be a complex
number of modulus 1. We wish to compute the stabilizer of the diagonal
matrix Dλ = diag[λ, λ]. For simplicity we take θ/2π to be irrational, so that
the set {λn}n∈Z is dense in the circle. Any unitary matrix that stabilizes Dλ
must also stabilize diag[λn, λn] for any n ∈ Z, so the stabilizer of Dλ must
stabilize the whole set T = {diag[exp(iα), exp(−iα)] | α ∈ R}, which is the
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standard maximal torus for SU(2). Thus the stabilizer of Dλ is the usual
maximal torus T ⊆ SU(2).
We show that for the representation of C(SUq(2)) on M2(C) via conju-
gation by the standard representation, the quantum group stabilizer of Dλ
is still the standard copy of T →֒ SUq(2). However, we will see for the state
stabilizer, the answer is quite different.
We begin by computing the element σDλ .
Lemma 6.3 Consider the unitary representation of C(SUq(2)) on M2(C)
given by T 7→ U(T ⊗ 1)U∗. Let Dλ be the diagonal matrix considered above.
We have
σDλ = 2 · 1A + 2i sin(θ)(λ− q2λ)c∗c
Proof: We have σDλ = 〈U(Dλ ⊗ 1)U∗, Dλ ⊗ 1〉. We compute:
U(Dλ ⊗ 1)U∗ =
(
a −qc∗
c a∗
)(
λ 0
0 λ
)(
a∗ c∗
−qc a
)
=
(
a −qc∗
c a∗
)(
λa∗ λc∗
−λqc λa
)
=
(
λaa∗ + λq2c∗c (∗)
(∗) λcc∗ + λa∗a
)
.
So we have:
σDλ = 〈U(Dλ ⊗ 1)U∗, Dλ ⊗ 1〉
=
〈(
λaa∗ + λq2c∗c (∗)
(∗) λcc∗ + λa∗a
)
,
(
λ 0
0 λ
)
⊗ 1
〉
= aa∗ + λ
2
q2c∗c + λ2cc∗ + a∗a
= 1A − q2cc∗ + λ2q2c∗c+ λ2cc∗ + 1A − c∗c
= 2 · 1A + (λ2 − 1 + q2(λ2 − 1))c∗c.
Notice that λ2−1 = λ(λ−λ−1) = 2iλ sin(θ), where λ = exp(iθ). Similarly,
λ
2 − 1 = −2iλ sin(θ). Inserting these expressions into the equation above
gives the desired result.

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Proposition 6.4 Consider the unitary representation of C(SUq(2)) onM2(C)
given by T 7→ U(T ⊗ 1)U∗. Let Dλ be the diagonal matrix considered
above. Then the quantum group stabilizer of Dλ is the quantum subgroup
Π : C(SUq(2))→ C(T) characterized by Π(c) = 0.
Proof:
The Hilbert-Schmidt norm of Dλ is
√
2, so we need to find the universal
∗-homomorphism Π : C(SUq(2)) → B such that Π(σDλ) = 2 · 1B. By the
preceeding lemma, we know that a ∗-homomorphism π : A→ C will send σDλ
to 2 · 1C if and only if π(c∗c) = 0. Since π is a ∗-homomorphism, this implies
π(c) = 0 = π(c∗). Thus the quantum group stabilizer Π : C(SUq(2))→ B is
the universal ∗-homomorphism such that Π(c) = 0.
This is the standard copy of T inside SUq(2). Namely, if one looks at the
defining relations for C(SUq(2)) and adds the relation c = 0, one is left with
the universal C∗-algebra with one generator a and the relations a∗a = aa∗ =
1. These are the defining relations for C(T), and we have the quantum group
stabilizer of Dλ is the quantum subgroup Π : C(SUq(2))→ C(T).

To compute the state stabilizer of Dλ, we need to review some facts
about the structure of C(SUq(2)) as a C
∗-algebra. In the appendix of [Wo2],
Woronowicz shows that as a C∗-algebra, we have C(SUq(2)) ∼= C(SU0(2))
for all q ∈ (−1, 1). Although C(SU0(2)) is not actually a quantum group (it
is a quantum semigroup), it doesn’t matter because Summary 3.19 explains
how to compute the state stabilizer from the ∗-representation theory of the
underlying C∗-algebra of C(SUq(2)), which is just C(SU0(2)).
Notice that the element σDλ above depends on the value of q ∈ (−1, 1).
However, we see that regardless of the value of q, we have φ ∈ S(C(SUq(2)))
has φ(σDλ) = 2 if and only if φ(c
∗c) = 0. So up to Woronowicz’s isomorphism,
the state stabilizer of Dλ is independent of q.
An explicit faithful ∗-representation of C(SU0(2)) is given in [Sh]. Let
H be a separable Hilbert space and let {e1, e2, e3, ...} be a choosen orthonor-
mal basis for H. Then the unilateral shift operator S ∈ B(H) is defined by
S(en) = en+1 for all n ∈ N. It’s easy to see that 1−Sn(S∗)n is the projection
onto the span of {e1, ..., en}, so that C∗(S) contains all of the compact oper-
ators on H. It’s well-known that C∗(S) is the universal C∗-algebra generated
by a single element S with the relation S∗S = 1. Of course, if we were to
add the relation SS∗ = 1 we would have the universal C∗-algebra generated
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by a single unitary element, which is C(T). Thus we have a natural map
ρ : C∗(S)→ C(T). It is well known that this gives a short exact sequence:
0 −→ K(H) −→ C∗(S) ρ−→ C(T) −→ 0.
In [Sh], Sheu shows that C(SU0(2)) is isomorphic to the algebra
{f : T→ C∗(S) | ρ(f(x)) = ρ(f(1)), ∀x ∈ T}.
This isomorphism is determined by sending a to the constant function a(x) =
S∗ and sending c to the function c(x) = xP , where P = 1 − SS∗ is the
projection onto Ce1. There is then a short exact sequence
0 −→ C(T)⊗K(H) −→ C(SU0(2)) id⊗ρ−→ C(T) −→ 0.
From this short exact sequence, we see that the pure states of C(SU0(2))
fall into two families. View the elements of C(SU0(2)) as functions on T, as
described above. If x, y ∈ T and ξ ∈ H, we let
φx,ξ(f) = 〈f(x)ξ, ξ〉,
and ψy(f) = [ρ(f(1))](y).
We now determine which of these states are in the state stabilizer of Dλ.
Proposition 6.5 Consider again the unitary representation of C(SUq(2))
on M2(C) given by T 7→ U(T ⊗ 1)U∗. Let Dλ be the diagonal matrix
diag[λ, λ]. Then all of the pure states ψy are in the state stabilizer of Dλ.
The pure state φx,ξ is in the state stabilizer of Dλ if and only if 〈ξ, e1〉 = 0.
Proof: Let ϕ ∈ S(C(SU0(2))) be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 6.3
we have that ϕ ∈ HDλ if and only if ϕ(c∗c) = 0. Under Sheu’s isomorphism,
we have c∗c maps to the constant function c∗c(x) = P . Since K(H) = ker(ρ),
we have that ψy(c
∗c) = 0 for any y ∈ T. This gives the first claim. Also we
have φx,ξ(c
∗c) = 〈Pξ, ξ〉 = |〈e1, ξ〉|2. This gives the second claim.

We note that {ψy | y ∈ T} is the pullback of the pure state space of the
quantum group stabilizer Π : C(SU0(2)) → C(T) of Dλ. Thus, the state
stabilizer of Dλ is much larger than the quantum group stabilizer of Dλ.
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Finally, we note that the two matrices
(
1 0
0 1
)
and
(
i 0
0 −i
)
span the
diagonal subalgebra of M2(C). Since adding a scalar multiple of the identity
will not change the stabilizers, we see that any diagonal matrix which is not
a scalar multiple of the identity has its quantum group stabilizer given by
Proposition 6.4 and its state stabilizer given by Proposition 6.5. In particu-
lar, we have computed the state stabilizer of the rank-1 projection
(
1 0
0 0
)
,
which should be important for generalizing our Berezin quantization to quan-
tum groups which are not of Kac-type.
6.3.2 Theta-Deformations of Stabilizers
In Section 6.1.1, we recalled Wang’s proceedure for deforming a compact
quantum group A along a toral subgroup via Rieffel deformation. We noted
that if u : H → H ⊗ A is a finite dimensional unitary representation of A,
then we can view u : H → H⊗A~J as a representation of A~J . When viewing
u as a representation of A~J , we will denote it by u~. Again, by Proposition
3.8 of [Wa3], we have that u~ is a unitary representation of A~J .
This suggests the following question. Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a finite
dimensional unitary representation of A, and let ξ ∈ H. Suppose we know the
quantum group stabilizer Π : A→ B and the state stabilizer Hξ of ξ for the
representation u of A. Now consider the corresponding unitary representation
u~ : H → H ⊗ A~J . Can we compute the quantum group stabilizer Π~ :
A~J → B~ and the state stabilizer H~ξ of ξ for the representation u~ of A~J
in terms of Π and Hξ?
If one thinks about Section 5 of Varilly’s paper [Va], it seems natural to
assume that the toral quantum subgroup of A fixes ξ. In this case, we find
that Π~ is just a θ-deformation of Π in a sense we describe below. We also
give evidence to suggest H~ξ is a natural deformation of Hξ as well.
Let A be a quantum group, and let Π : A → B be a quantum subgroup
of A. Suppose that B has a toral subgroup Ψ : B → C(T). If θ is a skew-
symmetric form on the Lie algebra t of T, then we can deform B with respect
to the form J = θ ⊕ −θ on t ⊕ t as described in Section 6.1.1 to obtain a
family of quantum groups B~J . Of course, Ψ ◦ Π : A → C(T) is a toral
quantum subgroup of A, so we can deform A using the same skew-form J
to obtain a family of quantum groups A~J . We show that there is a natural
map Π~ : A~J → B~J that makes B~J into a quantum subgroup of A~J .
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Lemma 6.6 Let Π : A → B and Ψ : B → C(T) be as described above.
Let A~J and B~J be the deformations of A and B using the action of t ⊕ t
with the same skew-form J . Let Π~ : A~J → B~J be the composition A~J =
A Π−→ B = B~J ⊆ B~J . Then Π~ extends by continuity to all of A~J , and
Π~ : A~J → B~J is a quantum subgroup of A~J .
Proof: We have actions of t on A and B by left translation. Namely, for
s ∈ t we have
λAs (a) = (δexp(−s) ◦Ψ ◦ Π⊗ id)∆A(a) a ∈ A,
and λBs (b) = (δexp(−s) ◦Ψ⊗ id)∆B(b) b ∈ B.
Let a ∈ A. We have that
λBs (Π(a)) = (δexp(−s) ◦Ψ⊗ id)∆B(Π(a))
= (δexp(−s) ◦Ψ ◦ Π⊗ Π)∆A(a)
= Π(λAs (a)),
so that Π intertwines the actions of t onA andB by left translation. Similarly,
Π intertwines the actions of t on A and B by right translation. So if αA and
αB are the actions of t ⊕ t on A and on B by left and right tranlations as
described in Section 6.1.1, we have
αB(s,t)(Π(a)) = Π(α
A
(s,t)(a)).
Since Π : A→ B is a homomorphism of the undeformed algebras, a look at
the structure of the deformed product
(a1 ×~J a2)(x) = 1
(π~)2n
∫
t4
α(s,t)(a1)α(u,v)(a2)e
2i
~
(θs·u−θt·v)dsdtdudv
shows that Π~(a1 ×A~J a2) = Π~(a1)×B~J Π~(a2) for all a1, a2 ∈ A~J .
Since Π : A→ B is ∗-preserving for the undeformed algebras, and because
the involutions are not deformed in Rieffel deformation, we have that Π~ :
A~J → B~J is ∗-preserving.
Thus Π~ : A~J → B~J is a ∗-homomorphism from A~J to the C∗-algebra
B~J . Since A~J is defined to be the universal enveloping C
∗-algebra of A~J ,
we have that Π~ extends to a ∗-homomorphism Π~ : A~J → B~J .
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Because Π : A→ B preserves the coproduct for the undeformed algebras,
and because the coproducts are not deformed on the dense subalgebras A
and B, we have that Π~ : A~J → B~J preserves the coproduct. Thus Π~ is
a morphism of quantum groups. Finally, Π~ : A~J → B~J is surjective since
its image contains the dense set B~J , so that Π~ : A~J → B~J is a quantum
subgroup of A~J .

Because of this lemma, we can compute the quantum group stabilizer of
ξ for the unitary representation u~ : H → A~J using a bunch of abstract
nonsense.
Proposition 6.7 Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a finite dimensional unitary rep-
resentation of a compact quantum group A, and let ξ ∈ H. Let Π : A → B
be the quantum group stabilizer of ξ. Let Ψ : B → C(T) be a toral quantum
subgroup of B (so it stabilizes ξ). Let θ be a skew-symmetric bilinear form
on the Lie algebra t of T, and let A~J and B~J be the corresponding Rieffel
deformations of A and B.
Consider the corresponding unitary representation u~ : H → H ⊗ A~J .
Then the quantum group stabilizer of ξ ∈ H for the unitary representation
u~ is given by the quantum subgroup Π~ : A~J → B~J of A~J .
Proof:
Since H is finite dimensional, we have u(ξ) ∈ H⊗A = H⊗A~J . We also
have (id⊗Π)u(ξ) = ξ ⊗ 1B. Since u = u~ and Π = Π~ on A = A~J , we have
(id⊗ Π~)u~(ξ) = ξ ⊗ 1B~J as well. Thus Π~ : A~J → B~J stabilizes ξ for the
unitary representation u~ of A~J .
We must show that Π~ is a universal morphism of quantum groups sta-
bilizing ξ. Let Σ : A~J → C be the quantum group stabilizer of ξ. Since we
know Π~ stabilizes ξ, we have Π~ = Φ ◦ Σ, for some surjective morphism of
quantum groups Φ : C → B~J . Rieffel deformations are reversable. That is,
if we deform A~J using the skew form −J on t ⊕ t, we have (A~J)−~J = A.
Since the effect of the deformation on the quotient maps Π,Σ, or Φ is trivial
on the polynomial subalgebras of the corresponding quantum subgroups, we
have Π = (Π~)−~ = Φ−~ ◦ Σ−~. By the reasoning of the first paragraph,
since Σ : A~J → C stabilizes ξ for u~, we have Σ−~ : A → C−~J stabilizes
ξ for u. Since Π : A → B is the quantum stabilizer for ξ, we have Σ−~
factors through Π, which implies that Φ−~ : C−~J → B is an isomorphism of
quantum groups. Hence Φ : C → B~J is an isomorphism of quantum groups
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as well. This proves that Π~ is a universal morphism of quantum groups
stabilizing ξ.

Next we show that the state stabilizer Hξ seems to deform in a similar
way. The first thing we need to know is how the state space of A is deformed
under Rieffel deformation. This question is addressed by Kaschek, Neumaier,
and Waldmann in [Ka1]. We briefly recall their results here adapted to our
scenario.
Let V = t⊕ t, so that we have an action α : V → C∗-Aut(A). Choose an
inner product g : V ⊗ V → R on V , and consider the normalized Gaussian
function
G~(u) =
√
detG
(π~)n
e−
g(u,u)
~ ,
where G is the volume form determined by g, and detG is the determinant
of G with respect to the Haar measure on V and n = dim(V )/2 = dim(t).
Now consider the operator S~ : A
∞
~J → A∞ given by
S~(a) =
∫
V
G~(u)αu(a) du.
The integral exists because the action α is isometric and because the Gaussian
kernel decays rapidly. It is clear that S~ is unital. In Lemma 2.3 and Theorem
3.3 of [Ka1], the authors show that S~ has the following properties.
Proposition 6.8 Consider the linear operator S~ : A
∞
~J → A∞ considered
above. Let a ∈ A∞. We have
lim
~ց0
S~(a) = a,
and S~ ∼=~ց0 exp
(
~
4
∇2g
)
asymptotically,
both with respect to the Frechet topology of A∞, where ∇2g is the Laplacian
for the inner product g.
Suppose further that the inner product g is chosen so that h = g + iJ is
a hermitian metric for some complex structure on V . Then the map S~ :
A∞
~J → A∞ is positive.
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In [Ka1], the authors go on to show that S~ is continuous for the norm on
A, so that if φ ∈ S(A), then one has φ~ = φ ◦ S~ ∈ S(A~) for all ~ > 0. The
continuity in the Frechet topology is interesting for us, because the formula
for the asymptotic expansion of S~ suggests that S~ should be invertible for
small ~ and for a sufficiently smooth class of elements. For our quantum
group we have S(A) →֒ S(A∞) →֒ S(A) by density of the inclusion maps
A ⊆ A∞ ⊆ A, and so we have S(A) = S(A∞) = S(A) because our quantum
groups are full [Be1]. So we see that as long as S~ is invertible on some
sufficiently smooth class of elements, one would expect the corresponding
pullback map on the state spaces to be invertible.
Lemma 6.9 Let A be a compact quantum group, and let Π : A → C(T) be
a torus in A. Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a unitary representation of A, and let
ξ ∈ H be a vector stabilized by C(T). Consider the action ρ : t→ C∗-Aut(A)
by right translations. Then for any t ∈ t we have
(id⊗ ρt)u(ξ) = u(ξ).
Proof: Since C(T) stabilizes ξ, we have (id ⊗ Π)u(ξ) = ξ ⊗ 1C(T). We
compute
(id⊗ ρt)u(ξ) = (id⊗ id ⊗ δexp(t)Π)(id⊗∆)u(ξ)
= (id⊗ id ⊗ δexp(t)Π)(u⊗ id)u(ξ)
= u[(id⊗ δexp(t)Π)u(ξ)]
= u[(id⊗ δexp(t))(ξ ⊗ 1C(T))] = u(ξ).

Lemma 6.10 Let A be a compact quantum group, and let Π : A→ C(T) be
a torus in A. Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a unitary representation of A, and let
ξ ∈ H be a vector stabilized by C(T). Consider the action λ : t→ C∗-Aut(A)
by left translations. Then for any s ∈ t and for any φ ∈ Hξ we have
(id⊗ φ ◦ λs)u(ξ) = ξ.
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Proof: Again, since C(T) stabilizes ξ, we have (id ⊗ Π)u(ξ) = ξ ⊗ 1C(T).
Because φ ∈ Hξ we have uφ(ξ) = ξ. We compute
(id⊗ φ ◦ λs)u(ξ) = (id⊗ δexp(−s)Π⊗ φ)(id⊗∆)u(ξ)
= (id⊗ δexp(−s)Π⊗ φ)(u⊗ id)u(ξ)
= (id⊗ δexp(−s)Π)u[(id⊗ φ)u(ξ)]
= (id⊗ δexp(−s)Π)u(ξ)
= (id⊗ δexp(−s))(ξ ⊗ 1C(T)) = ξ.

Proposition 6.11 Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a unitary representation of A,
and let ξ ∈ H. Consider the corresponding unitary representation u~ : H →
H ⊗ A~J . Let φ ∈ Hξ be an element of the state stabilizer of ξ for u. Then
φ~ = φ ◦ S~ is an element of the state stabilizer of ξ for u~. Conversely, if
φ~ ∈ H~ξ , then we have that φ ∈ Hξ as well.
Proof: Recall that α(s,t) = λsρt. Using the preceed lemmas we have if
φ ∈ Hξ, then
(id⊗ φ ◦ α(s,t))u(ξ) = (id⊗ φ ◦ λsρt)u(ξ)
= (id⊗ φ ◦ λs)u(ξ) = ξ.
Thus we have
(id⊗ φ~)u~(ξ) = (id⊗ φ ◦ S~)u~(ξ) =
=
∫
V
G~(s, t)(id⊗ φ ◦ α(s,t))u(ξ) dsdt
=
∫
V
G~(s, t)ξ dsdt = ξ.
For the converse, we note that (id⊗ φ~)u~(ξ) = ξ implies that∫
V
〈(id⊗ φ ◦ α(s,t))u(ξ), ξ〉G~(s, t) dsdt = 〈ξ, ξ〉.
As usual, we have that ||(id ⊗ φ ◦ α(s,t))u(ξ)|| ≤ ||ξ||, since all the maps
we’re applying have norm one. Since G~(s, t) dsdt is a probability measure
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on V , Minkowski’s inequality gives that 〈(id ⊗ φ ◦ α(s,t))u(ξ), ξ〉 = 〈ξ, ξ〉 on
the support of G~(s, t) dsdt, which is all of V . Now the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality gives that (id⊗ φ ◦ α(s,t))u(ξ) = ξ for all (s, t) ∈ V . In particular,
setting (s, t) = (0, 0) gives (id⊗ φ)u(ξ) = ξ, so that φ ∈ Hξ.

Let S∗
~
: S(A)→ S(A~J ) be the pullback map of S~ : A~J → A on states.
The preceeding proposition says in particular that we have S∗
~
(Hξ) ⊆ H~ξ .
One would actually have S∗
~
(Hξ) = H
~
ξ if the map S
∗
~
: S(A)→ S(A~J) were
bijective. This is unlikely for general Rieffel deformations of C∗-algebras,
because the map S~ : A~J → A is probably not bijective. It cannot be
bijective for the whole smooth algebras, because it smooths out elements too
much. However, since S~ is given by convolution with a Gaussian, by Fourier
analysis one would expect it to be bijective on some dense subalgebra of
Schwarz functions. For example, in [Ka2] Kaschek shows that S~ is injective
for A = C∞(V,R). He also gives the range and inverse of S~ for A = S(R2),
and it seems reasonable that corresponding results should hold for general
A.
The point is this. Since our C∗-algebra A is actually a quantum group,
we have by [Be1] and [Wa3] that S(A) = S(A∞) = S(A). The polynomial
subalgebra is really at the heart of the geometry for a quantum group. If
S~ is invertible on any class of elements, it seems quite likely that this class
of elements should contain the polynomial subalgebra A. If this is the case,
then we have that the corresponding pullback map S∗
~
: S(A)→ S(A~J) will
be bijective.
Conjecture 6.12 Let u : H → H ⊗ A be a finite dimensional unitary rep-
resentation of a compact quantum group A. Let ξ ∈ H have state stabilizer
Hξ ⊆ S(A). Let Π : A→ C(T) be a toral subgroup of A that stabilizes ξ. Let
θ be a skew-symmetric bilinear form on the Lie algebra t of T, and let A~J
be the corresponding Rieffel deformation of A.
Consider the corresponding unitary representation u~ : H → H ⊗ A~J .
Then the state stabilizer of ξ for the representation u~ is given by H
~
ξ =
S∗
~
(Hξ), where S
∗
~
: S(A)→ S(A~J) is the map defined above.
We will give evidence for this conjecture in the next section when we
compute the Berezin Quantization for coadjoint orbits of A~J . We will not
obtain that H~ = H ◦ S~, but we will see that NH~ = NH◦S~ for any ergodic
A-module algebra N .
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6.4 Examples of Berezin Quantization
6.4.1 A = C∗(Γ), the Trivial Example
Let Γ be a discrete group, so that A = C∗(Γ) is a cocommutative compact
quantum group. We have noted before that A is then Kac-type and coa-
menable. Furthermore, since all irreducible unitary (co)representations of A
are one-dimensional, we have that any vector in an irreducible unitary rep-
resentation is primitive-like. Thus our Berezin Quantization scheme should
apply to some quantum homogeneous space AH . In this section we show that
in this case we have AH = C1A, we have Bn = C for all n ∈ N, and each of
the Berezin symbols and Berezin adjoint maps are trivial.
Every irreducible representation of C∗(Γ) comes from an element of Γ, in
the following sense. If γ ∈ Γ, then there is an irreducible representation u :
C→ C⊗C∗(Γ) = C∗(Γ) by u(w) = wγ, and every irreducible representation
of C∗(Γ) is of this form.
Consider the irreducible representation u(w) = wγ of C∗(Γ). Let z ∈ C
be a vector of norm one. We have the tensor product representation u⊗n is
given by u⊗n(w) = wγn. In particular, u⊗n is irreducible for all n ∈ N, so
that z is a primitive-like vector. The rank-1 projection corresponding to z
is P = 1C ∈ B(C) ∼= C. We have α(P ) = uPu∗ = 1C ⊗ 1A. Thus the state
stabilizer H of P is the whole state space S(C∗(Γ)). If a ∈ C∗(Γ)H , then we
have (φ ⊗ id)∆a = a for all φ ∈ S(C∗(Γ)). Taking φ to be the Haar state
gives a = h(a)1A, so we have that A
H = C1A.
Similarly, we have that P n = 1⊗n
C
= 1C for all n ∈ N . Also we have
αn = id⊗nB(C) ⊗ 1A = idB(C) ⊗ 1A. Thus the cyclic subspace of C generated by
P n is all of C for all n, and we have Bn = C for all n ∈ N .
Finally we compute the Berezin symbol and its adjoint. Let z ∈ C. We
have σn : C→ C1A is given by
σn(z) = (tr ⊗ id)((P n ⊗ 1A)αn(z))
= (tr ⊗ id)((1C ⊗ 1A)(z ⊗ 1A))
= z1A.
Let a = z1A ∈ AH = C1A. We also have σ˘n : AH → C is given by
σ˘n(z1A) = dC(id⊗ h)([(id⊗ κ)αn(P n)](1C ⊗ z1A))
= (id⊗ h)((1C ⊗ 1A)(1C ⊗ z1A)
= z1C = z.
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6.4.2 Invariant Subspaces and Quantization of Orbifolds
Our first main theorem of this paper was the construction of Berezin quan-
tizations for quantum “coadjoint orbits.” See Proposition 4.13 and Theorem
4.26. That is, we showed that if u : H → H ⊗ A is an irreducible unitary
representation of a quantum group A with a primitive-like vector ξ ∈ H (see
Definition 4.8), and H ⊆ S(A) is the state stabilizer of the rank-1 projection
P ∈ B(H) corresponding to ξ, then there is an explicit sequence of finite
dimensional operator systems Bn converging to the quantum homogeneous
space AH (see Definition 3.16). We now use Theorem 5.22 to show that if
Π : A → B is a quantum subgroup of A, then the corresponding spaces of
invariant elements also converge. That is, we have ΠBn is a Berezin quanti-
zation for ΠAH . In particular, this will allow us to give Berezin quantizations
for certain double cosets of ordinary Lie groups, and we show that the latter
can be orbifolds.
Proposition 6.13 In the notation of Theorem 5.22, let N be the ergodic
A-module algebra ΠA, where Π : A → B is a quantum subgroup of A. Then
we have NH = ΠAH , and the finite dimesional algebras Mn are given by
ΠBn.
Thus by Corollary 5.14 and Theorem 5.22 we have that { ΠBn} ∪ { ΠAH} is
a strict quantization of ΠAH , and that for any invariant Lip norm LA on A,
the corresponding quantum metric spaces ( ΠBn, Ln) converge to ( ΠA,L) in
quantum Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
Proof: It’s clear that for N = ΠA, we have NH = ΠAH , where
ΠAH = {a ∈ A | (id⊗ Π)∆a = a⊗ 1B and φ∆(a) = a, ∀φ ∈ H}.
Next we compute M . See Definition 5.3. We have
Mn = {ω ∈ B ⊗ ΠA | (α⊗ id)ω = (id⊗∆)ω}.
By the reasoning in the example immediately following Definition 5.3, we
have that (id⊗ ε) : M →֒ B. To find the subspace of B that is the image of
M , we must find for what T ∈ B do we have α(T ) ∈M .
We claim that α(T ) ∈ M if and only if (id ⊗ Π)α(T ) = T ⊗ 1B; that is,
if and only if T ∈ ΠB. We have
α(T ) ∈M ⇔ (id⊗ id⊗ Π)(id⊗∆)α(T ) = α(T )⊗ 1B
⇔ (id⊗ id⊗ Π)(α⊗ id)α(T ) = α(T )⊗ 1B
⇔ (α⊗ id)(id⊗ Π)α(T ) = (α⊗ id)(T ⊗ 1B)
⇔ (id⊗Π)α(T ) = T ⊗ 1B,
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where for the last equivalence we have used that (α⊗ id) is injective. 
Example. Let A = C(G) for G a compact semisimple Lie group, and let
U : G → B(H) be an irreducible unitary representation of G. Let K < G
be a subgroup of G, and let H < G be the stabilizer of the rank-1 projection
corresponding to the highest weight vector of U under conjugation by U .
Then we have KAH = C(K\G/H) is a double coset space, and KB = U(K)′ ⊆
B(H) is the commutant of U(K) in B(H).
Proposition 6.14 In the above example, suppose that K ⊆ gHg−1 for some
g ∈ G. Then the action of K on G/H fixes the point gH ∈ G/H. If the
action of K on G/H has an isolated fixed point, and if the action is properly
discontinuous, then the double coset K\G/H is not a differentiable manifold
for the induced differential structure.
Proof: Let k ∈ K ⊆ gHg−1 be arbitrary. Then we have k · (gH) = gH .
Thus K fixes gH .
The second statement is really a general principle. Intuitively, if gH is
an isolated fixed point, then in any neighborhood of gH we can find at least
two points which map to the same point in K\G/H . If the action is properly
discontinuous, we can find two such points that are “seperated” from each
other. At the infinitesimal level, there are directional derivatives that are
distinct just off gH but become identified at gH . Thus the “tangent bundle”
of K\G/H is not locally trivial for this differential structure, and K\G/H
is not a differentiable manifold. 
Example. Let G = SU(2) and let U : SU(2) → M2(C) be the standard
representation. The highest weight vector of U is e1, so that P =
(
1 0
0 0
)
.
Then we have the stabilizer of P is the maximal torus H < G consisting of
diagonal matrices in SU(2). We compute
(
a −c
c a
)(
λ 0
0 λ
)
=
(
aλ −cλ
cλ aλ
)
.
Thus we have
SU(2)/H =
{(a, c) ∈ C2 : |a|2 + |c|2 = 1}
(a, c) ∼ (aλ, cλ) for λ ∈ S1 = CP
1.
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Via the equivalence relation, we see that (0, c) ∼ (0, 1) for all |c| = 1. For
|c| < 1 we can choose a unique λ ∈ S1 to make aλ > 0. Thus we can use the
stereographic projection map to obtain
SU(2)/H = {(2|a|Re(c), 2|a|Im(c), |a|2 − |c|2) ∈ R3} = S2,
as is well known.
Now take K = Zn →֒ H to be the copy of the cyclic group inside H :
Zn =
{(
ζj 0
0 ζj
)
∈ SU(2) | j = 0, 1, ..., n− 1
}
, where ζ = exp(2πi/n).
We have
(
ζ 0
0 ζ
)
· (a, c) = (ζa, ζc) ∼ (a, ζ2c). Looking at the formula for
the stereographic projection above, we see that the generator of Zn acts on
S2 by rotating 4π/n in the plane spanned by first two coordinate vectors. For
simplicity take n ∈ N to be odd. Then we have each point of S2 is identified
with it’s image after rotating by 2π/n. Thus we see that S2/Zn is isometric
to the ellipsoid with radii 1/n, 1/n, and 1. As the quotient of a manifold by
a finite group action, S2/Zn is a prototypical example of an orbifold. The
action is properly discontinuous since Zn is finite. Because the north and
south poles are isolated fixed points for the action of Zn, we see that S
2/Zn
is not a manifold for the induced differential structure.
Now we look at its finite dimensional approximations ZnMN (C) = U
N (Zn)′.
TheN dimensional representation of SU(2) has a basis {vN−1, vN−3, ..., v−N+1}
such that
(
ζ 0
0 ζ
)
· vj = ζjvj. For simplicity, take N = rn for some r ∈ N.
Still assuming that n is odd, we have that exactly r of the basis vectors
are fixed by
(
ζ 0
0 ζ
)
, exactly r are multiplied by λ, ..., and exactly r are
multiplied by λn−1. Thus the commutant of the image of Zn in MN (C) is
isomorphic to Mr(C)
⊕n. So we have a limit
lim
r→∞
Mr(C)
⊕n = C(S2/Zn)
in a continuous field of operator systems. Given a metric on SU(2), we have
a limit as quantum metric spaces.
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6.4.3 Coadjoint Orbits for C(G)~J
The goal of this section is to show that our Berezin Quantization commutes
with Wang’s use of Rieffel deformation to deform compact quantum groups
[Wa3]. We begin by recalling our initial data.
As usual, we let A be a coamenable compact quantum group of Kac-type.
We let u : H → H ⊗ A be an irreducible unitary representation of A with
a primitive-like vector ξ ∈ H, see Definition 4.8. We let Hn be the cyclic
subspace of H⊗n generated by ξn ≡ ξ⊗n for the unitary representation u⊗n.
We let P n ∈ B(Hn) be the rank-1 projection corresponding to ξn. We let
αn : B(Hn) → B(Hn) ⊗ A be the action of A given by conjugation by u⊗n,
and we let Bn ⊆ B(Hn) be the cyclic subspace generated by P n. We let
H ⊆ S(A) to be the state stabilizer of P under α (see Definition 3.14).
Now let π : N → A ⊗ N be an ergodic right A-module algebra (see
Definition 5.1), and let NH = {x ∈ N | φπ(x) = x for all φ ∈ H} be the
set of H-invariant elements of N . Let Mn = {ω ∈ Bn ⊗ N | (αn ⊗ id)(ω) =
(id ⊗ π)(ω)}. Finally, we have the Berezin symbol σn : Mn → NH and the
Berezin adjoint σ˘n : NH →Mn given by
σn(ω) = (tr ⊗ id)((P n ⊗ id)ω),
and σ˘n(x) = dHn((α
n)† ⊗ id)(P n ⊗ π(x))
= dHn(id⊗ h ◦m⊗ id)([(id⊗ κ)αn(P n)]⊗ π(x)).
Corollary 5.13 says that the sequence of Berezin Transforms σn ◦ σ˘n :
NH → NH converges strongly to the identity operator. Theorem 5.22 adds
that for any invariant Lip-norm LA on A, the corresponding quantum met-
ric spaces (Mn, Ln) converge to (N
H , L) in quantum Gromov-Hausdorff dis-
tance.
Suppose now we have a toral quantum subgroup Π : A → C(T) of A.
We saw in Section 6.1.1 that we can deform A into a family of coamenable
quantum groups A~J all of Kac-type, and we’ve seen that we have a deformed
family of unitary representations u~ : H → H⊗A~J . In this section we show
that the rest of this picture deforms as well. We will find Mn
~
= Mn for all
n ∈ N . We have NH
~
and NH have the same smooth subspace, so that NH
~
and NH are merely completions of the same space in different norms. Finally
the Berezin symbol and its adjoint are undeformed on this smooth subspace.
We saw in Section 6.3.2 that if A = C(G) is the algebra of continuous
functions on an ordinary compact group G, and if K < G is the usual stabi-
lizer of P under α, then the quantum group stabilizer of P under the deformed
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action α~ is given by the quantum subgroup Π~ : C(G)~J → C(K)~J . Since
for the undeformed C(G) we know that both the quantum group stabilizer
and the state stabilizer of P are equal to C(K), Conjecture 6.12 suggests
that the state stabilizer of P under the deformed action α~ should be equal
to C(K)~J as well. We will not be able to obtain this result, but we will
show that the set of H~-invariant element elements of C(G)~J is the same
as the set of C(K)~J -invariant elements, which gives strong support for our
conjecture in this case. Also, we will see that the quantum coadjoint orbit
C(G)H
~
~J is just the θ-deformed homogeneous space C(G/K)~θ from Section
5 of [Va].
Let θ be a skew-symmetric form on the Lie algebra t of T. As described
in Section 6.1.1, we have two actions of t on A given by
λs(a) = (δexp(−s)Π⊗ id)∆a,
and ρt(a) = (id⊗ δexp(t))∆a.
These two actions commute with each other, so there is an action of t⊕ t on
A given by α(s,t) = λsρt. We can deform A by the action of t ⊕ t with the
skew form J = θ⊕ (−θ) to obtain a family of compact quantum groups A~J .
We also have an action of t on N given by
ls(x) = (δexp(−s)Π⊗ id)π(x).
Thus we can deform N by this action of t using the skew form θ to obtain a
family of C∗-algebras N~θ. We show that N~θ is an A~J -module algebra.
First, we stop to discuss the algebra of regular functions of an A-module
algebra. We define algebra of regular functions of N to be the algebraic
direct sum of the isotypic components on N , and we denote it by N , see [Li].
Clearly, N is a dense ∗-subalgebra of N . By the argument of [Po], the action
π : N → A ⊗ N of the compact quantum group A restricts to an action
π : N → A⊗N of the algebraic quantum group A on N . Finally, we denote
by N~θ the dense subalgebra of N~θ which is equal to N as a linear space.
Proposition 6.15 Let π : N → A⊗N be a right A-module algebra, and let
Π : A→ C(T) be a toral quantum subgroup of A. Let θ be a skew-symmetric
form on the Lie algebra of T. Then the natural map
N~θ = N π−→ A⊗N = A~J ⊗N~θ ⊆ A~J ⊗N~θ
lifts to an action π~ : N~θ → A~J ⊗ N~θ of A~J on N~θ. Moreover, one has
that π~ is ergodic if and only if π is ergodic.
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Proof: The first half of this proof is very similiar to our proof of Lemma 6.6
above. The remainder mimics Rieffel proof that ∆~ : C(G)~J → C(G)~J ⊗
C(G)~J is a ∗-homomorphism in [Re5], or Wang’s corresponding proof in
[Wa3]. We give a quick sketch.
First of all, by [Po] we do have π : N → A⊗N . By the same argument
as in Proposition 3.2 of [Wa3], it is easy to see that N ⊆ N∞, where N∞ is
the dense subalgebra of smooth elements for the action of t. Hence the string
of linear maps above makes sense if we define N~θ to be N as a linear space
endowed with the deformed product of N~θ.
Since the coproduct ∆~ : A~J → A~J is undeformed on the polynomial
subalgebra A~J , it is easy to see that π~ defined above satisfies (id⊗π~)π~ =
(∆~⊗ id)π~ on the algebra of regular functions N~θ. Since the involution of
N is undeformed on N , we have that π~ is ∗-preserving.
It remains to show that π~ : N~θ → A~J ⊗ N~θ is a homomorphism for
the deformed products. As in [Re5], we let
C = {F ∈ A⊗N | (ρt ⊗ id)F = (id⊗ l−t)F, for all t ∈ t}.
It is easy to check that π(N) ⊆ C. We denote π by ψ when we view it as
a map from N to C. Since the actions ρ and λ of t on A commute, there is
also an action of t on C given by
βt(F ) = (λt ⊗ id)(F ).
A quick check gives that ψ ◦ lt = βt ◦ ψ, so that ψ intertwines the actions of
t on N and on C. Thus there is a natural map ψ~ : N
l
~θ → Cβ~θ since Rieffel
deformation is functorial.
Next, define an action γ of t3 on A⊗ C by
γ(s,t,u) = α(s,t) ⊗ lu.
We have that γ restricts to an action on C because T is abelian and because
λ and ρ commute with each other. By the definition of C we have that
the subspace {(0, t, t) ∈ t3} acts trivially on C. Consider the skew form
L = θ ⊕ (−θ)⊕ θ on t3. The argument of [Re5] gives that CγL = Cβθ . We let
π~ = ι ◦ ψ~,
where ι is the inclusion ι : CγL →֒ (A ⊗ N)γL. Since (A ⊗ L)γL = AαJ ⊗ N lθ,
and because ψ~ and ι are both unital ∗-homomorphisms, we have that π~ is
a ∗-homomorphism from N~θ to A~J ⊗N~θ.
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Since ψ = π on N , it’s easy to see that π~ is given by the composition
stated in the proposition when restricted to N~θ.
Suppose now that π : N → A ⊗ N is ergodic. We have the canonical
expectations E : N → N inv and E~ : N~θ → N inv~θ onto the invariant subalge-
bras for π and π~ given by E = (h⊗ id)π and E~ = (h⊗ id)π~. We see that
E = E~ on the subalgebras of regular functions N = N~θ. By ergodicity,
we have E(N) = C1N . Thus we have E~(N~θ) ⊆ C1N~θ . Since N~θ is dense
in N~θ, we have E~(N~θ) = C1N~θ also, which says that π~ is ergodic. The
converse is similar.

Now that we understand how to deform the A-module algebra N , let us
return to the action α : B(H) → B(H) ⊗ A. We should have a deformed
action α~ : B(H)~θ → B(H)~θ ⊗ A~J which agrees with α on the dense
subalgebra of regular functions of B(H). Since B(H) is finite dimensional
it is equal to its subalgebra of regular functions, and we have α = α~ when
consider B(H) and B(H)~θ merely as linear spaces. Thus the cyclic subspaces
B and B~θ generated by P are not deformed as linear spaces. Only the order
structure of B is deformed.
Now we move on to the deformation of the finite dimensional approxi-
mations Mn of NH . As one might expect from the corresponding statement
for B, we have that Mn is not deformed as a linear space. Only its order
structure is deformed.
Proposition 6.16 We have M = M~θ as linear spaces. The natural iden-
tification between them is given by the restriction of the “identity” map
B ⊗N → B~⊗N~θ.
Proof: Recall that M ⊆ B ⊗N is given by
M = {ω ∈ B ⊗N | (α⊗ id)ω = (id⊗ π)ω}.
Since B is finite dimensional, it is easy to see that any ω ∈M must actually
be an element of B ⊗ N . Since α~ and π~ are not deformed on the regular
function algebras B and N , we have that (α~ ⊗ id)ω~ = (id ⊗ π~)ω~, where
ω~ is ω viewed as an element of B~ ⊗ N~θ. Thus ω 7→ ω~ gives a mapping
M → M~θ. Similarly, one can check that ω~ ∈ M~θ implies ω ∈ M , so we
have M = M~θ as linear spaces.

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Finally, we check that the Berezin symbol and Berezin adjoint are un-
deformed, in the obvious sense. Because it is not clear a priori how the
state stabilizer of P should deform, we view the Berezin symbol as a map
σ : M → N and the Berezin adjoint as σ˘ : N → M . We recall a basic fact
from Fourier analysis. We use the shorthand e~(t) = exp(2πi~t) for the rest
of this section. Recall from Section 6.1.1 that if C is a C∗-algebra with an
action of Rd that comes from the action of a torus, then the product on C~θ
can be written in terms of the weight spaces for T as
(ξ ×~θ η)n = Σm∈Zd ξmηn−me~(θm · n), ξ, η ∈ C.
We begin by showing that the trace on B(H)~θ is the same as the trace
on B(H).
Lemma 6.17 Let α : T→ C be an action of a torus on a C∗-algebra C. Let
ϕ ∈ S(C) be a distinguished positive linear functional on C, and suppose that
the action α is unitary for the inner product 〈ξ, η〉 = ϕ(η∗ξ) on C. Then for
any ξ, η ∈ Calg we have
ϕ(ξ ×~θ η) = ϕ(ξη).
Let ϕ~ be ϕ considered as a linear functional on C
alg
~θ . In particular, we have
that if ϕ is a trace on C, then ϕ~ is a trace on C
alg
~θ .
Proof: As in the statement, we let 〈ξ, η〉 = ϕ(η∗ξ). Since α is assumed to
be unitary for this inner product, we have
〈αt(ξ), αt(η)〉 = ϕ(η∗ξ) ∀t ∈ T.
Let m and n be in Zd, and suppose that ξ is in the weight space Cm and
η ∈ Cn. Then we also have
〈αt(ξ), αt(η)〉 = e(t · (m− n))ϕ(η∗ξ) ∀t ∈ T.
Combining this with the previous equation gives that the weight spaces Cm
and Cn are orthogonal for m 6= n. Since 1C ∈ C0, we have for any ξ ∈ C
that
ϕ(ξ) = ϕ(1∗Cξ)
= ϕ(1∗Cξ0)
= ϕ(ξ0),
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where ξ0 is the component of ξ inside C0. In particular, we have that ϕ(ξ×~θ
η) = ϕ((ξ ×~θ η)0). But since θ is skew-symmetric, we have
(ξ ×~θ η)0 = Σm ξmη−me~(−θm ·m)
= Σm ξmη−m = (ξη)0,
so that ϕ(ξ ×~θ η) = ϕ(ξη). 
Corollary 6.18 Let tr~ be the trace on B(H), considered as a linear func-
tional on B(H)~θ. Then tr~ is the trace of B(H)~θ.
Proof: The only part of this statement that is not covered in the lemma is
that tr~ is continuous on all of B(H)~θ. This is clear since B(H)~θ is finite
dimensional. 
Corollary 6.19 Let h be the Haar state of A, and let m : A ⊗ A → A be
the multiplication map. Then we have h ◦ m = h ◦ ×~J on the polynomial
subalgebra A = A~J .
Using these two corollaries, we can now show that the Berezin symbol
and Berezin adjoint are not deformed on the smooth subalgebra of N .
Proposition 6.20 Consider the Berezin symbols σ : M → N and σ~ :
M~θ → N~θ. Let ω ∈M . Then σ(ω) ∈ N . Furthermore, we have
σ~(ω~) = σ(ω)~.
On the left hand side we are denoting ω viewed as an element of M~θ by ω~.
On the right hand side we are denoting σ(ω) viewed as an element of N~θ by
σ(ω)~.
Proof:
We recall that σ : M → N is given by
σ(ω) = (tr ⊗ id)((P ⊗ 1)ω).
As in the proof of Proposition 6.15, we note that sinceM is finite dimensional
any ω ∈M must be an element of B ⊗N , so that σ(ω) ∈ N .
We are not changing our choice of primitive-like vector ξ, so the rank-1
projection P is not deformed. By Corollary 6.18 the trace is not deformed,
so the result is clear. 
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Proposition 6.21 Let x ∈ N . Denote by x~ the element x viewed as a
member of N~θ. Consider the Berezin adjoints σ˘ : N → M and σ˘~ : N~θ →
M~θ. Then we have
σ˘~(x~) = σ˘(x)~,
in the evident notation.
Proof: Again, we look at the formula
σ˘x = dH(id⊗ h ◦m⊗ id)((id⊗ κ)α(P )⊗ π(x)).
We know that κ, α, P, π, and x are all essentially not being deformed. By
Corollary 6.19 we have that h ◦m = h ◦ ×~θ, so the result follows. 
From these two propositions, we see that Berezin Transform σ◦σ˘ : N → N
is undeformed on the subalgebra of regular functions N . By Corollary 5.13,
we have that the sequence of Berezin Transforms (σn ◦ σ˘n) converges strongly
to the identity operator on NH . This suggests that NH ∩ N is undeformed
as a linear space; only its order structure is deformed. We check that this is
the case.
Proposition 6.22 Let NH∩N = NH . ThenNH is dense in NH . Under the
θ-deformation of N , we have that NH = NH~
~θ as linear spaces. That is, only
the order structure of NH, and hence its norm, is deformed. Intuitively, we
have that NH and NH
~
~θ are just completions of NH with respect to different
norms.
Proof: We know that (σn ◦ σ˘n)(x) = (hPn ⊗ id)π(x) for some sequence
of states hPn given before. We shall see in Corollary 7.2 of the appendix
that these states actually converge weak∗ to a state h ∈ S(A), and that this
h is a Haar state for the state stabilizer H . Thus we have an expectation
E : N → NH given by
E(x) = (h⊗ id)π(x).
We have seen that π : N → A ⊗ N , so that E : N → NH. In particular,
using that E is idempotent gives E(N ) = NH. Since E is continuous, we
have that NH is dense in NH .
As was noted before, the Berezin Transforms are undeformed on the sub-
algebra of regular functions N . As E is the strong limit of these Berezin
Transforms, we have that E(x) = E~(x~) for all x ∈ N , in the evident
notation. Thus we see that NH = E(N ) = E~(N~θ) = NH~~θ . 
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Remark. Slight modifications of the proofs of Lemma 6.9 through Proposi-
tion 6.11 show that we also haveAH = AH◦S~ . Combining this with the above
proposition shows that AH~ = AH◦S~ . We still only know that H ◦S~ ⊆ H~,
but we see that for this example H ◦ S~ is a large enough subset of H~ to
determine its quantum homogeneous space.
Example. Suppose that A = C(G) is the algebra of continuous functions
on a compact semisimple Lie group G. As usual, we take P to be the rank-
1 projection corresponding to the highest weight vector in some irreducible
unitary representation U of G. Let K < G be the ordinary group stabilizer
of P for the representation αg(T ) = UgTU
∗
g of G on B(H). We have seen
before that the restriction map Π : C(G) → C(K) is both the quantum
group stabilizer and the state stabilizer of P .
By Proposition 6.7 the quantum group stabilizer of P for the represen-
tation α~ : B(H) → B(H) ⊗ C(G)~J is given by the quantum subgroup
Π~ : C(G)~J → C(K)~J . We have the undeformed homogeneous space is
C(G/K), which is a coadjoint orbit of G. By the above proposition we have
that the regular functions of C(G/K) are dense in C(G)H
~
~θ . By Section 5 of
[Va], we have that the regular functions of C(G/K) are also dense in the quan-
tum coset space C(G/K)~θ. Since the state stabilizer maps onto the quantum
group stabilizer we have by general principle that C(G)H
~
~θ →֒ C(G/K)~θ.
Hence Varilly’s result implies that C(G)H
~
~θ = C(G/K)~θ. That is, the quan-
tum coadjoint orbit of C(G)~J is simply the quantum coset space C(G/K)~θ
of Varilly. In particular, for Rieffel deformations of classical Lie groups we
see that the coadjoint orbits are C∗-algebras and not just operator systems.
We remark that in the non-Kac type case, the results of [Ju] suggest
that the quantum coadjoint orbits for q-deformations of classical Lie groups
should turn out to be C∗-algebras as well.
The results of this section are somewhat strange. We have that the quan-
tum homogeneous space NH has a dense subalgebra which is undeformed
as a linear space under Rieffel’s deformation. This is not too surprising,
because this is how Rieffel’s deformation works. We also have that the fi-
nite dimensional approximations Mn of NH are undeformed as linear spaces,
only their order structure is deformed. What is very surprising is that the
Berezin symbol and its adjoint are essentially undeformed. Basically, the
results of this section show that we have linear maps σn : Mn → NH and
σ˘n : NH → Mn that give a Berezin Quantization of the algebraic quantum
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homogeneous space NH, which we can view as just being a linear ∗-space.
Furthermore, it suggests that for any order structure on NH , we can choose
a corresponding order structure on Mn so as to make these maps positive.
So it seems that these maps not only give a quantization that commutes
with changes of the metric on NH , as we see from Theorem 5.22, but also
commutes with changes of the topology of NH.
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7 Appendix
Throughout this paper we have considered the state stabilizer of a vector in
a unitary representation of a compact quantum group A. See Definitions 3.3
and 3.14. We have noted that since the state stabilizer Φ : A→ B is merely
a map of order unit spaces, there’s no reason to believe that B should have
a Haar state. In this section we investigate when B has a Haar state.
For motivation, consider a quantum subgroup Π : A→ B of A, and let hB
be the Haar state of B. Let AΠ = {a ∈ A | (Π⊗ id)∆a = 1B ⊗ a}. Then one
has (hB ⊗ id)∆ : A → AΠ is an idempotent map from A to AΠ. Intuitively,
we are averaging an element of A over the Haar state of B to get an element
of AΠ.
Let A be coamenable and Kac-type. Let (u,H) be a unitary irreducible
representation of A with a primitive-like vector ξ ∈ H. Let P be the rank 1
projection corresponding to ξ, and let H be the state stabilizer of P under
conjugation by u. Then by Proposition 4.13 we have limn→∞(hPn⊗id)∆a = a
for all a ∈ AH . Since S(A) is weak∗-compact, we can let h ∈ S(A) be a limit
point of the sequence hPn. Then h seems like a reasonable canidate for a
Haar measure of H . We show that this is indeed the case.
Proposition 7.1 Let φ ∈ H. Then we have hPn ∗ φ = φ ∗ hPn = hPn for
any n ∈ N. In particular, we have h ∗ φ = φ ∗ h = h.
Proof: It suffices to show the case when n = 1, since the state stabilizer
of P n is contained in the state stabilizer of P by Proposition 3.20. We first
compute φ ∗ hP for φ ∈ H . We have
(φ ∗ hP )(a) = dH(φ⊗ h)((1⊗ σP )∆a)
= dH(φ⊗ h)([(κ⊗ id)∆σP ](1⊗ a))
= dHh([(φ ◦ κ⊗ id)∆σP ]a)
= dHh(σPa) = hP (a),
where we have used the facts that φ ◦ κ ∈ H and σP ∈ AH . See Propositions
3.21 and 4.1.
Similarly, we can compute hP ∗ φ.
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(hP ∗ φ)(a) = dH(h⊗ φ)((σP ⊗ 1)∆a)
= dH(h⊗ φ)([(id⊗ κ)∆σP ](a⊗ 1))
= dHh([(id⊗ φ ◦ κ)∆σP ]a)
= dHh([(φ⊗ κ−1)∆(κσP )]a)
= dHh([(φ⊗ κ−1)∆σP ]a)
= dHh(κ
−1(σP )a)
= dHh(σPa) = hP (a),
where we have used κσP = 〈(id⊗ κ)α(P ), P ⊗ 1A〉 = 〈P ⊗ 1A, α(P )〉 = σ∗P =
σP .

This proposition shows that each hPn is like a Haar state for H . The only
problem is that hPn /∈ H . If one thinks about the statement of Lemma 4.9
geometrically, intuitively it says that the states hPn become more concen-
trated on H as n→∞, so that in the limit, it’s as if one is just integrating
over a Haar state of H . To see that h really is a Haar state of H , we just need
to check that it really is an element of H . But this follows from Proposition
4.13 and Proposition 3.23.
Corollary 7.2 For A coamenable and Kac-type, the state h constructed
above is in the state stabilizer H, and so is a Haar state for H.
We have not discussed compact quantum hypergroups in this paper, but
essentially a compact quantum hypergroup is like a compact quantum group,
except that the coproduct is not assumed to be a ∗-homomorphism. See
[Ch] for the actual definition and the basic properties of compact quantum
hypergroups. Any quantum hypergroup has a Haar state. So if Π : A → B
is a quantum subhypergroup of A, then the Haar state of B pulls back to
an idempotent state on A. Based on the results of [De] and [Lad], Franz
and Skalski suggest that any idempotent state on a compact quantum group
A is the pullback of the Haar state on some quantum subhypergroup of A,
and they prove that this is the case for finite quantum groups [Fr]. The
full conjecture seems to be out of reach at the moment, but since our state
stabilizers have Haar states, it is natural to ask whether or not they are
quantum subhypergroups of A.
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Question 7.3 Let A be a coamenable compact quantum group of Kac-type.
Let (u,H) be an irreducible representation of A with a primitive-like vector
ξ, and let P be the rank one projection corresponding to ξ. View the state
stabilizer of P as a map of order unit spaces Π : A → B. Is B actually a
quantum subhypergroup of A?
We can also use this analysis to show that our coamenability assumption
cannot be dropped. Let A be the universal Kac-type quantum group Au(m).
Suppose that the concentration result of Lemma 4.9 holds without assuming
coamenability. Then the rest of the results of Section 4.2 also hold without
assuming coamenability. Let (u,Cm) be the fundamental representation for
A. By [Ban2], each of the representations u⊗k are irreducible so that any
nonzero ξ ∈ Cm is a primitive-like vector for u. Thus we can take P ∈Mm(C)
to be any rank one projection.
Again, we let h be a weak∗-limit of the states hPn. Using the same
analysis as above, we have that h is a Haar state for the state stabilizer of
P . However, we can show that h /∈ H .
Proposition 7.4 For A = Au(m), the state h is not in H.
Proof: By Proposition 3.18, we have that h ∈ H if and only if h(σP ) = 1.
Since hPn(a) = dimHnh((σP )
na) is a state, we have h((σP )
n) = (dimHn)
−1.
Thus we have
hPn(σP ) =
dimHn
dimHn+1
.
By Banica, we also have Hn = H⊗n. Thus h(σP ) = 1/m 6= 1, so h is not
an element of H . 
Corollary 7.5 The conclusion of Lemma 4.9 does not hold if u : Cm →
Cm ⊗ Au(m) is the fundamental representation of Au(m).
Conjecture 7.6 Let P be a rank 1 projection inMm(C), and let α : Mm(C)→
Mm(C)⊗Au(m) be conjugation by the fundamental representation of Au(m).
Let H be the state stabilizer of P . Then H has no Haar state.
If this conjecture is true, it shows that the state stabilizer of an element
of a unitary representation of a compact quantum group is generally not even
a quantum subhypergroup.
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